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) UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

) In the Matter of )
)

SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTRIC ) Docket No. 50-395 OL
& GAS COMPANY, et al. )

)
(Virgil'C. Summer Nuclear )) Station, Unit 1) )

[ Applicants' Proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law on Intervenor's Contention A4 and

Questions Raised by the Licensing Board and) Its Consultants / Witnesses Regarding Seismic Issues in the Form of a3

SUPPLEMENTAL PARTIAL INITIAL DECISION

) 1. This supplemental partial initial decision

resolves those seismic issues in controversy arising from

Intervenor's Contention A4 and questions raised sua sponte by

) the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board and further addressed
,

by the Board's independent seismic consultants.

2. Intervenor's Contention. Intervenor's Contention)
A4 was as follows:

'

(a) [T]he FSAR is inadequate with respect
to the description of seismic activity

) in the area of the Summer plant site;

(b) the plans for monitoring site seisnicity
are inadequate in that they do not ton-
sider the seismic effect of filling the
reservoir. Site seismicity monitoring

) conducted after the filling of the reser-
voir should be continued for a year follow-
ing filling of the reservoir (later amended
to "through 1983").

)
-
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At the April 7, 1981 prehearing conference session, Intervenor)
Bursey distributed a document styled " Summary of Contentions

which addressed, inter alid, his Contention A4. An extended

discussion ensued, with Applicants and Staff arguing thatg

the summary sought to expand the contention and opposing
1

such expansion on grounds of timeliness, fairness, challenge I

g to regulations and so on (Tr. 380-406). In our Order of May

13, 1981, we permitted expansion of the contention to

include not only the matters included in the summary, but

O sua sponte, the entire scope of the seismic review in the

SER (May 13, 1981 Order at 5). The Applicants objected

inter alia to this feature of the Order (Applicants' Objections

() to Prehearing Conference Order, May 22, 1981) but we entered

no further order and made no change in our ruling. Accordingly,

the contention embraced the additional matters noted by the

O Intervenor in his summary and admitted in our Order of May

13, 1981, viz: that a near field magnitude 5.3 earthquake

should be used for assessing seismic safety; that the

(3 recently discovered Wateree Creek Fault "near the reactor"

poses new seismic considerations, that there are areas of

concern in regard to emergency sirens and evacuation route

C) bridges withstanding design basis earthquakes; and that

seismic monitoring shculd be continued through 1983.

3. While expanding the contention in our May 13,

1981 Order, we did not lift the bar to Inte rvenor calling a

0
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witness because he had failed to provide any summary of

O testimony. Mr. Bursey was informed he could use a seismic

expert as a technical interrogator (May 13, 1981 Order at

6), but he did not do so at the hearing.

;O

4. In most respects, the seismology and earthquake

engineering matters involved in this application were

unremarkable, though novel questions arose in regard to()
records of small, near-source events. Certainly, Intervenor

Bursey's contention that the description of regional seismicity

() in the Applicants ' Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) was

iradequate was nowhere borne out in the evidence. The

contention that monitoring should continue until 1983 was

(3 essentially mooted when the Staff required, and the Applicants

acquiesced, that monitoring be continued until the Staff and j

Applicants agreed that further monitoring was unwarranted,

O with the first review of that matter to take place at the

end of 1982. (Staff Ex. 1, at 2-31). We endorse that

requirement. We dispose elsewhere of Mr. Bursey's contention

O that a near field magnitude 5.3 event should be the basis

for assessing seismic safety; the overwhelming weight of the

evidence was against Dr. Murphy's view that that is the

O maximum reservoir induced event. As to the Wateree creek

Fault, the testimony of Dr. Secor allayed any concern that

the fault, which is not capable, might be reactivated and/or

O extend toward the site. As to unspecified " areas of

concern" about the ability of sirens and bridges withstanding

O

__
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design basis earthquakes, Mr. Bursey simply did not pursue

O these matters, perhaps realizing that to do so would involve

a challenge to the regulations (in seeking requirements

beyond those of the regulations), which challenge would have

O required him to make a prima facie case and would have

required the Board to certify the matter if he did. (Tr.

405-406 and 10 C.F.R. $ 2.758). In this respect, Mr. Bursey
O

may be said to have abanioned that part of his contention.

It appeared also that Mr. Bursey was hoping to call a

witness on this, which he did not. (Tr. 403-404).
O

5. Board Issues. For all of that, however, the

Board concluded that certain aspects of the seismology and

o earthquake engineering issues should be thoroughly examined.

We apprised the parties of our interest in these matters

based on our preliminary review of the Safety Evaluation

O Report (SER) at the April 7-8, 1981 Prehearing Conference.

(Tr. 390-404). Basically, we did not see sufficient

exposition in the SER on a number of topics involving

O the selection of maximum magnitudes, earthquake source

parameters, and associated ground motion for reservoir-induced

events. In particular, we did not see sufficient explanation

O of why the Staff concluded that the views of Dr. Murphy on

source dimension, stress drop, and earthquake magniture

should be rejected; why the 4.5 magnitude events the Staff

O considered prudent and conservative for RIS purposes would

0
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not have larger ground accelerations than already experienced
O

from smaller magnitude events (about 0.25g for the M = 2.8g

event on August 27, 1978); how the zero period acceleration

for the RIS spectrum was derived in view of such recorded

or extrapolated ground motions; wh.'t consideration Staff

gave to the views of ACRS consultants reflected in that

Committee's report of March 11, 1981 that a magnitude ofg

about 5.0 was the consensus of its consultants; and what

difference it made if 0.25g or greater extrapolated accel-

erations were confined to a certain frequency range.O
.

6. The Applicants' witnesses touched upon most of

these points in their testimony at the June-July 1981

O
sessions and we did not intensively question the Applicants'

witnesses. We had expected the Staff to expand on each of

the topics in their direct testimony to a greater extent
O

than they did. Though we questioned the Staff in some of

these areas, we left it to the Staff to respond to the areas

of concern we had already stated on the record. With the
O

benefit of hindsight, we perhaps should have elaborated more

at the April 7 prehearing conference, in our May 13,

1981 prehearing conference order, or in questioning the
|O

Staff as to our concerns and as to what kinds of information

wa were looking for. Certainly, the Appeal Board seems to

have taken the view that we should have spelled out our
O

concerns more plainly and allowed the Staff a further

O
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opportunity to respond before taking the next step of
D

retaining our own consultants / witnesses. (ALAB-663 (Decem-

ber 14, 1981)). Nonetheless, we did not wish to give the

appearance of either overlooking what appeared to us an
J

incomplete record regarding potentially significant safety

issues, or of asking only leading questions of the Staff

calculated to provide record support for the application.,

a

7. The record that ensued from our retention of

expert consultants, the publication of their reports and

3 testimony, rejoinders thereto and other additional evidence,

including additional eminent witnesses for the Applicants,

and from supplemental Staff testimony including their

U reviews of new informatiod, may have been " overkill" in

response to our concerns described above. However, these

documents certainly have permitted this Board to reach its

decision on a complete and sound record which resolves both

the concerns we initially expressed and the additional ones

which came up along the way.
G

8. It will be helpful at this point to specify the

concerns that we had at the conclusion of the first round of

g seismic testimony. On' July 13, 1981, we apprised the

parties of the following concerns:

(1) We were not satisfied that the acceleration
values to be associated with different

9 [ greater] magnitudes had been fully substan-
tiated by the testimony (Tr. 2514);

O
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(2) We were not satisfied that the application
of the time histories and the acceleration

C) values to which they were " pegged" were fully
substantiated (Tr. 2514);

(3) We were not satisfied that the exposition
was complete enough on how the accelerometer
readings at the dam abutment were taken intog

-

account (Tr. 2515); and,

(4) We had some more tentative concern as to
the extent of the discussion appropriate at
this stage of migration of an event like the

o Charleston earthquake to the edge of the
Coastal Plain province (Tr. 2515, 2520-21).

We also noted that there was insufficient substantiation on

this record of the seemingly " generic" margins which led the
O

Staff to conclude that occurrence of larger magnitude RIS

events and resulting exceedences of design response spectra

in some frequency ranges would still not threaten function-
O

ability of safe shutdown systems. (Tr. 2518). Finally, we

had some questions regarding an experiment with the water
,

level in the recervoir. (See para. 32, infra.).

9. We noted at the time that we wanted to avoid the

need for de novo retrial of seismic issues before the Appeal

O Board because of our failure to pursue obvious questions, as

occurred in other cases. (Tr. 2516).

10. Because the Applicants asked for further clarific-
O

ation and elaboration of the matters which were of concern

to us, we elaborated on them at Tr. 3790-3817. We repeated

that our concerns were in three bacic areas:
O

O

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1) 'The magnitude of the maximum reservoir--
'd

induced ' event expected to occur at the
|Monticello reservoir;

2) The corresponding "g" values
used by the Applicants; and

3) The generation of an appropriate response !
spectrum.

|

11. Magnitude. The evidence as of July' 1981 reflected
!O

magnitude estimates ranging from 4.0 (Applicants) to 4. 5

(Staf f) to 5.3 (Dr. Murphy); the ACRS letter indicated its
'

consultants' consensus was about 5.0. At that time, the
|Q

Soard was concerned there was insufficient basis (in
sharp contrast to the present situation) to prefer one

estimate over another. Yet, we felt compelled under
O

our reading of the Appeal Board decision in Diablo Cenyon to

resolve the matter. (Tr. 3793). The Board, without requiring

a probability study, was seeking some concrete basis for the
IO

Staff's selection of a M = 4.5. (Tr. 3795-97).g

12. Ground Motion. The Board 's basic concern was

O whether the 0.22g acceleration value used to anchor the RIS
I
| spectrum on rock was an appropriate one to be associated

with higher magnitudes and accelerations than had already
O occurred. At the time, we were not focused upon the importanc e

of minimum depth for the larger magnitude events, and of

course we did not hr.e either the testimony of Professor

I)
Nuttli or the Supplemental Staff testimony which we received in

evidence in January, 1982. Accordingly, we had some difficulty

0
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with the SER having left the appropriate acceleration values

O
in doubt for magnitudes in the 4.0 - 5.3 range; as to

whether the local SMA records had been adequately considered

(Tz 3793); as to whether the Hanks-McGuire model was an

n"
appropriate one, whether it was used appropriately, and

whether the Staff gave the use of that model a thorough

enough review (Tr. 3791); and whether comparisons were made
O

(or other. appropriate use made of) actual strong motion

records from moderate earthquakes elsewhere. (Tr. 3792-94

and 3799).
O

13. Response Spectra. The Board stated it wanted a

more complete explanation of why the Staff concurred with

13 the Applicants that Regulatory Guide 1.60 response spectra

were not appropriate for RIS analysis. On the state of the

record in July, we were not satisfied that the Staff had

C) determined the appropriateness of departing from standard

response spectra and generating a site-specific RIS spectrum.

(It was later explained that Regulatory Guide 1.60 states on

C) its face that it is not appropriate for close-in events,

e.g., RIS, because such are expected to be relatively rich

in high frequency content, so that appropriate site-specific
n" spectra need to be generated for such cases.) (Tr. 3794).

The Board was left with the impression, later rectified,

that the RIS spectrum was used to analyze some parts of the

facility but the original spectrum other parts (Tr. 3795 and

3806-08). As explained in detail later, structures and

O

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ .
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equipment were designed for the original SSE spectra. When
O

the RIS spectrum was superimposed on the SSE spectrum, the

RIS spectrum was, except as discussed next, well within the

SSE spectrum for which design and analysis had already been
O

performed. In the frequency range at which the RIS spectrum

exceeded the SSE spectrum, further analysis was undertaken:

for interior concrete structures of the reactor building and

safety class equipment selected by the ACRS. These were shown

to have ample margins. (Chen. Test. at Table 1, following

Tr. 5324) (Knight, Tr. 5772-73). The Applicants are also

committed to conduct confirmatory analyses for all safety-

related equipment required for cold shutdown which need not

be completed prior to operation.

14. The foregoing serves to recount the development

of the Board's concerns up to the point where we engaged the

O services of our own witnesses, Drs. Joyner, 1/ Trifunac, and

Luco. At later points, we will delve into the principal

matters raised by their testimony. For purposes of this

O
introduction, the following greatly simplified highlights

must suffice. Dr. Trifunac, for the most part, sought to

raise additional issues rather than confine himself to the

O
issues raised by the Board as to RIS characteristics, ground

motion and response spectra; he had misgivings regarding the

O

1/ As explained elsewhere, Dr. Jon B. Fletcher contributed
stress drop estimates to Dr. Joyner's report but was
not called as a witness.

O
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design basis ground motion based on his own probabilistic
O

assessment of overall regional seismicity. After all was

said and done, Dr. Joyner saw no major criticism or difference

with Applicants or Staff except as to the minimum distance
O

to the earthquake focus which he assumed. And Dr. Luco

basically agreed with the Staff, with certain provisos, and

recommended further studies to quantify reduction factors.
O

~

15. The Board asked its expert witnesses to review

and comment on the seismic evidence compiled in the first

4h round of these hearings, for the reasons set forth in the

transcript and in our responses to the Appeal Board in

regard to the Staff's motion for directed certification.

1D While we encouraged the witnesses to state their views on

the Board's questions, we did not limit them to those

questions in case they saw scrething else significant. (See

C Tr. 5138-5159). In the end, however, we did not consider

Dr. Trifunac's probabilistic approach to tectonic earthquakes

particularly useful or relevant to the RIS issues, and we

are not inclined to give it any weight. Similarly, Dr.

Trifunac's and Jr. Luco's recommendations (Tr. 5839-40 and

Tr. 5505-5601) for adjustments to spectra and on further
n

analyses were not reuponsive to the Board's concerns.''

As explained at the hearing, we did not ask for those

recommendations; we obse.ved that they were notably lacking

'O in supporting documentation or testimony (Tr. 6013). We

have decided not to accord any weight to these unsupported

recommendations.
:O
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16. The Applicants obtained-from the USGS on October
O

4, 1981 an additional record of an October 16, 1979 event of

M = 2.8 with an instrumental peak acceleration of 0.35g.g

The Applicants informed the Staff of this on October 9 with
O

a copy to us and we received a Board Notification on October

20, 1981. Both the Applicants and Staff addressed this

record in their supplemental testimony, as did Dr. Joyner.

There is substantial evidence of record for the proposition

that this record (and the August 27, 1978 M = 2.8, 0.25g

record) must be modified before it is used as input motion

at the foundation level of a nuclear plant for evaluation of

seismic safety.

O 17. Suffice it for this introduction to say, as to

the balance of the Staff's supplemental testimony, that it

satisfactorily responded to our concerns as to magnitude and

O other source properties: ground motion, distance, and

attenuation; and response spectra. We express our apprecia-

tion to the Staff, both the original panel and the additional

O witnesses who joined the panel sponsoring the supplemental

testimony, for their thorough and responsive presentation.

18. To conclude this introduction, we would beg

remiss if we did not also mention at the outset the testimony

of Professor Otto Nuttli, whose work on minimum depths at

which earthquakes of a given magnitude in the Eastern United()
States will occur provided the key to understanding and

O

.. .
. ..

. -___ _ _ ____ .a
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resolving a number of our= concerns, and that of Dr. John.

.

i

' 3-
-

'' '(
Blume, whose many contributions to the record, especially as

to lack of damage from events of the size under discussion, -

as to RIS events, and as to the translation from instrumental '

:O
! to design values, was of considerable assistance in assessing

the relative significance of various portions of the record.

|(3 19. Having provided a thumbnail sketch of the

relevant evidence on and our disposition of the Intervenor's
;

contention, the Board's quections, the matters raised by the-
h

|(3 Board's witnesses, the October 16', 1979 earthquake record,

and salient aspects of the Applicants' and Staff's Supplemen-

tal Testimony, it is necessary to recall the legal standards

13 relevant to seismic issues.

The Legal Standard

20. Applicants for nuclear facility operating
.O;

licenses are required to meet seismic and geologic siting

criteria. (10 C.F.R. Part 100, App. A). Appendix A.to Part

100 requires:

" Nuclear powerplant structures, systems,
and components important to safety.be,
designed to withstand the effects of - s

natural phenomena such as earthqua,kes, ...-
without loss of abi.lity to perform their

'O safety functions."

The criteria in Appendix A describe the nature of investiga-

tions required to provide reasonable assurance that a nuclear

,' 0 power plant can be operated without undue risk to health"anbI2

! '

safety of the public, and describe the procedures for ,

,

40 g

- . . - .- - -. . - _ . . - . .- - - . - ._ - _ - . - _ - _ - ---
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determining the quantitative vibratory ground motion design
.O -;

basis at a site due to earthquakes. (10 C.F.R. Part 100,

App. A, $'II.).

O 21. Section IV of Appendix A to Part 100 describes

the required investigation for vibratory ground motion. The
_.

purpose of the investigation is to gather information

O necessary to describe the vibratory ground motion produced
,

by the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). The investigations

include the following: 1) geophysical conditions and history;

O 2) identification and evaluation of tectonic structures
underlying the site and the region, including the possible

loading effects of dams or reservoirs (10 C.F.R. Part 100,

O
App. A, $ IV(a)(2)); 3) evaluation of surficial behavior

during previous earthquakes; 4) static and dynamic properties

of materials underlying the site, including the characteristics

O
of underlying material such as seismic wave velocities,

density, water content, porosity, and strength affecting

transmission of earthquake-induced motions to the foundations
O

of the plant (Id. $ IV(a)(4)); 5) listing all historical

earthquakes according to magnitude or intensity, location,

and acceleration values and including the comparative
O

characteristics of the material underlying the epicentral+

location or region of highest intensity and of the material

underlying the site in transmitting earthquake vibratory
O

motion (Id. IV (a)(5)); 6) correlation of epicenters or

iocations of highest intensity of the largest historical

O

-- .______ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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earthquakes associated with tectonic structures within 200

) miles; 7) determination of whether faults within 200 miles

are capable; 8) and if capable, the length, relationship to

tectonic structurec, and displacements of such faults. It

) will be noted that these ma'tters are at the heart of the
Intervenor's contention on regional seismicity and that the

FSAR (Applicants' Ex. 1) and SER (Staff Ex. 1) reflect

) adequate investigation as required by Section IV, 2/.

22. Section V of Appendix A sets out the procedures
~

for determining design basis vibratory ground moticn. (10)
C.F.R. Part 100, App. A $ V(a). This includes determination

of both the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) and the Operating

Basis Earthquake (OBE). The earthquake which could cause)
the maximum vibratory ground motion at the site is designated

the SSE. Determination of the SSE is. based on the following

considerations: 1) the largest historic earthquake associated)
with tectonic structures (based upon the presence of capable

)
2/ These investigative obligations are imposed only on

applicants for construction permits. (10 C.F.R. Part
100, App. A $ II). An obligation to update this informa-
tion applies to applicants for operating licenses. (10

) C.F.R. 50.34(b)(1)). We read that obligation to update
as applying to discoveries of significant new informa-
tien subsequent to the construction permit, such as the

_
ocurrence of reservoir-induced seismicity upon the
filling of the reservoir and the evaluation of new
information regarding the source of the Charleston

). earthquake. The Applicants in this case fully dis-
'

charged that obligation. (See e.g. Applicants Exhibits
1-3).

,
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faults, magnitude or intensity, acceleration values, and
e

location); 2) if no reasonable relationship exists between

the largest historical event and the site, but such event is

identified within the tectonic province in which the site is
e

located, the event is assumed to occur at the site; 3) if

there is no reasonable relationship between the largest

the tectonic province in which the sitehistorical event an d

O
is located, but the event is identified within another

province, such event is assumed to occur at the province

boundary closest to the site; and, 4) characteristics of the
e

SSE are to be derived from more than one event (Id. $V

(a)). The maximum vibratory acceleration of the SSE at each

of the various foundation locations is determined by taking
a

into account characteristics of the underlying soil material

in transmitting the earthquake-induced motions. (Id. $

V(a)(iv)). Both th,e SSE and OBE were appropriately selected

and adequately documented.

23. Under Section VI of Appendix A, the SSE is

7 defined by response spectra corresponding to the maximum-

vibratory ground motion determined in Section V. The

response spectra describe the vibratory ground motion

mathematically input to the foundations of the nuclear

powerplant structures for purposes of assessing the seismic

safety of structures and equipment. (Id. I VI(a)(1))

D Appendix A provides it is appropriate that the response

spectrum be smoothed design spectra 0 ~ eloped from a

D
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series of response spectra calculated from vibra'ory motions-

()
caused by more than one earthquake. (Id.. The nuclear plant

' s to be designed so that if the SSE occurs those structures,i

systems, and components necessary to assure integrity of the
O

reactor. coolant pressure boundary, the capability to shut

down the reactor and maintain it in a safe condition, and

the capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of,

'O
accidents which could result in potential offsite exposures,

will remain functional. (Id.). Dynamic analysis or qualifica-

tion tests for engineering purposes shall take into account
O'

soil-structure interaction effects and ~.he expected duration

of vibratory motion. (Id.). For the SSE, Section VI provides

that it is permissible to design for strain limits in excess
O

of yield strain for some safety-related structures, systems,

and components provided that the necessary safety functions

are maintained. In this case, the SSE was based on ground

motion from the 1913 Union County, South Carolina event

assumed to occur close to the site as discussed in paragraph

36, infra. The Board explored, at length, whether the

analysis of ground motion from RIS required modification of

the SSE spectra. The development of site-specific response

spectra for near field events such as RIS is provided for iny

Regulatory Guide 1.60 is discussed at para. 194, infra.

24. Having summarized the issues and the relevant

O legal standards, we have only to recite the procedural

history before embarking on our discussion of the merits.

O
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Procedural History

C) 25. Evidentiary hearings on the seismic issues

were h21d over 13 days, June 22-25, 1981, July 16-17, 1981,

September 24. 1981 and January 11-16, 1982. The Applicants

presented fifteen witnesses, the NRC Staff presented ten

witnesses, and the Board presented three witnesses and, in

additionr requested that Dr. Secor be called. Twenty-seven
O

exhibits were received into evidence. 3/. The nine days of

hearing resulted in 2,065 pages of transcript.

() 26. At the July 17, 1981 hearing session we elaborated

our concerns in the armas identified at the April pre-hearing

conference. (See para. 5-13, supra) 4/.

O
27. Subsequent to the seismic hearings held June

'
22-25, the parties were advised that the Board might

call its own witnesses on these questions during a conference
:O

call with the Board on July 7, 1981. Following the July 17

hearing session, at which this intent was confirmed,

we contacted Dr. J. Enrique Luco of the University of

California at San Diego, Dr. Mihailo D. Trifunac of the

() 3/ Board Exhibits 1-4, transcripts of the ACRS subcommittee
-

and full committee meetings received in evidence at the
July 13, 1981 hearing session (Tr. 2528) were subsequently
withdrawn from evidence at the January 16, 1982 hearing
session. (Tr. 5998).

O 4/ The Staff perceived these concerns as seven questions
-

set out at pages 1-2 of their Supplemental Testimony
(following Tr. 5758).

.

O
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University of Southern California, and Drs. William B.

Joyner and Jon B. Fletcher of the United States Geological

Survey and requested that they conduct an independent

seismic review based on the areas in which we had concerns.

On August 7, the Staff filed a " Motion for Directed Certifica-

tion of Licensing Board Action Regarding Retention of

Independent Consultants" seeking review by the Appeal Board
O

of our decision to retain independent consultants to assist

in the Board's review of the seismic issues. On August 10,

the Appeal Board issued a memorandum requesting a fullg ,

explanation of the reasons why the Board believed it necessary
to invoke the assistance of independent consultants. Such

explanati n was requested to be in the hands of the Appeal
O

Board by August 17. In our memorandum, dated August 13,

responding to the Appeal Board order dated August 10, we

stated that our concern did not relate to the Staff'sQ
testimony, but rather to the Staff's review as disclosed by

the testimony. We stated that the four independent consultants

O had been retained on a voluntary basis as additional indepen-

dent experts to offer further critical analyses on the

seismology issues and their testimony would be given no

O greater weight than any of the other expert testimony by

virtue of their having been retained by the Board. On

August 13 the Appeal Board issued an order acknowledging

O receipt of the Board's memorandum. The Appeal Board ordered

that responses to the Staff's motion be filed and served no
{

|
;O
|
,
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later than August 21.
,

28. On August 21, the Staff filed a " Supplement in

Support of Motion for Directed Certification." Indicating

!O that it intended to file supplemental testimony addressing

the concerns expressed by the Board by September 15. The

Staff believed this supplemental testimony would clarify for
,

O the Board the scope of the Staff review of the seismic

issues. The Appeal Board issued a further order on August

25 noting that a grant of directed certification might be

( warranted under the standard discussed in Public Service

Company of Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Generating Station,

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-405, 5 NRC 1190, 1192 (1977). The

'O Appeal Board postponed any decision on the Staff's Motion

for Directed Certification pending the Staff's filing of

supplemental testimony and its consideration by the Board.
:O

29. The Applicant filed a " Response to the NRC Staff

Motion for Directed Certification" on August 21 noting

:O that they were faced with the dilemma of desiring a full

record on the seismic issues to ensure a favorable decision
but at the same time wishing to avoid any unnecessary

;O delay.

30. On August 27, the Appeal Board issued a memoran-

dum stating it was thus far not convinced that the Board had

given the Staff a fair opportunity to resolve the Board's
concerns respecting the sufficiency of its seismic review.

:O
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g The Appeal Board stated again however, that any decision on

the Motion for Directed Certification would be held in

abeyance until the Staff filed its supplemental testimony on

() September 15 and such testimony had been fully considered by

the Board. On September 15, the NRC Staff filed its

" Supplemental Testimony on Seismicity" (which was superseded

() by the December 31, 1981 testimony, and hence was never

received into evidence). That same day, we issued an order

issuing the reports prepared by Drs. Joyner and Fletcher,

() and Dr. Trifunac. On September 28, we issued an order

issuing the report prepared by Dr. Luco.

31. On October 2, the Appeal Board issued a further
O

memorandum stating that this Board had failed to supply the

Appeal Board with a written statement of the reasons why it

still believed it could not resolve the seismic issues on
O

the basis of the evidence adduced by the parties themselves.

The Appeal Board noted this might have been because the

Board had concluded that it no longer required the assistance

of independent consultants. The Appeal Board stated that in

any event, the Board was not to call any independent consultants

as Board witnesses unless and until it furnished the Appeal
v

Board with a further detailed statement of reasons and until

the pending Motion for Directed Certification was acted upon.

On October 15, we issued a memorandum and order reaffirming
-3u

our intention to call independent experts and requiring

further pre-filed Staff testimony. We noted that Rule 706 of

O

_ _ _ _ -__ _ _ _ _ _ _
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the Federal Rules of Evidence permit a federal court to

D
appoint expert witnesses of its own selection and stated our

view that federal administrative judges, as well, have the

inherent right to call experts of their own choosing. The
D

Board's position, following its review of the Staff's

supplemental testimony filed September 15, 1981, was that

the testimony of the four independent consultants was
O

necessary to corroborate the conclusions of the Staff if the

safety concerns of the Board were to be allayed. The Appeal

Board, on October 19, issued an order denying the Staff's

Motion for Directed Certification. The Motion was denied

notwithstanding the Appeal Board's conviction that the Board

had not adequately justified the need to retain independent

consultants and that it had " openly and flagrantly disregarded

the instructions of the Appeal Board."

# 32. In the meanwhile, on September 24, 1981 we

had heard testimony from the Applicants on the practicability

and advisability of an experiment involving rapid lowering

of the water level in Monticello Reservoir for the purpose

of determining whether such an event could serve as a

triggering mechanism for larger RIS events than heretofore
D

experienced. This issue arose as a result of an exchange

between the Board and Staff witnesses Drs. Sobel, Newton,

and Murphy and Mr. Knight. (Tr. 1178-94, 1228-29.).

O

33. On October 4, 1981, the Applicants obtained a

D
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recently processed record from the USGS for an October 16,
e

1979 event of M = 2.8 with an instrumental peak accelerationg

of 0.359 The Applicants informed the Staff of this at a

meeting on October 9, 1981 and confirmed by letter the same

day, with a copy to us. We received a formal Board Notifica-

tion from the Staff on this matter dated October 20, 1981.

* 34. On December 8, 1981, after some earlier, abortive

attempts to establish a schedule, we issued a notice requiring

the Applicants to prefile their supplemental seismic testimony

* on December 18, 19El and the Staff to file on December 31,

1981, and scheduled the evidentiary hearing on seismic

issues for January 11, 1982. The Appeal Board on December

O 14, 1981 issued a further memorandum (ALAB-663) elaborating

c the reasons for denial of the Staff Motion for Directed

Certification in its Order dated October 19, 1981. Evidentiary

O hearings on seismic issues were reconvened January 11, 1982

and the record on these issues was closed January 16

follo .ng six days of hearing. At the reconvened hearings,

O
the Board heard testimony from its independent seismic

consultants. 5/ The Applicants presented nine witnesses in

various panels and the NRC Staff presented seven witnesses
D

C)
-5/ By agreement of the parties, Dr. Jon B. Fletcher

of the USGS was not required to attend or give testi-
| mony at the reconvened hearing.
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as a panel. Five additional exhibits of the Applicants were

received into evidence and 1,339 pages of transcript were

compiled. In the following paragraphs, we address the

merits, beginning with Intervenor Bursey's contention.

Intervenor's Contention A4

35. In his contention A4 Intervenor Bursey contends:

C) (a) The FSAR is inadequate with respect
to the description of seismic activity
in the area of the Summer Plant Site.

36. In the following discussion, we take the reference
)

to the FSAR to extend to the entire record consistent with
our broadening of the contention. The description of

seismic activity that could affect the area of the V.C.()
Summer Nuclear Station site consists of two parts: (1)

seismic effects that would be observed at the site caused by

earthquakes in the surrounding region, and (2) effects that()
would be observed as the result of reservoir-induced seismicity

in the immediate vicinity of the plant. (Alexander Test.

O at 3-4, following Tr. 728) (Tr. 765-779). The largest event

in the Piedmont Tectonic Province was the Union County,

South Carolina earthquake of January 1, 1913, the epicenter

O of which was located 35 miles (55 kilometers) northwest of

the site. (Alexander Test. at 5, following Tr. 728). For

design purposes,'this event, associated with a Modified

C) Mercalli Intensity VII, was taken to represent the largest

event that could occur close to the site and was used to

O
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define the SSE. (Id.). The SSE values are 0.15g on rock
O

and 0.25g on soil. (Staff Ex. 1 at 2-20). Anticipated ground

motion from a repeat of the 1886 Charleston earthquake would
~

cause a lower acceleration than the Union County event, but
O

the duration of shaking would be longer. (Alexander Test.

at 5, following Tr. 728). The estimated accelerations

expected to occur at the plant site for the Charleston event

were used to define the OBE. (Id.) The OBE values cre 0.10g

on rock and 0.15g on soil. (Staff Ex. I at 2-21).

O 37. Prior to impoundment, local events averaged

about one every 6 days from 1973 until 1977. (Staff Test.

at 13, following Tr. 5758). Subsequent to impoundment of

O Monticello Reservoir and the ensuing increase in local

seismic activity (Applicants' Ex. 1, App. I-2), the USGS

contracted the services of Dr. Donald T. Secor, Jr., of the

O University of South Carolina, to conduct an extensive

investigation of the general area surrounding the reservoir.

(Alexander Test. at 16, following Tr. 728). The purpose of

O the investigation was to provide additional detailed geologic

information which, it was hoped, would provide a better

understanding of the causes of the observed spatial variations
O

in the local seismicity at Monticello Reservoir. (Id. at

16-17). Dr. Secor's investigation was to consist of geologic

field mapping of the Jenkinsville, Chapin, Pomaria, and Little
O Mountain quadrangles, extensive study of fracture orientations

within the four quadrangles, and a magnetometer survey of

O
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diabase dikes within the four quadrangles. (Id. at 17).

3
The investigation was initiated in March 1980. The first

technical progress report was submitted on September 30,

1980 and contained a description of the work accomplished,
3
' findings, and tentative conclusions.

38. During the course of the investigation, Dr.

) Secor mapped a previously unrecognized fault within the

Chapin quadrangle which he named the Wateree Creek Fault.

(Id. at 18). The Applicants reviewed the findings in the

3 September 3 0, 1980 progress report and reached the following

| conclusions. (Id. at 18-19). First, substantial evidence

exists indicating the presence of the Wateree Creek Fault in

the Chapin quadrangle as mapped by Dr. Secor. The fault has

been traced northward to a point approximately two kilometers

southeast of Peak, South Carolina. Dr. Secor stated that

his field work has not provided any observational evidence

of northward continuation of the fault, despite intensive
|

| efforts to resolve the limits of the fault. (Tr. 793).

Second, theoretical northward projection of the fault

apparently coincides or closely aligns with the topographic

j drainage features west of Monticello Reservoir and possibly

) with general areal geophysical linear patterns. Dr. Secor

and consulting geologists familiar with the site do not

believe these associations to be sufficient evidence of

J
faulting to extend the northern limit of the fault beyond

b
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the northernmost control point presently mapped. Third, Dr.

O
Secor's investigation and his efforts to find the northernmost

extent of the Wateree Creek Fault should produce conclusive

field evidence of whether the fault continues across the
O

Broad River toward Monticello Reservoir. Fourth, regardless

of whether the Wateree Creek Fault, is ultimately found to

extend to the vicinity of Monticello Reservoir, there is no
O

- geologic evidence, where it has been mapped, to suggest that

it is a capable fault, nor has there been any seismicity

associated with it. Therefore, there is no reason to
O

believe, based on findings by Dr. Secor, that the Wateree

Creek Fault is of concern to the safety of the V.C. Summer

Nuclear Station. (Alexander Test. at 18-19, following Tr.

728).

39. Dr. Secor was called as a witness at the request

C) of the Board and testified that he has found no evidence

that the Wateree Creek Fault extends north into the Jenkins-

ville quadrangle. (Tr. 793). Dr. Secor stated that he had

C) recently determined that a diabase dike, probably of

Jurassic age, intrudes completely across the fault zone in

the southern part of the_Chapin quadrangle which means the

O fault has not moved in roughly 100 million years. Dr.

Secor believes the fault has been dead for a long time.

(Tr. 794). He considers the conclusions drawn by the

O Applicants from his preliminary report dated September 30,

1981 to be accurate. (Tr. 795).

'O
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40. In response to a question by Judge Linenberger,()
Dr. Secor stated, "If a fault is going to be reactivated,

it should have a certain orientation with respect to the

O stress field in the rock. Based upon the local stresses

derived from geophysical information, it does not look

like the attitude of the Wateree Creek Fault is particularly
'

O favorable for reactivation." (Tr. 796).

41. The diabase dike is a relatively thin sheet

of rock, only a few tens of feet thick. Its strength

O
is miniscule, so it does not act as a pin which prevents

the fault from slipping. The only significance of the

dike is that it has not been displaced by the fault, and

therefore indicates that the most recent movement on the
fault is older than the age of the dike. (Tr. 797).

O 42. Dr. Secor does not believe that the reservoir-

induced seismicity occurring at Monticello Reservoir is at

all related to the Wateree Creek Fault, because the fault

I) does not seem to occur at the locations of seismic activity.

(Tr. 901).,_
,

i

l

43. Judge Linenberger asked whether Dr. Secor had)
i

any reservations, in his professional opinion, about the

Wateree Creek Fault upsetting the conclusions of the USGS

and the NRC Staff. (Tr. 799). Dr. Secor replied "No I have
'O

personal reservations whether facilities of this sort

f [ nuclear power plants] should be built, but I don't feel

!O
|
|
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like geology is the limiting factor." (Tr. 799).
O

44. The Staff in Section 2.5.2 of the SER (Staff

Ex. 1 at 2-20) concludes there is no evidence indicating

O that the Wateree Creek Fault is a capable fault within the

meaning of Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 100. The Staff

notes that investigations will be continued in the area of

O the Wateree Creek Fault in the Jenkinsville quandrangle for

the next several years by Dr. Secor. The Staff does not

consider this fault to be a hazard to the site; however,

O the Staff considers it prudent to remain cognizant of the

Ongoing investigations by Secor. As a result, the Staff

requested the Applicants to stay abreast of this mapping and

E) report to the NRC any findings. The Staff discussed possible

association of the Wateree Creek Fault with reservoir-

induced seismicity and concluded there is no geological

evidence for cabability of the Wateree Creek Fault.

(Staff Exhibit 1 at 2-26 to -27). We find that the Wateree

Creek fault is not capable, is not related to reservoir-induced

O ceismicity, and does not pose a seismic hazard to the facility.

45. Dr. Andrew Murphy of the NRC Office of Nuclear

g Regulatory Research assisted the Staff in its initial review;

he indicated that the maximum reservoir-induced earthquake as

proposed by the Applicants and the Staff might not be suffi-

O ciently conservative. Dr. Murphy took the position that,

at Monticello Reservoir, the maximum induced earthquake

O
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should be considered to be M = 5.3 unless further informa-
j)

tion was provided supporting the Applicants' magnitude

4.0 and Staff's magnitude 4.5. Dr. Murphy's primary concern

was that the Applicant had not provided sufficient data tog

establish a maximum source dimension of 1 kilometer or less

and a maximum stress drop on the order of 25 bars. (Staff

g) Ex. 1 at 2-25). In addition, Dr. Murphy noted that the

validity of the Applicants' method for relating the area of

Modified Mercalli intensity shaking and local magnitude has

;(3 not been established for the Southeastern United States.

(Id.). Although the Applicant presented substantial evidence

as to the size of the area available for rupture, Dr. Murphy

;O was not satisfied with the strength of that argument because

sufficient weight may not have been given to the observation

and that the clusters of seismicity as identified by the

'O Applicants are at least as large as 3 kilometers. (Id.).

Dr. Murphy further indicated there is no way of knowing how

the level of seismicity is going to vary over the expected

(3 life of the facility. If 3.2 kilometers (the spatial extent

of the clusters) is taken as the source dimension, and 100

bars as the stress drop, a magnitude 5.3 event is possible

.O in the immediate vicinity of the reservoir according to

Dr. Murphy. (Id.).

46. At the January 15, 1982 hearing session, Dr.
:O

Murphy reviewed his position and offered the following
.

comments. As in the Safety Evaluation Report, he found the

:O
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Applicants' case as presented in the FSAR and at the
10

hearings, unconvincing as to the maximum earthquake and

he continued to hold the opinion that the maximum source

dimension is at least 3 kilometers. (Tr. 5779-80). Using a

source dimension of 3 kilometers and an rms stress drop of

60 bars as recalculated by Drs. Joyner and Fletcher, Dr.

Murphy estimates the maximum magnitude to be 5.0 to 5.1 or

5.2. (Tr. 5780). Second, he finds the Staff position 'sith

respect to the probable maximum earthquake that could occur

in the upper 2 kilometers (M = 3.0) not to be adequatelyg

supported by the data. (Id.). Third, he considers the use

of seismicity patterns to indicate the presence of dimensions

of geological or tectonic structures to be a standard
)

seismological technique which has been very widely used.

(Id.). Finally, while he does not have an exact depth in

mind for his recommended maximum earthquake, Dr. Murphyy

stated it would probably be deeper than the 2 kilometers but

not necessarily as deep as the 5 kilometers suggested as a

minimum n rmal tectonic depth. (Id.)O

47. In response to a question by Mr. Goldberg

concerning the extent of Dr. Murphy's additional review
~

O since the June-July hearing sessions, Dr. Murphy replied

he made no substantial contribution to the Staff's supplemental

testimony and that he had read portions of the Applicants

'O supplemental testimony, but only the testimony of Dr. Nuttli

in detail. (Tr. 5731-82).

'O
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48. It was the Staff's position in the SER that Dr.m
O

Murphy's recommendation of a magnitude 5 to 5 1/4 event

occurring in the near-field was based more upon inferred

flaws in the Applicants' arguments rather than on an indepen-3
dent analysis. (Staff Ex. 1 at 2-25). The Staff's position

as to Dr. Murphy's recommended maximum magnitude has not

3 changed from that stated during the June hearings or in the

SER. (Tr. 5782). The Staff finds Dr. Murphy's arguments for

a 3.2 km source dimension and a 100 bar stress drop to be

3 highly unlikely. (Staff Test. at 19 following Tr. 5758)

(Staff Ex. 1, 2-25); Dr. Reiter commented that the appropriate-

ness or inappropriateness of using dimensions of seismicity

D patterns to arrive at maximum magnitude is a very difficult

question. (Tr. 5783). Dr. Reiter states this kind of

dimensionality best applies to clearly defined active faults

J which is not the case here. (Id.). He states "we find it

very hard to apply those kind of dimension criteria, and

stress drop criteria to what appears in all likelihood to be

4 a series of small earthquakes caused from a blob of small

fractures." (Id.).

49. During cross-examination by the Applicants, Dr.
,,

J
Murphy indicated that he had expressed the view to the ACRS

that it was a reasonable assumption that earthquakes would

have to be of a sufficient depth so that the larger earthquakes,

on the order of 4.5 or greater would not be a particular

problem. (Tr. 5876). Dr. Murphy also indicated that the

O
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estimation of magnitude is more sensitive to source dimension

O
than stress drop; doubling the source dimension increases

magnitude by 0.6 units and doubling stress-drop increases

magnitude by 0.2 units. (Tr. 5877). Dr'. Murphy was unable

O
to cite a specific case where the source dimension has been

defined by the spatial extent of clusters of seismicity.

(Tr. 5877). Dr. Murphy states that the seismicity patterns
O

are located principally in the upper 2 kilometers. (Tr.

1

5880). Dr. Murphy is assuming, however, without apparent

basis, that this scale dimension defined by the extent of

i the clusters is not limited to the upper 2 kilometers but

i may be used to characterize deeper structures. (Id.).

I) 50. On the whole, we are not persuaded that Dr.

Murphy's views provide support for Intervenor's contention

that the RIS magnitude for seismic safety analysis should be

3 5.3. We accept the view of the other Staff witnessesM =
L

that the source dimension is not properly estimated using

the cluster approach. Since this factor is crucial to Dr.

Murphy's estimate of 5.0 or slightly above, and in view of

the other weaknesses in the basis for his conclusion, we

find his estimate of maximum magnitude to be without basis.

;O

51. Trifunac Testimony on Regional Seismicity. Before

leaving the Intervenor's contention on regional seismicity,

() a few words are in order regarding the relationship to

that contention of Dr. Trifunac's report. Dr. Trifunac

; (Trifunac Test. at 3, following Tr. 4704) had misgivings

!O -
i.
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about the SSE and OBE design values of 0.15g and 0.10g on

two assumptions: 1) that the design level is to be based on

intensity VII occuring at the site and 2) that his probabilis-

tic analysis and Uniform Risk Spectra are applicable to theg
Eastern United States. The second assumption is doubtful in

this record, and the probabilistic study flawed for reasons

discussed at para. 185-87 infra.)

52. On the basis of the data presented in Section

2.5 of the FSAR, the Staff Safety Evaluation Report, the

investigations by Dr. Secor, the Applicants' Supplemental

Seismologic Investigation Report, and the Applicants'

and Staff's testimony, there is no reason to conclude that

Q
the description of seismicity in the area of the V.C. Summer

Nuclear Station is inadequate. On the contrary, we find it

adequate.

O

53. The remainder of Intervenor Bursey's contention

A4 reads:

C) (b) The plans for monitoring site seismicity are
inadequate in that they do not consider the
seismic affect of filling the reservoir. Site
seismicity monitoring conducted after the
filling of the reservoir should be continued
through 1983.

'O

54. As stated in the SER, the Staff believes it pru-

dent for the Applicants to continue monitoring seismicity to

I3 detect possible changes in seismic activity as a precursor

to larger events. (Staff Ex. 1 at 2-31) (Tr. 1146). The

O
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Applicants have committed to a monitoring and reporting
O

program subject to periodic evaluation to determine if it

i should be continued. The first such evaluation will occur
at the end of 1982.' The program is as follows. First, the

,O:

Applicants will continue seismic monitoring at Monticello

Reservoir, analysis of the data, and quarterly submittal

of reports to the NRC. Second, the Applicants will inform

the operating reactor project manager by telephone of the

location, depth, and magnitude of any unusual activity as
soon as possible after its occurrence. Unusual activity

should be considered as any of the following: (a) any'

earthquake larger than magnitude 2.5, (b) more than 100

events per week, (c) any plans to lower water level in the
)

reservoir below 415 feet or to raise it above 430 feet.

Third, the Applicants are committed to install two accelero-

g meters in the free-field in the vicinity of the plant--one

at the ground surface and one at bedrock. If the accelerometer

located on bedrock records an earthquake with a peak accelera-

g tion of at least 0.10g and with an interval of at least one

second where peak accelerations exceed 0.05g, then a copy of

the accelerometer record and its response spectrum and a

z) calculation of its stress drop will be included in the

quarterly reports. Fourth, the Applicants will continue to

look for correlations between seismicity and other variables,

() such as water level changes, and report possible correlations

in the quarterly report. (Staff Ex. 1 at 2-31 to -32) (Tr. 1069).

O

_ . _ _ _
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.

On the basis of the Applicants' commitment and55.

Staff requirements for seismic monitoring and reporting just

described, which we endorse, there is no reason to conclude

that the plans for monitoring seismic activity at Monticello)
Reservoir are inadequate. On the contrary, we find the

plans are adequate.

Magnitude of the Maximum Reservoir-
Induced Event-

56. It is the Applicants' conclusion based on

)
global, reg 3cnal, and site-specific evidence that for

reservoirs in intraplate settings away from active tectonic

elements, such as Monticello, a maximum magnitude of M *
L

) 4.0 for reservoir-induced seismicity (RIS) is appropriate.

(Tr. 5030). This conclusion is based on observations of.

worldwide RIS activity, RIS activity in the Piedmont, tem-

) poral and spatial behavior of RIS at Monticello, distribu-
tion and orientation of fractures at Monticello, hetero-

geneity of rock properties, hydrology, . stress distribu-
tion, the absence of capable faults, and the relationship

between magnitude and minimum focal depth. (References to

the record are provided in subsequent paragraphs.)

57. Dr. Joyner concluded that a maximum magnitude

ranging from 4.6-to 4.9 is possible for RIS at Monticello.

) (Joyner Test. September 9, 1981 at 1-2, following Tr. 4696).

He admits, however, that magnitudes of this size are unlikely.

.
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(Tr. 4699, 4703, 4753, 4799, 4800, 4809). Dr. Joyner
4

derived his estimat.es by scaling magnitude fror, seismic

moment based upon the August 27, 1978 event at Monticello

and assuming a fault dimension (twice the radius) equal to

the thickness of the seismically active zone (2-3 km).

(Joyner Test., September 9, 1981, following Tr. 4696) (Tr.

4698).

58. Neither Dr. Trifunac nor Dr. Luco made indepen-

dent estimates of magnitude for the maximum RIS event. Dr.

* Luco, however, considered magnitudes ranging from 4.0 to

5.5. (Luco Test. at 1, following Tr. 4731).

| 59. Staff witness Dr. Andrew Murphy ultimately
,

estimated a magnitude for RIS events at Monticello ranging

from 5.0 to 5.2. (Tr. 5779). Dr. Murphy's final estimate

g is based upon a scale dimension of at least 3 kilometers and

a stress drop of 60 bars. (Tr. 5780) (See para. 45-50,

supra.). Professor Alexander pointed out that the fault

() length assumed is a primary control on the resulting maximum

magnitude estimate (Alexander Test. at 5-6, following Tr.

5028) (Tr. 5015-17) to which Dr. Murphy agreed (Tr. 5877).

O
60. The ACRS report of March 18, 1981 referred to a

maximum magnitude RIS event of about 5. (Staff Ex. 1, at

App. D-2). We do not treat this as probative evidence, but

O
evidence of what the F'.aff considered.

O
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61. The Staff concluded that the maximum magnitude

for normal depth reservoir induced seismicity at Monticello

should be M = 4. 5 (Staff Ex. 1, at 2-25) (Tr. 5760) ar.dg

M = 3.0 for shallow RIS. (Staff Test. at 41, following
g

Tr. 5758) (Tr. 5768). The Staff based its estimates on

observations of seismicity at Monticello Reservoir, obser-

vations of RIS elsewhere in the Piedmont and worldwide.)
(Staff Test. at 20, following Tr. 5758) (Tr. 5760) (Tr.

1068-69), and the work of Drs. Nuttli, Talwani, and Zoback.

) (Staff Test. at 16-28, following Tr. 5758). Although the

Applicants do not agree with the Staff as to its estimated
maximum magnitude, they have conducted analyses based upon a

M = 4.5 event and determined that such an event poses no) g

significant safety hazard to the V.C. Summer Nuclear Station.

(Tr.5440-42) (Chen Test. at 8, following Tr. 5324) (See

} Knight, Tr. 5572-75).

62. Of the approximately 11,000 reservoirs worldwide,

only 45 have confirmed RIS associated with them. Of those

)
confirmed, 30 are associated with macroseismicity (Mg

greater than 3.0) and 15 are associated with microseismicity

(M less than 3.0). Monticello Reservoir is in the group

characterized by microseismic events. (Alexander Test. at

9, following Tr. 728) (Tr. 5013). Only eleven reservoirs

worldwide have experienced RIS having local magnitudes

greater than 5.0. Of these, 8 were associated with active

faulting and two were associated with probable active

)
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_

faulting. (McWhorter Test. at 1, following Tr. 5031).
U

All of the events greater than magnitude 5.0 had focal

depths greater than 5 kilometers and most were greater than

10 kilometers. No shallow reservoir such as Monticello

(49m deep), outside an active fault zone, has ever had an

RIS event as large as M = 4.0. (Alexander Test. at 13,
g

following Tr. 728) (Tr. 5011).

63. The Piedmont province has 59 reservoirs, 12 of

which have experienced seismic activity. Lake Jocassee and

' Lake Monticello have confirmed RIS. The largest historical

event in the Piedmont possibly associated with RIS occurred

at Clark Hill in 1974. The Clark Hill event had a Modified

n Mercalli Intensity (MMI) = VI and a body wave magnitude~

(Mb) f 4.3. However, this was probably a tectonic event

because it occurred many years after filling in an area

O" associated with tectonic activity. (Alexander Test. at 13,

following Tr. 728)(McWhorter Test. at 2, following Tr. 5031)

(Staff Ex. I at 2-3). The two largest recorded RIS events

O
at Monticello, the August 27, 1978 and October 16, 1979

events, were M = 2.8. (App. Ex. 43, at Tables 2-4).g

O 64. After an initial swarm of RIS activity following

impoundment of Monticello Reservoir, seismic activity

has declined (except for 3 distinct swarms). (Tr. 790)

O (Tr. 5013) (Talwani, Tr. 5221-23). Seismicity is decreasing

because stress is being relieved, but not replenished. (Tr.

888, 954-56). The number of M > 2.0 events is decreasingg

.O
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(Tr. 910) and there is no evidence that stress is rebuilding
C

(Alexander, Tr. 910). The Staff agrees. (Sobel, Tr. 5768).

65. Seismic events at Monticello can be grouped

O into 5 distinct clusters generally conforming to the boundaries-

of shallow intrusive plutons. (Applicants Ex. 1, { 2.4)

(Tr. 978). After the first year following impoundment,

O there has been virtually no expansion of the area experiencing

seismic activity. (Applicants Ex. 1, $ 2.4). Dr. Joyner

and the Staff agree that the zone of RIS has not enlarged

() spatially in depth or lateral extent. (Joyner, Tr. 5089)

(Sobel, Tr. 5768-69).

66. In situ stress data obtained from 2 deep borehole

tests by Mark Zoback of the USGS, geologic maps, surface

magnetic and aeromagnetic anomaly maps and radio-metric maps

indicate a highly heterogeneous stress field implying theg
existence of stress barriers limiting the size of any single

rupture at Monticello. (Tr. 5067, 5111-13) (Applicants Ex.

1, at 2, App. 111.).
)

67. The area underlying Monticello Reservoir

is characterized by a large number of small fractures which

are heterogeneous in orientation and distribution both

laterally and vertically. (Applicants Ex. 1 5 3.2, App.

III). Data suggest that seismicity is occurring within a

O
network of pre-existing small intersecting fractures, rather

than continuously either vertically or laterally. This

O

. . . . - .
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constitutes a set of physical barriers that constrain the

size of any single fracture and imply the existence of

associated stress barriers which limit the size of the

faulting area. (Applicants Ex. 1 3.2) (Alexander Test. at
&

11, following Tr. 728) (Tr~. 5100-02, 5112-13).

68. The area underlying the reservoir also exhibits

; heterogeneity of rock properties. (Applicants Ex. 1, I 3.0,

App. III). Rock types vary both laterally and vertically

and the area is characterized by shallow plutonic outcrops

3 and short wave length anamolies. A relationship between

these plutonic bodies and seismic activity is suggested

because recorded RIS clusters generally correspond with

3 the boundaries of the shallow plutons. (. Alexander Test. at

11, following Tr. 728). This suggests that seismicity

results from the interaction of variable stress conditions
J within areas of extreme heterogeneity. This physical

heterogeneity again limits the size of any single fracture.

69. Variable lateral and vertical permeability .

also implies heterogeneity. (Applicants Ex. 1, 3 3.4).

Because of heterogeneous permeability distribution, pore-
,

pressure changes cannot cause simultaneous changes in ,,

effective stress of large planar areas. This limits the

faulting area associated with individual RIS earthquares by

creating hydrologic stress barriera. (Tr. 5069) (Applicants,

Ex. 1, { 6.3).

e
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70. Energy is being released at Monticello by()
high angle reverse thrust faulting. (Applicants Ex. 1, Ap,p ._

IV). The variable orientation of the fault associated

with the clusters of seismicity indicate that stress trajec-O

tories are non-uniform and that stress barriers exist within

the clusters. The effect of this variability is to limit

o the faulting area associated with any single earthquake

occurrence within the cluster. (Alexander Test. at 11,

following Tr. 728).

O
71. It is primarily the fault dimension that determines

the maximum magnitude, rather than stress drop. (Alexander

Test. at 5, following Tr. 5028) (Tr. 5015-17). In other
,0
'

words, magnitude is more sensitive to changes in source

dimension, than changes in stress drop. (Tr. 5015-17) (See
!

Tr. 5877).
O

72. Heterogeneities imply a maximum source size of

1.0 kilometer. (Tr. 5011-28, 5064-65, 5089-5114) (Applicants

O Ex. 1, 5 3.3). A maximum source size of 1 kilometer implies

that magnitude 4 is the upper. limit for shallow RIS events.

(Alexander Test. at 13, following Tr. 728). All larger magni-

C) tude estimates assume larger fault dimensions ranging from 2-3

kilometers (Joyner) to 3.2 kilometers (Murphy) (Tr. 5779-80).

Dr. Trifunac thinks the arguments on the heterogeneities are

O interesting, but not compelling. (Tr. 4915). However, Dr.

Trifunac is not an expert in the Piedmont (Tr. 4844) and he

Q

_- _ _ _ __ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _
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has not looked at site-specific geological or geophysical

data in any depth. (Tr. 4844). Dr. Murphy also finds the

heterogeneity argument not compelling. (Tr. 5780-81). His

estimated maximum source size of 3.2 kilometers is based

upon the spatial extent of the observed clusters of seismicity.

(Staff Ex. 1 at 2-25). He states the use of seismicity

patterns to indicate the presence of dimensions of geological
)

or tectonic structures is a standard seismological technique.

(Tr. 5780). Nonetheless, Dr. Murphy knows of no place where

this has worked. (Tr. 5877- 78). Dr. Joyner does not thinkg
the Applicants' arguments'as to maximum source size are

invalid, just unconvincing. (Tr. 4742). He thinks Zoback's

stress measurements are perhaps valid, but also uncertain.3
(Tr. 4825). He believes that Professor Nuttli's depth

estimates-are pretty good. (Tr. 4811). Although he

g wor ries that the sample size is small, he allows that it

takes into account;" null" observations. (Tr. 4809). Dr.

Joyner admits that he is not an expert in the geology or

g seismology of the Eastern United States (Tr. 4743, 4746,

4P09) and that he has not looked into site-specific structures.

(Tr. 4764). While the Staff rejected Dr. Murphy's estimate

9 (Staff. Ex. 1 at 2-25) and found the Applicar's' urg'iments

reasonable, it did not adopt an independeft . arn on,

maximum source size. The Applicants have presented substantial

D evidence on heterogeneities implying a maximum fault dimension

of 1.0 kilometers. Although unconvinced, the Board witnesses

O
'

-.
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admittedly are not experts in either the seismology or
D

geology of the Eastern United States, the Piedmont Province,

or Monticello Reservoir. The larger source size suggested

by Dr. Murphy has been rejected. Thus, based upon the

evidence in the record we find that any earthquake occurring

in the shallow heterogeneous environment underlying Monticello

Reservoir will have a maximum source dimension of about 1.0
J

kilometers.

73. As previously discussed under Intervenor's

3 contention A4(a) at para. 35-52, supra, there is no evidence

of through-going capable faults in the vicinity of Monticello

Reservoir. The Wateree Creek fault is not a capable fault.

3 (Secor, Tr. 791-803).

74 Dr. Alexander informed us that the work of

Zoback and Hitiman (1981) is consistent with the Applicants'3
conclusion. Based on data from 2 deep boreholes, he reported

that Zoback concludes that future seismic activity at

3 Monticello is expected to be limited in magnitude by the

small dimension of the seismic zone. (Tr. 5023-24).

75. Drs. Joyner and Fletcher considered restrictions

D
of earthquakes to the upper few hundered meters based on

down-hole stress measurements by Zoback to be inconsis-

tent with earthquake location data. But, if Zoback is

D
correct, that suggests maximum vertical dimensions substantially

less than 1 kilometer and a maximum magnitude substantially

D
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less than 1 kilometer and a maximum magnitude substantially
S

less than 4.6. (Joyner Test., Sept. 9, 1981 at 3, following

Tr. 4696).

3 76. As we now see the situation, resolution of the

magnitude of the largest RIS event which it is reasonable to

consider is not the end of the inquiry. In fact, we now

3 believe too much emphasis has been placed on differences

between the various estimates of magnitude. No one has

argued these larger magnitude events are likely to occur,

3 but rather they are considered highly unlikely. The contro-

versy has centered on what is possible, not what is likely.

In the event one of these larger magnitude events were to

D occur, everyone who addressed the subject (with the exception

of Dr. Joyner) concedes it would be at normal tectonic

depth. What we need to know for purposes of analysis is not

D
magnitude per se but the around motion and the response

spectrum which accommodates such motion. Since the ground

motion is dependent on factors other than magnitude alone,

D
notably on the hypocentral distance from the facility to the

focus (i.e., the rupture source in the earth's crust), the

depth of the event (which corresponds to the " worst case"
D i

hypocentral distance) these factors are at least as important )

Ito resulting ground motion as the magnitude. Both Applicants ;

l

and Staff drew distinctions between shallow events and
D

associated maximum magnitudes and deeper events which could

i

D

_ _ - - - _ _ - - -__-
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l

have somewhet larger magnitudes. Professor Otto W. Nuttli
O

appeared for the Applicants and presented his opinion that

an event as large aa M = 4.0 would not occur in the upperg
!

2.3 km. Similarly, the Staff opined that in the upper 2 km,
O

the largest event would be M = 3.0. Both Professor Nuttli !g

and the Staff characterized deeper events as " normal depth"

events which could have larger magnitudes, as detailed in

the following paragraphs.

77. Professor Nuttli has examined the catalogs

O of earthquakes to estimate the minimum focal depths for

earthquakes of different magnitudes occurring in the Eastern

United States. For example, for local magnitude 2.8 the

O shallowest depth for the Eastern United States corresponds to

the October 16, 1979 Monticello event for which the depth

was estimated at 70 meters. (Tr. 5171, 5175-98). For a

n
magnitude of 3.8, the minimum depth was the southern Illinois"

earthquake in 1975 that had a depth of 1.5 kilometers. (Tr.

5172). These events are the extremes in the Eastern United

O
States and constitute the shallowest possible depth at

which an event of a certain magnitude can be expected to

occur. (Tr. 5198-5199). Based upon the historic record for

O"
a large area of several million square kilometers in the

Eastern United States over a period of at least a century,

Professor Nuttli concludes that an Eastern United States
O

earthquake of local magnitude 4.0 must occur at depths

greater than 2.3 kilometers. (Tr. 5173) (Nuttli Test. at 4,

O
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B-2, Fig. B-1, following Tr. 5164). Dr. Pradeep Talwani, of
)

the University of South Carolina, agreed with Professor

Nuttli's magnitude versus depth estimates. (Tr. 5175).

3 78. Professor Nuttli testified that most earthquakes

in the Eastern United States have large felt areas (areas of

perceptibility) for a given magnitude when compared to

'
Western United States earthquakes of the same magnitude.

(Tr. 5173). However, there is a subclass of Eastern earth-

quakes with felt areas much smaller than those of the

7
majority of the earthquakes of the same magnitude. This"'

subclass of earthquakes is found to have very shallow focal

depths, less than 3 kilometers. (Tr. 5173). For example,

' the Illinois earthquake of August 14, 1965 (M = 3.8, I =
g

VII, depth = 1.5 km) had a radius of perceptibility less

than 25 km. By contrast, the November 9, 1968 Illinois

J
earthquake (M = 5.5, I = VII, depth = 22 km) and the

g

July 28, 1980 Kentucky earthquake (M = 5.3, I = VII,
g

depth = 12 km) had felt areas with a radius of 500 kilometers.
3

(Tr. 5195-96) (Nuttli Test. at 2, following Tr. 5164).

Professor Nuttli explains this by the fact that very shallow

earthquakes (less than 3 km depth) excite fundamental-mode
]

high-frequency surface waves that are quickly attenuated

with distance. (Id.). All Castern United States earthquakes

of magnitude greater than or equal to 4.5, with focal depth
,J
I and reliable magnitude determinations, have occurred at

depths of 5 kilometers and greater which makes them all
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normal depth earthquakes. (Tr. 5173). All Eastern United
;O

States earthquakes of magnitude greater than 4.0 have had

large felt areas typical of normal depth earthquakes. (Tr.

5173). Based on these observations, Professor Nutt11
O

concludes that earthquakes of magnitudes greater than 4.0 in

the Eastern United States will occur at normal depths, i.e.,

greater than 3 kilometers. (Tr. 5175).

79. All of the events at Monticello Reservoir have

occurred at focal depths less than 3 kilometers. (Applicants

O Ex. 1 $ 2.4)(Tr. 949). Ninety-eight percent of these events

have occurred at depths less than 2 kilometers. (Applicants'

Ex. 1 $ 2.4) (Tr. 949, 5012). Of the largest event at

3 Monticello, the October 16, 1979, occurred at a depth of 70

meters. (Applicants' Ex. 43, Table 2) (Tr. 5197-98).

80. With the possible exception of the great earth-O
quakes occurring at New Madrid, Missouri in 1811 and 1812, there

have been no observations of surface rupture occurring in the
i

. Eastern United States. (Nuttli Test. at 5, following Tr. 5164).|g
This again supports the conclusion that events of magnitude

greater than 4.0 occur at normal depths.

|

'O The only major issue 6/ over which Dr. Joyner81.

, 6/ It is not the function of this Board to select its
.O

-

favorite among competing methodologies or to resolve
every shade of difference among opinions. Rather, it
is our function to decide what evidence is material and

(footnote continued on next page)
,

|O
l

I
'

- -
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g differed from the Applicants was the distance from the source

at which ground motion should be estimated. (Joyner Test.,

November 9, 1981 at 2, following Tr. 4696) (Tr. 4699, 5846).

}
82. Dr. Joyner gave no substantial and convincing

reasons why the Board should not accept Professor Nuttli's

opinion regarding minimum depth of events larger than magni- |

O
tude 4.0. He characterized Nuttli's work and his reasons

for not using it as follows: "I'm sure it's a pretty good

estimate. The question I'm raising is whether the nature of
^

,.

the supporting evidence is sufficiently tight to preclude

the existence of the shallower event." (Tr. 4811) (See also

Tr. 4810-12).
3

3 (footnote continued from previous page)

relevant to the issues; where there are important con-
flicts of relevant and material opinion which would
affect the resolution of the issues, we do not hesitate
to resolve those. Moreover, where the experts themselves

,

J qualify their conclusions or offer them for what they
are worth, with less than full conviction or based on
less than adequate study, or where they themselves
characterize what is an important disagreement and what
is not, we properly take those factors into account
in determining what we must resolve and what we need not,

resolve. For these reasons, we have not taken it upon'

ourselves to resolve matters of routine disagreement
or unimportant differences. The omission of findings on
trivial matters is deliberate and, we think, well
justified. Moreover, we have no desire to memorialize
unnecessarily such matters as criticisms of the work of,
one expert by another, offered respectfully and profes-'

sionally, but not fully developed or responded to
because of the unimportance of the matter to the central
issues.

O
~

_ - _ - _ _ -
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83. Dr. Trifunac, in his report to the Board dated

September 15, 1981 concluded that "... the occurrence of MMI

= VII (I = VII) at the site would be equivalent to an

earthquake of magnitude 5 to 5.5 with an epicenter at the

site." (Trifunac Test. at 5, following Tr. 4704). Dr.

Trifunac does not give a depth for such an event and his

conclusion is not inconsistent with Professor Nuttli's

; testimony. Professor Nuttli notes that these are exactly

the kind of epicentral intensity-magnitude pairs observed

for the 1968 Illinois and 1980 Kentucky earthquakes which
. O,

occurred at normal depths. (Nuttli Test. at 4, following

Tr. 5164) (Tr. 5196).

O 84. Dr. Trifunac made no mention of Professor

Nuttli's testimony regarding magnitude / depth relationships

in his swnmary (Tr. 4705-4712), nor in his concluding

'O-

remarks. (Tr. 5839- 41). Though Dr. Trifunac questioned Dr.

Nuttli (Tr. 5191-96), his questioning did nothing to call

into question Professor Nuttli's opinion or the bases

therefore regarding the minimum depth at which a M = 4.0
3

or larger event can occur in the Eastern United States,

i.e., 2.3 km. (Tr. 5170-73).
,0

85. Dr. Trifunac nowhere faced the issue squarely of

a largest RIS intensity or magnitude; his prepared testimony

:O simply postulated an Intensity VII event with M = 5.0 -
3

:o

.
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5.5 at the site. (Trifunac Test. at 3, following Tr.

O 4704). This event (which included but was not composed

exclusively of RIS) was dominated by tectonic seismicity and

was not assigned a depth. (See Tr. 4844-46; Tr. 4861-66;

O 4870-71). Dr. Trifunac made clear that he did not view RIS

as the dominant problem or the key factor (Tr. 4705-07), so

his lack of focus on RIS events is understandable.

O

86. Dr. Luco made no independent estimate of magnitude

(which he stated he was not qualified to do) but rather

-(3 considered a range of magnitudes from M = 4.0 to 5.5.g

(Luco Test. at 1, following Tr. 4731). Dr. Luco did not make

independent estimates of depth, but in general agreed with

-Q the depth estimates made by the Staff in their supplemental

testimony, provided the assumption with respect to magnitudes

is valid for deeper events, i.e., that magnitudes greater

<3 than 4.5 would occur deeper than about 5 or 6 kilometers and

that the maximum magnitude in the upper 2 km would be on the

order of M = 3.0. (Tr. 4728; Tr. 5596). For the magnitudeg

'O 4.5 event at normal depth, Dr. Luco stated that the Applicants'

RIS spectra fit the data reasonably well. (Id.) (See para. 29,

infra).

,0

87. The Board has already considered in detail

the estimate of maximum magnitude by Dr. Andrew Murphy of

the Staff. For that discussion see para. 45-50, 59, 72, supra.
3

'O

-- , - _ -
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.

88. The Staff concluded that, based on observations ;

)
of RIS worldwide and in the Piedmont, the maximum magnitude

for a reservoir-induced event occurring at normal depth

(5-16 km) is local magnitude 4.5. (Tr. 5760) (Staff. Ex. 1

at 2-20 to -21). For shallow RIS occurring at depths less

than 2 kilometers, the Staff concluded the maximum magnitude

was about 3.0. (Tr. 5768) (Staff Test. at 41, following Tr.
)

5758).

89. Upon consideration of Professor Nuttli's magnitude-

depth relationships, the Staff considered it appropriate to

distinguish reservoir-induced seismicity occurring at " normal"

depths from RIS occurring in the " shallow zone of seismicity."

) Our discussion of the Staff estimates of maximum magnitude

follows this distinction.

90. The Staff considers depth to be one of the key
]

factors in estimating ground motion for RIS. (Tr. 5763)

Small shallow events have been heavily influenced in their

) location and occurrence by changes at the reservoir, such as

pore pressure and stress changes associated with filling the

reservoir. (Tr. 5763-64). Larger events, which are more

;) dependent upon tectonic stresses are less influenced by

changes in reservoir level; any changes in level would

tend to act more as triggering mechanisms for these larger

) events causing them to occur at their usual tectonic depth.

(Id.)

)
._ _
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91. Recognizing that use of Brune's model to estimate

O
a maximum reservoir-induced event includes uncertainties

in choosing the values of variables, the Staff (Staff Test.,

at 20) examined the following factors in estimating the

maximum magnitude for the normal depth RIS event. (Sobel,

Tr. 1068-69). First, the volume of seismicity at Monticello

stopped spreading about a year after impoundment, suggesting

that the chance of rupture occurring over a larger fault

area is small, and hence the chance for larger magnitude

events is similarly small. However, due to the limited

period of observation at Monticello, the Staff assumed that

larger RIS events might occur at Monticello. Second, the

maximum event for use in design should be at least as large

as the maximum historic RIS event observed for Piedmont

reservoirs. One Piedmont reservoir, Clark Hill, experienced

a magnitude 4.3 event, but this is a weak case of RIS since

the event accurred years after impoundment and tectonic

earthquakes have occurred in that area prior to construction

of the dam. Third, the maximum event should be less than,

large (magnitude 5 and greater) RIS events observed worldwide

which have occurred in active tectonic environments. (Staff

Test. at 20 following Tr. 5758).g

92. Based on observations of worldwide and Piedmont

RIS, Professor Nuttli's magnitude and depth relationship,

D
and the felt aret for the Clark Hill event in the Piedmont,

the Staff concluded that should a magnitude 4.5 event be

D

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J
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triggered at Monticello, such an event would occur at normal,

:O
'

tectonic depths of. 5 to 16 kilometers. (Tr. 5764). (Staff

Test. at 16-27, following Tr. 5758).- .

.

M3 93. |For events occurring in.the shallow zone of
,

seismicity'(the upper 2 km), the Staff's magnitude of

about 3.0 is a best estimate based on the following factors.

|O First, the frequency-magnitude curve. indicates saturation

ofEabout M = 3. (Staff Test. at 41, following Tr. 5758).g

.

Second, the work of Dr . ''alwani . (Id. at.27-28). Third,.

) the maximum magnitude shallow earthquake which has occurred

at Monticello Reservoir has been about magnitude 3. NRC

| - Staff consultant, Dr. Carl Newton, noted that there still

has not been an earthquake at Monticello'in excess of local

magnitude 2.8. (Tr. 5776) (Tr. 5768-69). Fourth, the rate

of seismic activity is decreasing suggesting that stored

IO
strain is not being replenished. Dr. Newton stated that

i seismicity is practically at the background level that

existed prior to impoundnent of the reservoir. (Tr. 5776).

!O'

(See Talwani, Tr. 5111-13). Finally, stress measurements by

Mark Zoback of the USGS suggest that the largest stress drop
i

events are occurring in the upper few hundred meters.

iO
Zoback's conclusion is supported by the fact.that the;

1

' largest stress drop and the highest peak accelerations have1

f come from events which occur in the upper few hundred
:O.
i meters, and also from the fact that seismicity decreases
;

i

;;O <

,
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with the depth under the reservoir. (Staff Test. at 28,

O
following Tr. 5758) (See Tr. 5023-24).

94. Dr. Newton observed that events of magnitude

O 2.8 have never alarmed anybody and are barely felt. (Tr.

5775-78) (Staff Test., at 79-85, following Tr. 5758).

Nonetheless, 0.35g is considered something that is very

O exceptional and alarming. Tremendous emphasis has been

placed on that single record causing it to stand out as a

surprising event. However, no one in this proceeding has

13 demonstrated that any problem has arisen. (Tr. 5775-76).

Dr. Newton's comments are well taken.

95. Resolution of the magnitude issue is not the
)

primary concern as the record has developed. As stated, we

realize that perhaps too much emphasis has been placed on

differences between the various estimates of maximum magni-g

tude for RIS. No party has suggested that the larger

magnitudes which have been discussed are likely to occur;

on the contrary they are considered unlikely to occur. For
43

purposes of assessing the appropriateness of the ground

|
motion estimates for RIS and the response spectrum derived

q) therefrom, we need to know the hypocentral distance from the

site to the source of the earthquake and hence, for the

" worst case", the depth of the event. We find Professor

O Nuttli's magnitude-depth relationship persuasive and convinc-

ing. The Applicants presented substantial evidence on the

;O
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site geology indicating extreme heterogeneities which imply()
the existence of stress barriers limiting the source size to

about 1.0 km. The larger source sizes postulated by Dr.

() Murphy and Dr. Joyner are not supported by the weight of the

evidence. On the basis of worldwide and Piedmont RIS

experience, site-specific observations at Monticello, site

O geology, and minimum depth estimates we are satisified with

the range of magnitudes presented by the Applicants and

Staff. There is no real need to resolve minor differences

O in the conclusions of Applicants and Staff regarding maximum

magnitude and minimum depth in about the upper 2 km because

it makes no difference whether one concludes, as did the

O Staff, that the maximum magnitude in the upper 2 km is 3.0,

or as did the Applicants, that magnitudes of 4.0 or larger

would be deeper than 2.3 km. Nor is it necessary for seismic

O safety analysis purposes to decide between Staff and Applicants

on what the largest magnitude event at normal tectonic

depths would be, i.e., whether it would be 4.0 or 4.5. But

C we do find that it is 4.5 or less and is not as large as 5.0

or 5.3.

|

Seismic Ground Motion Estimates)

96. The earthquake ground motions from the USGS accel-
|

erograph at Monticello Reservoir have been the largest instru-
)

ment recordings to date for the Eastern United States, and

:O
|

[
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these have occurred during small magnitude earthquakes (less
.C|

than M = 3)., The Board's initial concerns were that a)g

the peak instrumental accelerations during these ground

motions exceeded the designated Safe Shutdown Earthquake at

the nuclear plant (although it is noted that the records

were not obtained at the plant itself) and b) estimates of

peak acceleration made by the Applicants for hypothesizedna
larger magnitude reservoir-induced earthquakes were of the

same order as those recorded during the smaller magnitude

events which have occurred.g

97. As to the first concern, it is now clear that

the nuclear facility has ample margins to ensure function-

ability of safety-related equipment during reservoir-induced

earthquakes, even if the peak acceleration characterizing

the SSE is exceeded. This results, in part, from the short

O duration, high frequency, non-damaging characteristics of

ground motions associated with any hypothesized RIS event.
It also is a function of the safety margins built into the

O
nuclear plant.

98. In regard to the second concern, we now realize

O that certain physical considerations lead to the conclusion

that seismic ground motion felt by the nuclear plant will be

less than the motion recorded at Monticello Reservoir, even

O for larger magnitude earthquakes than have yet occurred. In

the first place, the strong motion instrument at the reservoir

O
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is located on soil 7/, and the recorded motion has likely

O
been amplified at various frequencies over what would have

been obtained at a rock location. In the second place, the

foundation of the nuclear facility is deeply embedded and
O

founded on rock, which will reduce the input motion from

what would be expected at the surface. Finally, it is

likely that larger magnitude RIS events will occur only at
O

depths greater than those observed so far. The greater

distance involved means that the resulting ground motions

will be smaller than those recorded to date, even though the
.O

magnitudes of the earthquakes might be larger. d

99. To help develop these issues, the Board posed

O four questions. Is the "Brune model" used by the Applicant

an appropriate model? Does the "Brune model" give the'best

estimates of what "g" values should be from a given earthquake?

O would other methods be more appropriate, e.g., actual accelera-

tion values from other earthquakes? Are the Applicants' "g"

values appropriate?

.O
100. As background, the design acceleration values

for the SSE are 0.159 for structures founded on rock and
0.25g for structures on soil. (Staff Ex. 1 at 2-20). For theg

maximum RIS event of M = 4.0, the Applicants have calculatedg

i

:O' 7/ Details regarding the location of the USGS strong motion
accelerographs on the dam abutment may be found in Appli-
cants' Exhibit 41, at 1.

|
<
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an acceleration of 0.14g which is less than the SSE design

)
value. (Chen Test. at 5, following Tr. 5324). The hypothe-

tical RIS M = 4.5 event is characterized by an accelerationg

I of 0.22g which exceeds the SSE value for rock, but not soil.

(Id. at 5). Recorded peak instrumental accelerations for the

August 27, 1978 and October 16, 1979 RIS events were 0.25g and

0.35g respectively. (Applicants' Ex. 43, Table 2). These

recorded instrumental peaks are not appropriate to analyze

the structures, systems, and components of the V.C. Summer

Nuclear Station for the reasons that follow.
D

101. To estimate ground motions for very shallow, low

stress drop, short duration events, several methods are pos-

O sible. The first method might have been to scale ground motions

(specifically, peak accelerations), using the one unambigious

record available in 1980 -- the August 27, 1978 M = 2.8g

Monticello event. (McGuire Test., RM-3 at 3, following Tr.

5042). This method is inadvisable, however, because 1) it is

based on a single earthquake record, 2) it gives no insight

D on how expected ground motions will vary with changes in

source properties (seismic moment and stress drop), instru-

ment characteristics, and record processing techniques

D
(filtering and digitization rate), and 3) it allows no

evaluation to be made of the distances within which ground

motions will " saturate" because of geometric effects. (Id.).

D

|
.
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102. Another method would be to develop a completely

theoretical model and use this to estimate ground motion in

the m'agnitude and distance range of interest. This would

relieve the second two objections described above, but would,

remain completely theoreticair it would have no tie to the

few observations which are available for shallow events at

close distances. (Id. at 4).3

103. A third methodology, the best available and the

one used by the Applicants, is to adopt a theoretical model

O which has been shown to appropriately estimate ground motion

in other areas, and to select parameter values as input to

that model using the observations available at Monticello

iO
Reservoir. (Id.). The Applicants employed a model developed

by Hanks and McGuire which estimates seismic shear wave char-

acteristics using the work of Brune. This methodology yields

O
predictions of root-mean-square acceleration (arms) as

opposed to peak acceleration (ap). The parameters necessary
for application of the Hanks-McGuire model are seismic stress

,

iO
drop, seismic moment or dimension of the rupture surface,

crustal density, shear wave velocity, specific attenuation

(0) of the medium, and the limiting frequencies which are of
^O

interest. (Id. at 5).

'O

i

!
I

i

;O

r
!
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104. There are two methods to determine the stress

O
drop for recorded events using the Brune model. The more

common is to rely on the Fourier spectrum of ground dis-

placement. (Id. at 5). In practice, however, there is
O

substantial variability in stress drops determined this

way. (Id. at 6).

O 105. A more stable method of estimating stress drop,

developed by Hanks and McGuire, is. based on analyzing earth-

quake records in the time domain, rather than in the frequency

O domain. (Id. at 7 and Appendix). This is the case because

the time domain technique yields an average dynamic stress

drop over the entire rupture surface, whereas the frequency

O domain technique is affected by peak stress drops which may

occur over a very small portion of the faulting surface and

which may affect the two horizontal components of motion

O differently. (Id. at a).

106. The Hanks-McGuire method is appropriate and

"**""**1"* # # ***i"*'i"9 **"*** d" P' ** * "ti *11
O

Reservoir for two reasons. First, the thrust mechanism

at Monticello implies a stress regime with relatively large

stress differences (and potential stress drops) very closeg
to the surface, and relatively smaller stress differences

at depths of 1 to 2 kilometers. (Id. at 9). This conclusion

is supported by available bore hole stress measurements.g

(See Alexander Test. at 11, following Tr. 5028). (See also

Tr. 5023-24).

O
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Ground motion records were obtained during earthquakes where
O

relatively large stress differences were expected; therefore

it is conservative to assume that a larger faulting surface,
necessarily propagating to lower depths, will be characterized

by the same average stress drop over its entire surface.

(McGuire Test. RM-3 at 9, following Tr. 5042). Second, the

majority of earthquakes at-Monticello have not triggered the)
strong motion instrument, or have produced low levels of ground

motion. (Id- at 10). This implies that the well-recorded events

thus). far have had anomalously large stress drops and associated

ground accelerations. The average event at Monticello may be

well characterized by a time-domain stress drop of 5 to 10 bars.

(Id.).g

107. Application of the Hanks-McGuire time-domain

method using a cut-off frequency (f O hertz andu
O

a record digitized at 500 points per second yields a

stress drop of 25 bars for the August 27, 1978 event at

Monticello Reservoir. (Applicants' Ex. 43 at 6).
~O

| 108. Six strong motion records have been used by the

| Applicants to estimate rms stress drops for earthquakes at
;() Monticello Reservoir. Of these, four were processed by USGS

and two by the Applicant. (Id. at Table 3). Nine additional

records were available but were incomplate and did not

:O warrant further investigation. (Id. at 5). Dr. Joyner (Tr.

4718), Dr. Trifunac (Tr. 4721, 4722), and Dr. McGuire

:O
;

-.
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(Tr. 5559-60) all stated that the most appropriate representa-
,0

tion of these records from Monticello is for a digitization

rate of 500 points per second and a high cut-off frequency.

:O 109. For all calculations of stress drop, the Applicants

multiplied observed values of rms acceleration by a factor of

0.6 to account for amplification of the dam abutment site.

d) (Applicants' Ex. 43, at 5). A detailed discussion of'amplifi-

cation and reduction factors is presented later. The values of

stress drop using the time-domain technique developed by Hanks

(3 and McGuire range from 4 to 29 bars using local magnitude, and

3 to 22 bars using moment magnitude. (Id.). The latter pro-

cedure is considered more accurate by the Applicants (Id.) and

'O by Dr. Joyner (Tr. 4815-4817). Thus the stress drop of 25 bars

used by the Applicants to characterize reservoir-induced earth-

quakes at Monticello is both appropriate and conservative.

~O

110. For estimation of seismic ground motion, a

source-to-site distance is required. As discussed above, a

'O magnitude 4 earthquake must occur at a depth of at least 2.3

km. (Nuttli Test. at para. 77-78, supra). For horizortal

distance, the Applicants have presented probability calcula-

.() tions indicating it is unlikely that such an earthquake will

occur within a 2 km radius from the nuclear plant. (McGuire

Test. RM-4 at 4, following Tr. 5042). With a 2 km horizontal

O distance and a 2.3 km depth, the appropriate source-to-site

distance is 3 km. (McGuire Test. RM-6 at 3, following Tr.

5042).

|O
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111. Dr. Joyner considers the Applicants' model a
O

valid and useful one for estimating ground motion at Monticello

Reservoir. (Tr. 4698). Although Dr. Joyner made estimates

of ground motion without the explicit use of this model, he
O

computed stress drop values independently for comparative

purposes. For the August 27, 1978 earthquake he estimated

values of 32 and 25 bars for the two horizontal components

of motion. (Joyner Test. Nov. 18, 1981 at 3, following Tr.

4696). These estimates are consistant with the stress drop

of 25 bars calculated by the Applicant for this earthquake,

when no account is taken of soil amplification. (See

McGuire Test., RM-3 at Table '., following Tr. 5042).

O 112. For the October 16, 1979 earthquake processed at

the accurate digitization rate, stress drop estimates vary

from 50 to 65 bars if no account is taken of soil amplification

or instrument pad resonance. (McGuire, Tr. 5560; Luco Tr.

4978, 5598; Joyner, Tr. 4824-25). If records have been

amplified it is most appropriate to reduce motions before

3 calculating the stress drop. (Joyner, Tr. 4751). If this

is done using the reduction factor of 0.5 or 0.6, a stress

drop of 25 cr 30 bars is obtained for the October 16, 1979

7'
record. (McGuire Tr. 5586-87) (Joyner Tr. 4751).

113. Thus Dr. Joyner's major area of disagreement

3 with the Applicants and the Staff concerns the distance at

which an earthquake of magnitude 4 or greater should be

9
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assumed to occur, for purposes of estimating ground motion.
O

Dr. Joyner himself emphasizes that this is his only major

disagreement. (Joyner Test. November 12, 1981 at 3, following

Tr. 4696; Tr. 4699; Tr. 5846). We have already discussed the
O

basis and justification for Dr. Joyner's position and our

reasons favoring Dr. Nuttli's opinion on minimum depth f'r

larger magnitudes in paragraphs 77-78, supra.

114. Dr. Trifunac also considers the Applicants'

ground motion model a valid and useful one, primarily on the

C) basis of its application in California, but expresses some

reservation about its use in South Carolina. (See Trifunac

Test. at 7-9, following Tr. 4707). This reservation stems

O from the small amount of data with which to select parameters

of the model, rather than with some inherent flaw in the

theery that would make it inapplicable to the present

problem. (Trifunac Test. at 7-8, following Tr. 4709) (Tr.

. 5841).
|

|

115. In California, strong motion records are accurately.g

represented by digitization at 50 points per second.

(Trifunac Tr. 4720-21). These earthquakes can be characterized

.o by rms stress drops of about 100 bars (McGuire Tr. 5560)
,

(Luco Tr. 4730).
|

116. Dr. Trifunac indicates the variability of stress

O
drop estimates, and cites ratios of peak acceleration to

stress drop which, he feels, indicate that the Applicants'

'O

|
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ground motion estimates are low. (Trifunac Test. at 8-9,
,

M
following Tr. 4707). However, both of these observations

are made on the basis of frequency-domain stress drops; the

Applicant concurs that these are highly variable and are
,

often one-tenth the value associated with time-domain stress

drops (Somerville Test., Trifunac Eval. at 5, following Tr.

5169). Therefore the ratios quoted by Dr. Trifunac are
.O;

irrelevant to the present application.

117. One of Dr. Trifunac's conclusions is that stress

O drop and source mechanism analyses based on a handful of
,

recordings at Monticello Reservoir should not be pursaed.

(Tr. 5841). However, this result is undoubtedly infit enced

O by Dr. Trifunac's position that RIS at the facility is not

the dominant contributor to seismic hazard, but rather that

tectonic or background events are more important. (See
+* Tr. 4705-07; 4735-38).

118. Dr. Luco offers the opinion that the Hanks-McGuire
,

.(3 model used by the Applicant is a valid one (Tr. 5598),

although he states it is not prudent to rely exclusively on,

|

this approach but rather to use it in conjunction with other

O estimates based on recorded data and available correlations.

(Luco Test. at 2, following Tr. 4731).

119. Dr. Luco considers the Applicants' basis for a
;O

stress drop of 25 bars to be weak for the following reasons:
|

| 1) the stress drop parameter appearing in the estimate of
|

O
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peak acceleration by Hanks and McGuire has no relation with
O

the stress drop obtained by standard seismologic methods,

(Id. at 3) 2) application of the methods of Hanks and

McGuire to the data from low magnitude events at Monticello

and Hsinfengkiang is erroneous. (Id. at 4). 3) Dr. Luco

disagrees with the formula used by the Applicant to compute

rms acceleration (Id. at 4). Based on data from Monticello,

Hsinfengkiang, and California, Dr. Luco estimates a stress

drop on the order of 100 bars. (Id. at 5).

C) 120. Using a stress drop of 100 bars, Dr. Luco

estimates peak ground accelerations for earthquakes of

magnitude 4.0 and 4.5 at a distance of 2 kilometers to be

( 0.36g and 0.59g respectively. (Id. at 5).

121. The Applicant responded to the points raised

O by Dr. Luco in his report to the Licensing Board. (McGuire

Test., Luco Eval. following Tr. 5042). Dr. Luco correctly

points out that estimates of stress drop using the Brune

o model vary greatly. However, the Applicant is not using the

Brune model in the usual frequency-domain application but in

the method proposed by Hanks and McGuire using observatiois

() of ground accelerations in the time domain. (Id. at 1).

This method provides remarkably stable estimates of stress

drops for past earthquakes. (Id.). In particular, Hanks

I) and McGuire found that peck accelerations for events in

California could be approximated by the constant stress drop

!

O
!
,
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of 100 bars, independent of stress drops calculated for
O

these events by standard seismological methods. (Id.). Dr.

Luco recognized this in his report to the Board (Luco Test.

at 3, following Tr. 4731). Thus, Dr. Luco's concerns about
O

uncertainties in stress drop, corner frequency, and spectral

decay are applicable to frequency domain methods, not the

Applicants' time domain method. (McGuire Test., Luco
~O

Evaluation at 2, following Tr. 5042). Dr. Luco's calculation

of the stress drop for earthquakes at Hsinfengkiang Reservoir

is incorrect on two counts: 1) Luco uses an upper frequency
:O

of 20 hertz whereas Chinese strong motion instruments

provide linear response up to 35 hertz 7/ and 2) Luco used

surface wave magnitude (Mg) in place of local magnitude
(M ) for Chinese data; in the magnitude range 3 to 5, Mg

is less than M Luco's calculation of 100 bars for theg.

August 27, 1978 event is made using records digitized in 100
,O.

points per second and a cut-off frequency of 20 hertz

(Reiter Tr. 5604-06) (Luco Test. at Table 1, following Tr.
;

4978). Dr. Luco admits his results in this respect are
)

uncertain. (Tr. 5605). He admits that he did not use the

most recent estimates of magnitude and distance in his

al ulation. (Tr. 5599). Dr. Luco further stated that hisO
comparison of theoretical and observed spectra for the

i

'O 7/ Dr. Luco admits some uncertainty as to the validity
of his assumption. (Tr. 5600).

O

<
_ _ _
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October 16, 1979 earthquake is not really valid. (Tr. 4985).
O

122. For the same earthquake digitized at 50 points per

second, the Applicant estimates a stress drop of 17 bars. (McGuire

O Tr. 5591). The reasons for the differences between this and

Dr. Luco's result is a difference in the magnitude and distance

ascumed, differences in the formulas used, and a difference in

U the peak accelerations which were being matched. (Tr. 5604-5606).

123. For the same earthquake record digitized at 500

points per second, Dr. Luco estimates a stress drop slightl'y
.)

above 60 bars (Tr. 4978), with no allowance made for soil
-

amplification. (Tr. 4979).

'

,
124. Given that the most accurate representation of"

ground motion records at Monticello Reservoir is obtained
'

with digitization at 500 points per second, we' find that it
,
" is not logical to scale California earthquakes up to represent

earthquakes at shallow depths, as Dr. Luco suggests. (Tr.

4909, 4973-74). The stress drop of typical California

4
earthquakes is 100 bars and this is not observed at shallow

depths at Monticello Reservoir, using in both regions the

most accurate representations of the ground motion. There
9

is no reason to use 100 bars to estimate ground motion at

Monticello; such estimate of stress drop was obtained by

Luco using inaccurate magnitude and distances, and inadequate
9

digitization intervals for the records.

6
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125. For accurate representations of ground motionsjg

| at Monticello, the largest stress drop estimates (on the
!

order of 50 to 65 bars) are obtained for the 1979 earthquake

O by the various parties, as discussed above, when no account

is taken of soil or record amplification. This is an

extreme value and probably reflects unusual source or

O transmission path effects. (see Martin Tr. 5523-33, 5535-45:

see also Somerville Tr. 5351). When all records are

examined, a mean value of 25 bars is obtained (Tr. 5560),

O a9ain with no account taken for soil or record amplification.

Any soil or pad amplification effects would reduce these *

estimates. We, therefore, find no basis for adopting the

O peak acceleration estimates offered by Dr. Luco (Luco Test.

at 5, following Tr. 4731), since they are made assuming a

stress drop of 100 bars. Dr. Luco's insistence that stress

O drops be estimated with the same cut-off frequency (20 hz)

used to estimate peak accelerations is a superficial argument;

it ignores the point that the most accurate representations

O of ground motion for small earthquakes at Monticello are

made with records digitized at high rates with high cut-off

frequencies, but more appropriate estimates of ground motion

O may be mad.e using lower values of cut-off frequency. (staff

Test. at 32, following Tr. 5758).

127. The Staff states that there is no generally
,

accepted model for estimating ground motion in the near-source
-

region of a reservoir-induced event. (Tr. 5761). Because of

O

- _ - _ _-__---___-___
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the lack of near-field data, the Staff agrees with the

Applicants that the Hanks-McGuire method for estimating

groond motion is a viable approach because it allows estima-

tion of specific source parameters, such as magnitude,,
stress drop, and attenuation, to derive peak acceleration

values. (Id.) (Staff Ex. 1 at 2-29). The Staff concludes

that 50 bars (the approximate maximum observed thus far atg
Monticello) is the appropriate rms stress drop to be used in

estimating ground motion for a M = 4.5 RIS event. (Staffg

Test. at 34, following Tr. 5758). In making this calculation,3
the Staff has made no allowance for soil or instrument

amplification of the record. (Id. at 61). Any such amplifi-

] cation would reduce estimates of stress drop, as noted

above.

127. In reaching its conclusions regarding stress
D

drop, the Staff prefers local magnitude as a descriptor of

the earthquake. Both the Applicant (Applicants' Ex. 43 at

6) and Dr. Joyner (Tr. 4815-17) indicate that moment magnitude

is a preferable and more consistent scale. If moment

magnitudes are used, the maximum stress drop is estimated

(for the October 16, 1979 earthquake record) to be 37 bars.

(Staff Test. at 33, following Tr. 5758).

128. The Staff estimate of ground motion for a magni-

) tude 4.5 BIS event using a stress drop of 50 bars and a

hypocentral distance of 5 to 16 kilometers is less than the

Applicants' original estimates of 0.22g based on a stress

)
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-O drop of 25 bars and a hypocentral distance of 2 kilometers.

(Tr. 5765).

129. We conclude that the Hanks-McGuire method for
O

estimating ground motion is one viable approach. There are

some uncertainties in its application, most importantly in

the choice of stress drops used to represent the earthquake

O
source. A stress drop value of 50 bars certainly represents

an extreme because a) it corresponds to the largest value

derived from all available site data and b) the derivation
O

of values of this order by the various parties does not

account for any soil or instrument amplification. Even so,

estimates of peak acceleration made using 50 bars indicate
V

valueu less than 0.22g, the peak acceleration used by the

Applicants to represent RIS ground motions. (Tr. 5574)

(McGuire Test. RM-6 at 3, Table 1, following Tr. 5042).

We thus conclude that the peak accelerations derived from

the model are appropriately conservative.

O Other Estimates of Ground Motion for RIS

130. There are several sets of earthquake data which

O have been presented allowing comparison with and evaluation

of the Applicants' RIS spectrum. These are largely for

earthquakes which occur at normal depths (5 to 15 km).
O Additionally, Dr. Joyner has presented estimates of ground

motion for shallow earthquakes using scaling relations

O
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which are independent of the Applicants ground motion model
U

described above.

131. One such comparison available is with data

O from Mammoth Lakes, California, earthquakes. (Applicants'

Exs. 41 and 44). This earthquake sequence occurred predomi-

nantly within the Sierra Nevada, immediately to the south of

C) Long Valley caldera. The site conditions within the caldera,
'

where many of the seismographic instruments were deployed

for reasons of accessibility and logistics, do not resemble

( site conditions at the V.C. Summer Nuclear Station. The

McGee Creek site lying outside the caldera is more similar

to the Summer site. It is situated on a few meters of

O glacial till underlain by metamorphosed rocks which are in

turn draped over granite. All events from magnitude 4.3 to

4.8 recorded on the McGee Creek seismograph were selected for

O
comparison. (Tr. 5347-49). For events recorded at McGee Creek

in the magnitude range 4.3 to 4.8, the average 50th and 84th

percentile peak acceleration values are 0.11 and 0.18 ,9
O respectively. (Staff Test. at 36, following Tr. 5758). A

further discussion of Mammoth lakes data and its applicability

to the V.C. Summer site is included in the section on
O Response Spectra at para. 202-205, infra.

132. The Applicants conducted an analysis of accelero-

C) grams recorded during aftershocks of the 1975 Oroville,

California earthquake. Accelerograms recorded at five

O

1
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rock-like sites during the aftershock sequence were selected i

for analysis. (McGuire Test. RM-5 at 1, following Tr.5042).

133. Forty-four components of horizontal motion

O were obtained at these sites from standard accelerographs.

(Id.) Magnitudes of these events vary from 4.0 to 5.2 with

an average magnitude of 4.4. Focal depths of the forty

O four components vary between 6.3 and 12 kilometers with an

average of 9.4 kilometers, and hypocentral distances are all

less than about fifteen kilometers. (McGuire Test. RM-5 at
O

2, following Tr. 5042) (Tr. 5352-53)). The records were

processed to retain all information in a frequency range

from 0.65 to 46 hertz. (Tr. 5353). Values of peak accelera-
O

tion corrected for instrument response range from 28.7 to

204.6 cm/sec (McGuire Test. RM-5, at Table 3 following

Tr. 5042). Further discussion of the Oroville records is
O

presented in the section on response spectra at para. 207,

infra.

O 134. Reservoir-induced seismicity near Hsinfengkiang

Dam at Canton, China has been analyzed by Dr. Blume. The dam

is situated on a rock site composed of Jurassic-Cretaceous

O granite. On March 19, 1972, there was a main shock of

magnitude 6.1, 1.1 kilometers northwest of the dam. The

focal depth was five kilometers and the epicentral intensity

O was VIII. (Blume Test. App. B11-1, following Tr. 5234).

Strong motion data is available from 28 subsequent local

O
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i

earthquakes having surface wave magnitudes (M,) ranging

h3- from 1.1 to 4.5, focal depths from 2.9 kilometers to 9.9

kilometers, and epicentral distances from 0.8 kilometers to

4.9 kilometers. (Id. at B11-2). There is no strong motion
'

data available for the main shock of March 1962. For.the

other 28 events, the greatest free field peak horizontal
,

acceleration was 0.094g (Id. at Bil-3); For the magnitude
;O
'

4.5 event, the ground motion was only 0.075g. (Id.).

Converting the surface wave magnitude values to equivalent

local magnitudes for the eastern United States, the equivalent
10'

M = 4.8 event at a distance of three kilometers, indicates
g

a peak acceleration of 80 cm/sec (Id.).'

|() 135 Professor Nuttli has studied attenuation

relations in the Eastern United States to evaluate the

appropriate level of ground motion for the V.C. Summer

!() Nuclear Station (Tr. 5325-31). Attenuation curves for peak

ground acceleration in the Eastern United States differ in
i

certain respects from similar curves for the Western United

'O States because of differences in inelastic attenuation and

source characteristics. (Tr.5325). In contrast to the

Western United States where there are abundant strong motion

A3 data so that empirical curves can be constructed, modified

Western data or theoretical modeling must be used for the
;

Eastern United States.- There is not enough data for the
1

i) Eastern United States to do strictly empirical studies.
.

.
_ _ _ . _ _. ._ . . . _ _ _ . _ . . __ _ .
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(Id.). Various attenuation curves for the Eastern United

States have been developed by Nuttli (1979), Campbell (1981)

and Nuttli and Herrmann (1981). (Tr.5326) (Nuttli Test. at

6-8, Fig. 1, following Tr. 5164).

136. Professor Nuttli's 1979 curves were obtained

by taking strong motion data from the 1971 San Fernando,

) California earthquake and modifying them for differences in

inelastic attenuation between the Western and Eastern United

States. (Tr. 5326). These attenuation relations were

obtained from actual instrument data so they are a preferred

type of data. (Id.). In scaling the curve from magnitude

6.5 to magnitude 5.0, a scaling relation almost identical to

J
that used by Dr. Joyner was used by Professor Nuttli.

(Tr.5326-27). The Campbell (1981) attenuation curve is

based on strong motion recordings of close-in California

J
earthquakes primarily, but includes a record in Japan and

one in Central America. Campbell derived an attenuation

relation from intensity fall-off data for Eastern United
)

States earthquakes anG applied it to the ground motion

observations to form the basis for his curve. (Nutt11 Test.

at 6-7, following Tr. 5164). (Tr. 5327). The Nuttli and

Herrmann (1981) curves are based on the small amount of

I existing central United States strong motion data along with

theoretical scaling to go up to the larger magnitudes.

(Id.). These three curves are very similar yet they were

t

;
,

L
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obtained by entirely independent means. The curves are in

O
good agreement beyond 25 kilometers especially for the

magnitude 5.0 curves. (Tr. 5328). There is some disagreement,

however, at near-field distances. This is explained by the
O

fact that the basis for both the 1979 curve by Nutt11 and

the 1981 curve by Campbell were derived from western earth-

quakes which actually ruptured the surface, and surface
O

rupture has not been observed to occur in the Eastern United

States. (Nutt11 Test. at 7, following Tr. 5164).

C) 137. Based on the limited strong motion data available

for the Eastern United States, the near-field ground motion

for a magnitude 5.0 earthquake is 0.11g. (Tr. 5330) (Nuttli

O Test. at 7, following Tr.5164)). This value is the arithmetic

average of the peaks on each of the two horizontal components

of motion. (Tr. 5331). Allowing a thirteen percent increase

# to get to the larger of the two peaks, gives a value of

about 0.13 or 0.14g. (Tr.5331).

138. Sit e-accele ration-magnitud e (SAM) equations,

developed by Dr. Blume, based on Western United States

earthquakes, give instrumental acceleration values for

various magnitudes at various hypocentral distances. (Blume,

Test. App. B3, following Tr. 5234). For magnitude 4.0 at a

hypocentral distance of 4 kilometers the median peak ground

g acceleration using the Blume SAM equation is 0.02g; the mean

plus sigma value is 0.0519 For magnitude 5.0 at a hypocentral

O
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distance of 5 kilometers the median peak acceleration value

is 0.052g and the mean plus sigma is 0.13g. (Blume Test. at

28, following Tr. 5234).

? 139. Several general attenuation curves for California

data area available. Typical of these is reported in

USGS Open-File Report 81-365, of which Dr. Joyner was a

O co-author. For a magnitude 4 earthquake the near-source

peak accelerations are 0.056g and 0.10g for the mean and

mean-plus-one-standard-deviation, respectively. For. magnitude

4.5 the corresponding accelerations are 0.13g and 0.24g (Tr.

5356-57).

140. For the long history of earthquakes in the

Eastern United States, the publication Earthquake History

| of the United States of the U.S. Geological Survey contains

only five events of epicentral intensity (Ig) VII or
greater that had very small felt areas associated with

! very shallow focal deptha (1891 East Texas, 1905, 1906

j upper Michigan, 1954 Pennsylvania, 1965 Illinois). Thus,

very shallow earthquakes which have produced epicentral

intensities of VII are very rare phenomenon a in the Eastern

D United States. (Tr. 5174). (Nuttli Test. at 3, following

Tr. 5164). Based upon the historical record, Professor

Nuttli concludes that no Eastern United States earthquake of

p a very shallow focal depth, defined as less than 3 kilometers,
(

will have an epicentral intensity greater than VII. (Tr. 5174).

D

_ _ _ _ _
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141. A number of authorities have published correla-
)

tions between intensity and peak accelerations. Richter,

for example, developed the equation: log peak acceleration =

intensity over 3 minus 1/2 to describe this relationship.
Based on Richter's equation, the peak acceleration associated

with an intensity VI = 0.032g and the intensity associated
with VII = 0.069g. (Blume Test. at 24, following Tr.

J
5234) Murphy and O'Brien developed a similar relationship
using a much greater data set. Their equation is: log peak
acceleration = intensity over 4 + 1/4 which produces for

D
intensity VI a mean acceleration of 0.057g and a mean plus

sigma of 0.13g; for intensity VII mean acceleration is 0.lg
and mean plus sigma is 0.23g. (Id. at 25).J

142. Both the Applicants and Dr. Luco conclude that

vertical peak accelerations are generally less than horizontal
3 peak accelerations during earthquakes of magnitude less than

6. (Luco Test. at 6, following Tr. 4731) (McGuire Test. Luco
Eval. at 5, following Tr. 5042).

J
143. Of the Board's witneses, only Dr. Joyner made

independent estimates of peak acceleration for shallow RIS

earthquakes with a model other than the Applicants. His

original estimates of ground motion were based on a single
record, the August 27, 1978 event. (Joyner Test. September
9, 1981 at 5, following Tr. 4696). In an attempt to make)

)
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) maximum use of the local strong motion data and to introduce

the minimum in the way of additional assumptions, Joyner

took the August 27, 1978 event, kept the same hypocentral
'

distance, (a critical point as discussed in the magnitude)
discussion) and scaled up to peak horizontal acceleration

and velocity with magnitude. (Id. at 5). For events with

) distance assumed equal to one source diameter the peak

horizontal acceleration estimate was 0.44g and the peak

horizontal velocity estimate was 6.6 cm/sec. (Id. at 5).

) Whether the motions represented a problem for the facility

or not is an engineering judgment which Dr. Joyner did not

care to make. (Id.).

)
144. Joyner later considered it inappropriate

to use peak acceleration values as a scaling parameter for

ground motion estimates, and he considered what he termed

peak particle velocity a more appropriate scaling parameter

for near field events. (Tr. 4699-4700). He stated that he

didn't know of any method available to convert estimates of)
peak acceleration into response spectral estimates. (Tr.

4701). Extrapolating the peak particle velocity from the

October 16, 1979 event as a moment magnitude 3.0 to a)
magnitude 4.5, keeping the stress drop constant and again

assuming his same hypocentral distance of 0.9 kilometers,

Joyner estimated a peak horizontal particle velocity of 20)
cm/sec. (Tr. 4702-03).

)
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145. Dr. Joyner extrapolated peak particle velocity

for the October 16, 1979 event (M = 2.8, depth = 0.07 km)g

directly up to M = 4.5 at the same depth to get a peakg

particle velocity of 20 cm/sec. This cannot be justified

because Professor Nuttli (Tr. 5173-75) showed that Eastern
United States earthquakea of magnitude 4.5 and greater have

focal depths of 5.0 kilometers or greater. The greater))
depths would reduce Dr. Joyner's estimate of peak ground

velocity by a large amount. The same applies to Dr. Luco's

estimate of 0.599 peak acceleration for a magnitude 4.5
O

event at a depth of 2 kilometers. (Luco Test. at 5, follow-

ing Tr. 4731).

O 146. The critical assumption made by Dr. Joyner

in scaling smaller events which have occurred to higher

magnitudes is his use of a constant distance. Dr. Nuttli

.'O showed to the satisfaction of the Staff, and to our satisfac-

tion, that the larger magnitudes will be at greater depth.

It follows from Dr. Joyner's methods as explained in the

'O record that smaller ground motion estimates would result

from using Dr. Nuttli's minimum depths for the larger
i

events. The only important difference between Dr. Joyner
:

10 and Applicants was distance, and Dr. Joyner simply assumed

his distance. (See para. 72, supra.)

'O 147. Dr. Joyner compared his estimates of peak velocity

to some records from the magnitude 5.8 Coyote Lake earthquake

O

- .- .
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recorded at the town of Gilroy, California. (Tr. 4753-54).

Dr. Joyner used a recording on a rock site taken at a

greater distance from the fault approximately equal to the

distance of Gilroy from the fault, where intensity VII was

observed. The recorded velocity was close to 10 cm/sec.

(Id.) Dr. Joyner is not aware of any intensity greater than

VII at Gilroy. (Tr. 4755). The Coyote Lake earthquake had a

depth of 10 kilometers. (Tr. 4756). Thus it was a larger

magnitude event and a deeper event than those which occurred

at Monticello. Also, Dr. Joyner admitted that average of
7

the two horizontal component peak velocities of the record

he was referring to was on the crder to 7 cm/sec.

'O 148. We conclude that the Gilroy record, which Dr.

Joyner himself introduced, does not substantiate his peak

velocity estimates of 20 cm/sec. Further, the distances

:O'

used by Dr. Joyner in his scaling relationships are inapprop-

riate, as discussed above, leading to the -ronclusion that

his estimates of ground motion for shallow RIS events have

'O
no sufficient basis to warrant our adopting them.

149. Dr. Trifunac states that the ratio of vertical

'() to horizontal peak accelerations depends on numerous earth-

quake source and wave transmission parameters, wave type,

and epicentral distance. He suggests the ratio is closer to

O one for the near field strong ground motion and it would be

prudent to take it as one for the V.C. Summer site because

i

O

~
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of the proximity of RIS to the site. (Trifunac Test. at

4, following Tr. 4707). <

150. For magnitudes in the range four to six, the

O vertical to horizontal acceleration ratio is closer to 0.5

as documented by the Applicants in Section 361 of the FSAR.*

(Somerville Test., Trifunac Eval. at 4) (Applicants Ex. 5,

.O Figs. 361.17.4-20 - 23). Dr. Luco agrees. (Luco Test. at

6, following Tr. 4731) The data from the Monticello

accelerograph support this: the ratio for the August 27,

O
1978 event, computed as vertical peak divided by the average

of the two horizontal peaks is 0. 34. (Somerville Test.,

Trifunac Eval. at 4 following Tr. 5164). We therefore find

O
no basis on which to accept Dr. Trifunac's opinion for which

he has presented no evidence as a basis.

O 151. For the Mammoth Lake earthquake data presented

by the Applicant, the staff calculated 50th and 84th percentile
peak accelerations as 0.11g and 0.18g, respectively. (Staff

(3 Test. at 36, following Tr. 5758).

I 152. The Staff examined peak acceleration estimates

for a magnitude 4.5 earthquake derived in independent
O.

studies by Nuttli and Herrmann (1981), Joyner and Boore

(1981) Campbell 1981, and Chiaruttini and Siro (1981). There

_

is an order of magnitude variation predicted in the peak

acceleration values in the above studies, and each has its'

i

own advantages and disadvantages. The estimate of Nuttli

and Herrmann (1981) geared toward the Central and Easternq)

L
, ,. - _ - - . . _ _ _ . , . - _ - - . , . _ _ . . -- _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
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United States is the most relevant although it requires the
.O

collection of more data to verify its accuracy. Nonetheless,

all of the above studies, except for that of Chiaruttini

which is based upon European earthquakes, predicts peak
O

accelerations less than 0.2g (Staff Test. at 39-40, following

Tr. 5758).

32 153. ' The Staff is not aware of any relationship

predicting peak acceleration versus magnitude and distance

that includes data such that it would allow reliable prediction

33 of ground motion at distances less than 2 kilometers for

magnitudes less than M = 4.0. (Staff Test. at 43,g

following Tr. 5758).

O
154. The Staff concludes that, for normal depth

earthquakes, 0.22g is an appropriate and conservative

value to represent the peak acceleration (Staff Test. at

35). We agree that the preponderance of material, probative

evidence presented indicates this is a reasonable conclusion.

155. For shallow earthquakes, the Staff's conclusion

is that the envelope or motions already recorded at Monticello

Reservoir should be used to represent surface motions

'~2'
during RIS events. (Staff Test. at 44, following Tr. 5758).

To characterize motion input to the nuclear plant, these
!

surface motions should be reduced (Id. at 66). Dr. Luco
O

agrees with this. (Tr. 5600). The amount of reduction
i

j should be determined as a part of the structural and

:

I

10

- _ - .
_.

_ _- . .
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equipment confirmatory progam already underway (Staff Test.
.O

at 66, following Tr. 5758). We agree. The record indicates

that all witnesses who expressed an opinion indicated that

reduction of motion from those recorded at the strong-motion

site was appropriate for analysis of the effects of RIS

on the facility and equipment. While the reasons given for

these reductions varied from expert to expert, no witness

suggested that the ground motions, as recorded, should be

used in equipment analysis. It is not appropriate to base

analyses of nuclear powerplant structures, systems, and)
components on only one or two such records. The Applicant

has identified 6 records from the USGS SMA-1 accelerograph

located on the dam abutment at Monticello reservoir whichg
are of sufficient quality to be considered. (Applicants.

Ex. 43, at 4-6).

O
156. What makoc these records of interest is the

high peak accelerations asociated with them. At a superficial

level, the records would seem to indicate ground motions
IO
i larger that the SSE of the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station,
|

since the peak accelerations associated therewith exceed the

SSE of the facility.;

'O

| 157. But it has become clear, as reliable strong

motion records have been obtained, that peak instrumental

(3 ground acceleration, even from moderate earthquakes, have

been considerably greater than the base shear coefficient

i
O

:
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values of buildings that have survived even much stronger earth-

quakes. It is thus necessary to reconcile the kinetic energy

of an earthquake with the stored energy and work capacity

of real, complex, buildings. (Blume Test. at 16, following)
Tr. 5234; see also Tr. 5257). The result is that peak

ground acceleration, should not be used directly in design.

The reasons why effective acceleration is generally less)
than instrumental peaks can be explained by one or more of

four approaches: observation of what has happened and what

3 has not happened in real earthquakes; theory and analysis;

testing and experiments; and engineering judgment.

158. On the basis of theoretical studies and actual

) tests conducted by the Applicants, significant reductions and
,

amplification factors have been shown indicating that strong
motion records from the USGS strong motion site at the dam

)
abutment are inappropriate to characterize motion expected

on the basement levels of the nuclear plant.

D 159. There is further site-specific evidence that

peak instrumental acceleration reccrded at the dam abutment

should not be used to analyze the V.C. Summer Nuclear

) Station. Despite recorded accelerations as high as 0.350

(which are suspect, but assuming they are applicable)

there has been no earthquake damage to the Fairfield Hydro

) Plant, which lies ven closer to the focus of the October

16, 1979 event than the nuclear plant (Tr. 5215, 5318).

)
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This is significant because while the structures, piping,

O
and systems of the hydro plant and nuclear facility are

similar in many respects, the hydro plant is not designed to

the same strict standards as nuclear plants. (Tr. 5320).
O

160. In October 1981, the Applicanta conducted two

explosion tests near the V.C. Summer Nuclear Station. The

O purpose of the experiments was to acquire data for a compara-

tive study of ground motion at the USGS accelerograph c'*e

and at additional instrument sites in the free-field and on

O building foundations. In the frequency band from 5 to 50

hertz, amplitudes of ground motion on saprolite soil were

found to be twice those recorded on the foundation of

C3 massive structures on bedrock. (Somerville Test. at 1,

following Tr.5169). The field experiment demonstrates that

accelerogram records from the USGS SMA-1 on the dam abutment

O are not representative of foundation motions on bedrock, and

must be modified accordingly in assessing the effects of RIS

on massive embedded structures founded on rock. (See

C) Applicants' Ex. 42 at 4-8; Tr. 5491-92, 5494 and 5542).

161. The observed differences between foundation

and free-field motion are attributable to several effectsg
which cannot be determined individually from this experiment.

Because of the absence of rock outcrops in the site vicinity,

it was not possible to obtain free-field records on rock and9
thereby isolate the effects due to the saprolite layer.

Another important effect is that, due to the presence of

O

I
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massive concrete structures on large, deeply embedded

) foundations, it is expected that foundation motion will

differ from free-field motion due to the effects of elastic

wave incoherence, elastic wave scattering, foundation

embedment, inertial resonance of the building mass, and

energy transmission between the ground and the structure.

(Id. at 6-7). These individual effects cannot be separated,
D

using the field test data.

162. In the case of an earthquake source, there would

J in general be relatively stronger excitation of and Love

waves than for an explosion source, and therefore relatively

stronger excitation of torsional modes of the soil-structure

3 system (Somerville, Tr. 5717). While the spectral ratios for an

earthquake source may differ from those observed in the explo-

sien test in the band 5-15 Hz, this is not of concern because

3 the adopted ratio of 0.5 is conservative by several fold in

this frequency band. (Tr. 5646, 5650).

163. For frequencies relevant to the response of

piping and equipment, the observed reduction in auxiliary

building foundation motion relative to free field motion is

attributed to scattering by the embedded foundation (Luco,3
Tr. 5226, 5596; Somerville, Tr. 5718). Dr. Luco (Tr. 5597)

expects reduction due to scattering for frequencies in the

)
range of 5 to 30 hertz, while Dr. Somerville (Tr. 5718)

considers scattering significant for frequencies above 10 or

20 Hz. Because of the geometry of the foundation (depth

D
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approximately half the width), scattering would not be

sensitive to the angle of incidence of body waves nor the

. polarization of shear waves. (Somerville, Tr. 5720). Thus

the reduction due to scattering in the explosion test would

also occur in the general case of an earthquake source at

any depth. The importance of body-wave scattering is

evidenced by the observed reduction in thd amplitude of

the P-wave train, which arrives ahead of the train of shear

waves and fundamental and higher mode surface waves (Alexander,

Tr. 5993). The amplitudes of both wave trains are reduced
)

by a comparative amount. (Alexander, Tr. 5993) (See Nuttli,

para. 78, supra).

J 164. One of the factors that might contribute to

the observed reduction is the decrease, with subsurface

depth,'of the amplitude of the fundamental mode Rayleigh
J wave (Trifunac, Tr. 5708; Somerville, Tr. 5711; Joyner, Tr.

5725; Alexander, Tr. 5993). This effect is independent of

the depth of the source, and applies generally (Alexander,
3 Tr. 5993) . Dr. Trifunac considers that this effect is "very

significant to [the] entire explanation for'this reduction
we see in the building" (Trifunac, Tr. 5716). Dr. Trifunac's

J
concern is not that the shallow explosion test results would

differ appreciably from what would be observed in the case

of a shallow RIS earthquake (Trifunac, Tr. 5821, in agreement

with the suggestion of Reiter, Tr. 5804), but rather that

3
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.

they might dif fer from what would be observed in the case of

deeper earthquakes. (Trifunac, Tr. 5822).

165. Dr. Trifunac's concern would be realized only

9 (1) to the extent that fundamental mode Rayleigh waves would

be excited more strongly by shallow rather than deeper

sources (Trifunac, Tr. 5715), and (2) to the extent that the

) decrease with depth of the amplitude of the fundamental mode

Rayleigh wave contributes to the observed reduction, in

proportion to contributions due to scattering, wave incoher-

) ence, (Luco, Tr. 4984) and other phenomena affecting P, S

and fundamental and higher mode surface waves. This concern

would not be realized to a significant extent, for the

following reasons. First, explosion tests reported in FSAR

Section 2.5.4.4.4 (Applicants Ex. 5) indicate that fundamental

mode waves are not generated to any observable extent by

) explosions in the Monticello Reservoir area. (Alexander, Tr.

5994). At the frequencies of concern, fundamental mode

waves would not be expected to propagate coherently is the

) heterogeneous geological environment. (Alexander, Tr.

5994). There are major contributions to the observed

reduction that result from to phenomena other than the

) Rayleigh fundamental mode shape, as evidenced by the substan-

tial reduction of the P-wave train amplitude. (Alexander, Tr.

5993). The importance of the contribution of the Rayleigh
)

fundamental mode shape to the observed reduction is only of

academic concern.

)
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166. To a good approximation, the reductions observed

in the shallow explosion test would apply equally in the

case of shallow earthquake and deeper earthquake sources.

The ratio of 0.5 in the band 5-50 Hz, as adopted by the

Applicant, characterizes the observed spectral ratios

conservatively, particularly at the lower frequencies.

167. The Applicants conducted a theoretical soil

modeling study to demonstrate ground motion amplification

at the USGS strong-motion accelerograph location on the dam

O
abutment. Peak instrumental accelerations of 0.25g and

0.359 for the August 27, 1978 and August 16, 1979 events at

Monticello were recorded by the USGS strong motion instrument

9
on the dam abutment. (Applicants' Ex. 42, Table 2). The

primary concern was whether the surface motions had been

amplified as they propsgated from the underlying bedrock.
D If amplification occurred, peak accelerations within bedrock

would be less than recorded at the instrument location.
(Martin Test., at 1, following Tr. 5522).

D

168. To evaluate this concern, seismic response

analyses were performed using a simplified one-dimension

?> model of the site. The model was defined to have stiffness

characteristics similar to the soil and rock conditionsf

at the instrument location. Earthquake motions with high

D frequency, short duration characteristics were used as

input at the base of the soil model. The ratio of input

9
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acceleration at the top of the bedrock to output acceleration

at the ground surface was used to quantify potential for

amplificaiton of earthquake motions. The results of the

study showed amplification of peak acceleration with the)
degree of amplification depending on the characteristics

of the input motion and the assumed properties of the soils

at the site. (Tr. 5536-39) (Applicants Ex. 45) (Martinnv

Test. at 2, following Tr. 5522).

169. The Applicants were also concerned with the

O
possible effects of soil-instrument pad interaction on a

recorded accelerograms. The records from the USGS SMA-1

reflect motion on the surface of a concrete pad 4 ft.

O
x 4 ft x 2 ft thick. (Tr. 5542). This heavy mass, approxi-

mately 5,000 to 6,000 pounds resting on soil can be likenend

to a simplified mass-spring system. If the natural frequency
O

of that mass-spring system happens to coincide with the

natural frequency characteristics of the input motion

exciting it, there would be amplification of that vibrating
O

mass as the earthquake comes in through the base. Th ere fore ,

it is desirable from the standpoint of recording earthquakes

to have a pad-soil system which avoids that frequency. (Tr.

5543). To determine the frequency of the soil-pad system,
f

the Applicants conducted a simple plucking test to ascertain

_
the natural frequency of the concrete pad. (Tr. 5545).

O
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170. Numerous tree roots were encountered around
4

and under the pad which would have led to excavation difficul-

ties and soil disturbance or loosening. (Martin Test. at 3,

following Tr. 5542) The soil underlying the instrument pad
4

was moist and soft and considerably less stiff than values

assumed for the frequency calculations described in the soil

modeling study. Because of the reduction in soil stiffness,
O

large pad mass, and the presence of roots underneath the

instrument pad, the natural frequencies observed and the

frequency differences between~the two axes of the pad are
O

not unexpected. (Id.) Because of varying soil stiffness

characteristics, the natural frequencies obtained from the

plucking test could change with time due to changes in soil

properties.

171. Analysis of the plucking test indicates that

O the acceleration in the 20-25 hertz range recorded during

the August 27, 1978 and October 16, 1979 event could

reasonably be expected to have been amplified by 50%.

3 (Id.) (Tr. 5554).

172. In summary, the explosion test indicates a

reduction factor of 0.5 in the frequency range 5-50 hertz;g
it is suggested that a portion of this reduction factor is

soil amplification though the soil amplification study did

3 not rely on the explosion but was an independent line of

evidence (Tr. 5640); the soil modeling study indicates

D
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amplification through the soil column. underlying the instru-
O

ment site of approximately a factor of 0.5 in the frequvncy

range 5-15 hertz; and, (not as a part of the effect observed

in the explosion test because the geophones were not-on the

instrument pad but in soil) (Tr. 5516) the plucking test

indicates amplification-by the pad-soil system of 50%

in the frequency range 20-25 hertz.

173. As already noted in para. 157, supra, peak

ground acceleration should not be used directly in design.

C) The reason is that a structure " feels" spectral response

acceleration and not peak ground acceleration. (Blume Test.j

at 14-15, following Tr. 5234).

O
174. The decision of the Atomic Safety & Licensing

Appeal Board In The Matter of Pacific Gas & Electric Company

(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2), ALAB-644,gy

13 NRC 903, 940 (1981) accepted the use of effective

acceleration for structures in the near field. (Id. at 940). ;

c) In the Diablo Canyon proceeding, the instrumental peak

acceleration of 1.15g was reduced by 65% to an effective

acceleration of 0.75g.

O
175. There are various procedures available to

translate from a given instrumental acceleration to an

effective acceleration.
O

O

~ - - - -
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176. One such procedure is to consider the number of
O

cycles of peak motion and simply discount several of the

" spikes" as having no structural significance. (Blume

Test. at 21, following Tr. 5234). Another method is to
:O

" clip" or " augment" the peaks from time history records.

(Id. at 21). If an acceleration peak or spike has very

I short duration, the energy involved is quite small. This
;O

can be visualized in view of the fact that the time integral

of acceleration is velocity, and the kinetic energy of

motion is velocity dependent. Random spikes that lack
.O-

periodicty and have short duration are apparently not

. effective in dynamic amplification nor therefore in structural
'|

response. (Id. at 22).
)

177. Dr. Blume conducted a clipping and augmentation

study for the 180' component of the October 16, 1979 Monticello

' C' record. (This is a sensitivity study in a sense). The

purpose of the study was to demonstrate the relative import-

ance of short duration high frequency peaks on the time

*o history record. The record at 180* is very short; thei

duration of significant motion is less than 0.4 seconds.
I

(Id. at App. B7-1). A clipping factor of 0.9, 0.8,0.7, and

:O' O.6 was applied to the 1979 record. In other words, 10%,

I 20%, 30% and 40% of the recorded absolute peak values have

been deleted. (Id. at B7-2 to-3). The reverse of clipping,

:O
or augmentation, was also tried with factor of 1.1, 1.2, 1.3,

,

;

- ,. - _
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and 1.4. Little or no change in spectral values at most

8 frequencies resulted from the study, demonstrating that peak

ground accelerations are not good indicators of response.

(Id. at B7-4). Tr. 5252-54. He noted, among other things,that

) there was very little energy in the high frequency spikes;

that velocities were low and displacements were in the

micro-motion range in the Monticello records. (Tr. 5256).
D

178. Dr. Blume concluded, based on his professional

opinion, that if the V.C. Sumraer plant were subjected

3 to RIS events of up to magnitude 4.5, the ground motion for

such events could be withstood based on the existing design

criteria. (Blume Test. at 37, following Tr. 5234). He

3 further concluded that the SMA records from the dam abutment

are neither rock nor true free-field motions and are,

therefore, inapplicable to the plant conditions (Id.)

D
179. Dr. Joyner acknowledged the difference between

instrumental and effective acceleration. He notes that while

the peak acceleration values he derives are rather high, the
D

frequencies are also high (Joyner Test. September 9, 1981 at

5). Whether or not the motions represent a problem for the

facility is an engineering judgment which Dr. Joyner did not
D

care to make. (Id.). Although he has no qualifications in

engineering, Dr. Joyner did not wish to leave the impression

that he felt his numbers were a problem to the V.C. Summer

Nuclear Station. (Tr. 5851-52).

D
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180. Dr. Trifunac stated that recorded instrumental
O

peak accelerations should not necessarily be used as the '

anchor point for response spectra. (Tr. 4880).

O 181. The Applicants, in their evaluation of Dr.

Trifunac's comments, note that Dr. Trifunac implies that

design or effective acceleration can be compared directly
O with peak instrumental acceleration. (somerville Test.,

Trifunac Eval. at 1, following Tr. 5169). Because strong

motion accelerographs may record high frequency acceleration
C pulses that have no effect on structures, particularly for

ground motions close the causative fault, the two are not

equivalent. (Id.) Dr. Trifunac has recognized this as to

O structures.in general in published papers: " serious damage

to structures comes predominantly from long shaking and not

from one or two high-frequency, high-acceleration pulses

O
which, because of their short duration, may represent only

small, impulsive excitation.'% (from Trifunac 1972). Also,

"it should be pointed out that from the practical...

[ earthquake engineering point of view, high acceleration
.

amplitudes should not necessarily be associated with the

proportionally higher destructive potential. An extended
.g

duration of strong motion and high acceleration amplitudes

! characterize destructive shaking while one or several

high-frequency high-acceleration peaks may in fact, constitute
O

only minor excitation because of the short duration involved

and may lead to only moderate or small impulses when applied

| to structural system." (From Trifunac (1976b)).
O

. ._
- _ .
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182. "The Staff position concurs with that of the

'
Applicant. Mr. Knight notes that the anchor point or zero

period acceleration used to develop response spectra is

usually less than peak recorded instrumental accelerations.

O (Tr. 5772).
,

183. In terms of the difference between free-field

j3 motions and those input to the base of large structures, the

Staff concludes that the difference has been reasonably

established in general (Staff Test. at 62, following Tr.

f) 5758), and that there are substantial arguments which imply
1

that that difference will occur at this facility (ld. at

63). Thus the Staff concludes that significant reductions

O of free-field motion are likely to est'nate input motion at

the structural foundations (Id. at 4). Quantitatively, the

Staf'f feels that reduction factors on the order of 0.5 may

.;O well be appropriate, but final definition of the reduction
- ,

factor to be employed requires an integrated evaluation of

site effects studies by the Applicant. The staff believes

:O this offort should be properly considered as part of the

conformity program now under way. (Id. at 66).

184. We find the evidence for reduction of instrumental
4

records convincing. The Applicant has demonstrated that

reduction empirically with explosion tests, has conducted

amplificationtheoretical and field studies which indich s
O

at the instrument site, and has argued persuasively on the

N

O
t
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grounds of engineering judgment that the motions are inapprop-
D

riate for analysis of the structure. Of the Board witnesses,

Dr. Luco agreed that a reduction was likely. (Tr. 5600) Dr.

Joyner, while not qualified in engineering, was at pains to
D

avoid creating the impression his ground motion estimates

implied damage to the structure. (Tr. 5851-52). Dr. Trifunac

offered no opinion directly on point as his major concern
D

was not with reservoir- induced earthquakes. The Staff

finds the Applicants' arguments reasonable and convincing;

we concur with the Staff that a quantitative evaluation of

the proper reduction factor should be made during the

equipment evaluation program now underway.

3 185. Probability Studies. We may now turn briefly to

probability studies of ground motion from tectonic events.

Such studies were conducted by the Applicants in response to

) the request of the ACRS and Dr. Trifunac in his report to

the Board. Neither Applicants nor the Staff placed principal

reliance on probability studies. (Tr. 5120-24, 5938-41).

In response to a question from Judge Hooper concerning

probabilistic studies, Dr. Trifunac stated "my calculations

are only one additional contribution to the general confusion,

so I am not, you know, saying you shculd believe my calculations."

(Tr. 4898).

) 186. Dr. McGuire finds a factor of three difference
in rates of seismic activity between his and Dr. Trifunac's

,

D
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results. (Tr. 5045). Dr. McGuire attributes this to three
,O:

factors. First, Dr. Trifunac used Chinnery's zones, which

lump seismicity in the South Appalachian seismic zone with

that-in the South Carolina-Georgia seismic zone. (Id).

(Trifunac Test. at 11, following Tr. 4707). The former has

higher seismicity (Tr. 5044). Dr. Trifunac did not delineate

the two zones, but combined them based on his own judgmentg
and seismological " intuition". (Tr. 4895 - 4899). He

admits that some' seismicity parameters (e.g., largest

jg. events) depend on whether you are in one province or in

another. (Tr. 4908). Dr. Trifunac admits that Eastern

United States seismicity is not one of his specialities.

iO (Tr. 4844). He does not consider himself to be an expert in

Piedmont RIS (Id.) and has not made a detailed study of site

geology or geophysics. (Id.) He admits that he is not
,

O thoroughly familiar with interpretation of tectonic or

mechanistic differences between earthquakes in the Eastern

United States seismic provinces. (Tr. 4910). Dr. Trifunac-

:O acknowledges that Chinnery's work which he used did not have

as a purpose the evaluation of a specific site but he has
nonetheless used it for that purpose. (Tr. 4869). He admits

;O that if the earthquake hazard is higher in the South Appalachian

region, then lumping that with South Carolina-Georgia would

lead to higher risk and higher spectra. (Tr. 4870). Second,

: CP Dr. Trifunac has used this high rate of seismicity and

applied it to all areas of the Southeastern United States,
3

O

- , -- -- - - _ - . . . . - .--_- -. - _ .-
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even to relatively aseismic areas. (Tr. 5045). Third, Dr.
,,
.v

Trifunac has relied on Chinnery's analysis of seismicity

even to relatively aseismic areas. (Tr. 5045). Third, Dr.

Trifunac has relied on Chinnery's analysis of seismicityn
H

that includes aftershock data which Dr. McGuire excluded in

his probablistic analysis. (Tr. 5057). The reason for

excluding aftershocks is that probability results areg

calculated only for main shocks. (Tr. 5082). Dr. Reiter

agrees that aftershocks should be eliminated. (Tr. 5937).

Dr. Trifunac argues that aftershocks should be includedg)

because they also shake the ground. (Tr. 4883). Another

reference cited by Dr. Reiter concludes that Chinnery's

() study indicates high seismicity because it did not properly

exclude the aftershocks.. (Tr. 4883, 5830). Dr. Trifunac

concludes the seismicity should not be reduced " subjectively"

'O by eliminating aftershocks. (Tr. 5841). Dr. Trifunac states

that his conclusions are largely based on probabilities.

(Tr. 4871, 4706).

O
187. It is appropriate to treat seismicity province

by province. Dr. Trifunac's combining of seismicity in two

zones is not justified; his basis for doing so is unsubstan-
O

tiated since he admits he is not familiar with tectonic or

mechanistic interpretations of elsmicity in the Southeastern

United States provinces. Dr. Trifunac provided no justifica-

tion for treating relatively aseismic areas in the Southeastern

O

. _ . _ _ _. _ ._
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United States as seismically active. It is more accurate to
)

exclude aftershocks from the data base for probability-

calculations for the purposes state; ty the Applicants to

which the staff agrees. Dr. Trifunac has not claimed thatg
the purposes stated are ill-considered, he only concludes

that events should not be eliminated subjectively. The

Applicants' probability estimates are consistent withg
historical observations in the Piedmont; Dr. Trifunac's are

not. (Tr. 5048-51). Dr. Trifunac does not express disagree-

ment with this conclusion, he thinks the Applicants' procedure
O

is a good one. (Tr. 4879). The Applicants results are

consistent with the U.S. Geological Survey study. (Tr.

o 5036). Dr. Trifunac's estimate of probability are too high.

He puts great weight on probability which is the basis for

his recommendations (Tr. 4706, 4871, 4931, 5121). For this

O reason and the others already stated at para. 15, supra, we

decline to accept his recommendations.

RIS Response Spectra

.O
:

188. The Board raised three questions with respect to

the generation of response spectra. Is the model used by the

O Applicants an appropriate model? Why was the site-specific

RIS model used rather than a standard response spectra such

as NRC Regulatory Guide 1.607 Why were different response

?O spectra applied to different parts of the facility?

!

|C
(
,
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189. The response spectrum is an extremely important
3

concept in the analysis and design of nuclear power plants;

therefore a brief discussion of its nature is warranted. If

a complete time history of motion is used as the disturbance

input, it is possible to calculate the maximum response of

a simple one-degree-of-freedom elastic damped, oscillator

when subjected to the entire time history of motion. The
,

J

results of such a calculation would produce only one point

for a response spectra curve and that point would be for the

natural period of vibration of the particular oscillator
_J

with its particular damping ratio. If a whole series of

oscillators of the same damping are subjected one at a time

to the same ground motion record, and if each oscillator has
3

a different natural period, there would be a whole series of

points for a plot of spectral acceleration versus period.

- Connecting these points provides a " response spectrum" for

the particular ground motion record and for the particular

damping of the oscillators. If the same procedure is

3 repeated using oscillators with other damping values, an

ensemble of spectral curves would be obtained for the

particular strong motion record. Acceleration response

e spectra made from earthquake records are rather jagged, with

many peaks and valleys. (Blume Test. at 9-10, following Tr.

5234). As noted in our reference to Appendix A to 10 C.F.R

e Part 100 supra at para. 20-24, it is customary to obtain a

9
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smoothed curve for use in analysis and design. " Smoothing"

can be done either by averaging peaks and valleys or, as is

more often done, by almost enveloping the peaks. (Id.).

3 190 It is better to select several appropriate

records representative of the site conditions (based on

geology, seismology, similar magnitudes, soil conditions,

3 duration and so forth) than to rely on a single record of

ground motion. (Tr. 5239-40). This results in a whole

series of response spectra for each damping value which can

* then be treated statistically by various methods to obtain

an average curve for all records used (e.g., mean), as well

as other curves representing any statistical deviation from

the average that may be desired (e.g., mean plus one standard'

deviation). (Blume Test. at 11, following Tr. 5234).

191. In addition to deriving response spectra from
3

actual earthquake records, spectra can be synthesized from

artifical time histories, standard spectra such as NRC

Pegulatory Guide 1.60 can be used when appropriate, or spectragy

can be developed from ratios of spectral values to ground

motion parameters. (Id.). Spectra may be in units of accel-

gp eration, velocity, or displacement depending on the frequency

range of interest. Each may be plotted against period or

frequency on linear or log scales. In addition some of the

e spectra in the record here were displayed on 4-way log paper,

also known as tripartite paper, on which one can read spectral

9
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acceleration, velocity, and displacement plotted againstg
period or frequency on a single diagram. (Id. at 9-12).

192. The way.that response spectra and floor response

'O spectra are developed and used affect the capacity of a

structure or a system to resist the shaking caused by an

earthquake without damage or collapse. (Id. at 28-29). Other

O factors such as strength, ductility, redundancy, damping,

natural periods of vibration, mode shapes, symmetry, mass dis-

tribution, allowable design stress versus actual strength of

O materials, soil-structure interaction, and foundation effects

also affect the capacity of a structure oe system to resist

earthquake motion. (Id. at 28). Some of these will be dis-

O
cussed in more detail elsewhere.

193. We will now address design response spectra for

O the V.C. Summer Nuclear Station. The Safe Shutdown Earthquake

(SSE) for the Summer Station is based on occurrence, near

the site, of the equivalent of the largest historic earthquake

O in the southern Piedmont, the 1913 Union County event, with

a resulting site intensity of VII. (Staff Ex. 1 at 2-20).

The design response spectrum for the SSE is anchored to 0.15g

O for rock foundations and 0.25g for soil foundations. (Id.).

The NRC Staff agrees with the Applicants that the proposed SSE

is adequately conservative. (Id.) For-completeness, we may

C) note that the Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) is based on

recurrence of the 1886 Charleston earthquake in the vicinity

O
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of Charleston with a resulting site intensity of VII. The OBE
,
''

design spectrum is anchored to 0.10g for rock and 0.15g for

soil. (Id. at 2-21).

3 194. NRC Regulatory Guide 1.60 is a standard shape

response spectrum developed from the work of Drs. Newmark and

Hall, and the nork of Dr. Blume. Footnote 2 to Reg. Guide 1.60

D states, however, that the standard design response spectrum

procedure "... does not apply to sites which 1) are relatively

close to the epicenter of an expected earthquake or 2) which

3 have physical characteristics that could significantly affect

the spectral combination of input motion. The design response

spectra for such sites should be developed on a case-by-case

O bacis." Because the Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station will be

close to the epicenter of any reservoir-induced seismicity of

concern, site-specific response spectra were developed to

O represent ground motions for these events. This procedure

consisted of using response spectrum shapes for earthquake

ground motion recorded at magnitudes, distances, and site

3 conditions representative of reservoir-induced earthquakes

at the Summer facility. (McGuire Test. RM-1 at 1-2, following

Tr. 5042). The spectral shapes, for magnitudes in the range

* of interest, were compared to other available data to ensure

applicablity.

195. Observed ground motion recordings from reservoir-3
induced seismicity at Monticello have been of high frequency

9
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and short duration. Standard spectral shapes such as
S

Regulatory Guide 1.60 are not appropriate for estimating

near-soarce ground motion of RIS at the Summer site. (Tr.

5761). Spectra from near-source events contain relatively
D

high proportions of high frequency energy whereas standard

spectra are based on recordings at great distances from

earthquakes. (Id.) (See also Staff Test at 34, following

Tr. 5758).

196. The shapes for the Applicants' site-specific RIS

3 response spectra were taken from the publication of Johncon

& Traubenik (1978). These spectral shapes represent ground

motions based on records obtained on rock sites for earthquakes

3 of local magnitudes between 4.7 and 6.5, with source-to-site

distances of less than 20 kilometers. (McGuire Test. RM-1

at 2, following Tr. 5042). Five percent damped spectra were

3 derived for M = 4.0, 4.5, and 5.3 events scaled to 0.15g

acceleration. These are conservative mean plus sigma spectra

based on the amplificat|.on factors reported by Johnson and

Traubenik. (Id.). The use of mean plus sigma spectra is

consistent with the procedure defined in Regulatory Guide 1.60.

The derived RIS spectra generally matched both the V.C. Summer

D SSE spectra and the Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum at the

highest frequencies but deviated at the intermediate and low
frequencies, the extent depending on the earthquake magnitude

and the frequency of interest. (Id. at 2-3 and Fig. 1). (At
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intermediate and low frequencies, the RIS spectrum falls well

inside (or below) the SSE spectrum. (Id.). The reason for

this deviation is that broad-banded design spectra typically

represent ground motions for earthquakes of magnitude around

6.5 whereas the RIS spectra reflect the relative lack of

intermediate and low frequency energy generated during

magnitude 4.0 to 5.3 events with short source-to-siteg

distances. (Id. at 3).

197. Two steps are often used to generate site-specific

spectra. The first is to estimate peak velocity and peak

displacement. For purposes of the RIS spectrum, the peak

velocity to acceleration ratio is most critical because it

O
determines the upper corner frequency of the spectrum. (Id.).

The peak displacement is not important as far as RIS is con-

cerned because the SSE spectrum greatly exceeds the RIS spectra
n
"

at low frequencies (the displacement-controlled region of the

spectrum). (Id.). The Applicants estimate of peak velocity

in the magnitude range around 5 is consistent with similar
O

estimates by Dr. Joyner in USGS Open File Report 81-365 and

the work of Trifunac and Brady (1976) (Id.).

O 198. The second step in estimating response spectra

is to determine amplification factors for various frequency

ranges. These are ratios of spectral response to ground

O motion parameters. (Id. at 4). In the high frequency range,

one is interested in the ratio of spectral acceleration to

O

__

_ _ -
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peak ground acceleration. At intermediate frequencies one

is interested in the ratio of spectral velocity to peak

ground velocity. At low frequencies one is interested in

the ratio of spectral displacement to peak ground displacement.g
The amplification factor developed by the Applicants for

reservoir- induced earthquake ground motion generally agrees

with those of Regulatory Guide 1.60, particularly for higher
7)

dampinge (5% to 10%) and for the higher frequencies in each

range. (Id. at 5 and Table 2). The Johnson & Traubenik

results on which the RIS amplifications are based were3
derived for events recorded specifically on rock sites at

small source-to-site distances, whereas the Regulatory Guide

3 1.60 results were obtained from a variety of sites and

source-to-site distances. Thus it would be logical that any

uncertainty in spectral amplification would be less for the

;) RIS spectra than for the Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectra

}
because the site and distance conditions of the records on

which the results were based more closely reflect the

) conditions expected during reservoir-induced earthquakes at

Monticello Reservoir than the generic broad-banded spectra,

such as Regulatory Guide 1.60. This means that mean plus

sigma spectral amplification factors for RIS would be lower

than for generic spectra. (Id. at 5-6). Nonetheless, the

RIS spectra developed by the Applicant are consistent with:

b
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published work of other investigators. They represent mean

O plus sigma spectra, and have been developed to meet the

requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.60. (Id.).

199. To analyze the plant for RIS the Applicantsg

developed spectrum for M = 4. 0, the maximum RISg

event expected at the site. Using a stress drop of 25 bars

() and a hypocentral distance of 2 kilometers gives a zero

period acceleration (effective or anchor point acceleration)
value of 0.14g, which is less than V.C. Summer SSE value of

O 0.15g for structures on rock. (App. Ex. 1, App. X-1).

200. The Staff took a more conservative position, esti-

mating the maximum magnitude RIS event to be M =4.5. At

the Staf f's request, the Applicants generated an RIS spectrum

for this hypothetical magnitude 4.5 event anchored to 0.22g

(based on stress drop of 25 bars and hypocentral distance of

2 kilometers). (Id.). The 0.22g anchor point exceeds the SSE

value of 0.159, but the resulting RIS spectrum exceeds the SSE

spectrum when the two are superimposed only in the frequency

region higher than about 9 hertz. (Id.). With the exception

of the interior concrete structure of the reactor building,

(which was therefore analyzed), the dominant frequencies of
g

all Seismic Category I structures are between 2 and 9 hertz.

(Id.).

201. In view of the Board's interest in comparisons

to other moderate earthquakes and at the urging of the NRC

O
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i

| Staff, the Applicant compared its specific ground motion-

A>
data and site specific response spectra with data recorded<

! at Mammoth Lakes, California; comparisons were also made

with aftershocks of the 1975 Oroville, California earthquake.
40

202 Mammoth Lakes is situated in California at'

-
:
i' the eastern front of the Sierra Nevada range. The McGee

O creek site is the most similar to geologic conditions at

f Summer. It is situated on a few meters of glacial till

underlain by metamorphosed rocks which are in turn draped

20 over granite. The Applicants calculated response spectra

' for all Mammoth Lakes events of magnitude in the range 4.3

to 4.8 recorded at the McGee Creek station. (Applicants' Ex.
'

O 44 at 361. 2 5-3 ) (Tr. 5347-51). Ground motion for these

Mammoth Lakes earthquakes was previously described at para.

131, supra. Mean and mean plus sigma horizontal-component

O
response spectra for 2, 5, and 7% damping were derived.

(Id. at 361.25-4). The individual response spectra were not
.

normalized in any way in the statistical calculation.
O ^

(Tr. 5349) The averaged spectra showed response peaks at

frequencies of approximately 9 and 15 hertz (Tr. 5350).

Individual spectra show prominent response peaks at one or
O

both of these frequencies. (Id.). The Mammoth Lakes earth-

quakes occurred at considerably greater depths, and were

recorded at considerably larger hypocentral distances than

the RIS events recorded by the USGS accelerographs on the

O
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Monticello dam abutment. (Id. at 361.25-4 to -5). (Tr. 5351).
O

The Mammoth Lakes events represent the relaase at normal focal

depth of relatively rapidly accumulating tectonic strain and

cannot be considered representative of shallow RIS activity at

Monticello Reservoir. (Id. at 361.25-5) (Tr. 5351).

203. While the McGee Creek site may be geologically

C) the most similar of the Mammoth Lake reporting sites to the

Summer Site, there is evidence indicating a site-specific

propagation effect that would not be observed at the Summer

O site. (Id.). As noted, most but not all of the McGee Creek

response spectra show peaks at approximately 9 and 15 hertz.

One explanation for this effect is the modal response of the

O glacial moraine near which edge the site is located. (Id.)

However, this does not explain why some of the McGee Creek

records are very simple i.e., did not have these spectral

O
peaks. An alternative explanation is that the resonance

observed for some events is a path (waveguide) effect, due

to the presence of a fault or contact zone in the underlying s

O
bedrock. (Id. at 361.25-5 to -6) (Tr. 5351). This appears

to be the most satisifactory explanation for the pronounced

differences between records.j

O

204. The Applicants compared spectra from Monticello
:

; Reservoir and Mammoth Lakes earthquakes of similar magnitude
.

() recorded at similar distances; observed indications of

variations of spectral shape with magnitude; considered the

|

O
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effect of low-pass filtering on computed ground accelerations,
4

and compared spectra from different Mammoth Lakes recording

sites. (Id. at 361.25-6 to -8).

# 205. The 5% damped 84th percentile response spectra

for M 4.5 Mammoth Lakes earthquakes recorded at McGeeg

Creek exceeded the Applicants' hypothetical M 4.5 RISg

* spectrum in the bands 7-10 hertz and 10-20 hertz, and falls

below the hypothetical RIS spectrum for frequencies less

than 7 hertz and greater than 20 hertz. (Id. at 361.25-9)

* (Tr. 5350-51). The spectral peaks appear to be due to a

directionally dependent waveguide effect evident at McGee

Creek (Tr. 5351); 'the spectral peaks are not transferrable

to the Summer site. The Applicants conclude that the match

between the Mammoth Lakes 84th percentile spectra and the

RIS spectra are reasonably close. (Tr. 5351).
O

206. Dr. Joyner believes the Mammoth Leke spectra

are very useful in assessing the credence of other methods.

O (Tr. 4826). Dr. Luco found the Applicants' comparison of

Mammoth Lakes and Oroville records encouraging because those

spectra agree well with the Applicants' RIS spectra at high

O frequencies. (Tr. 4968). Dr. Sobel stated the Staff's

position that the Mammoth Lakes spectra " verify the conserva-

tism of the Applicants' model for describing ground motion

D for a magnitude 4.5 event." (Tr. 5765-67).

J
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[] 207. 13ue Mammoth Lakes spectra are compared to the

Applicants' site-specific spectra in the supplemental

Testimony of.NRC, which we take up at paras. 233-235, infra.

3
208. The Applicants also conducted an analysis of

-accelerograms recorded during aftershocks of the 1975

Oroville, California- earthquake. Accelerograms recorded at-

five rock-like sites during the aftershock sequence were

selected for analysis. (McGuire Test.,'RM-5 at 1, following

Tr. 5042). Forty-four components of horizontal motion were

obtained at these sites from standard accelerographs. (Id.).

Magnitudes of these events eary from 4.0 to 5.2, with the

average magnitude 4.4. The records were processed to retain

all information in a frequency range from 0.65 to 46-hertz.

(Tr. 5353).

) 209. Design response spectra are used as input to

the mathematical model of the nuclear powerplant structures.

For the equipment design, amplified " floor response spectra"

are derived from the building characteristics and the ground

design response spectra. (Chen Test. at 4, following Tr.

5324). Like design spectra, raw floor spectra have sharp
)- peaks and are broadened and enveloped to produce smoothed

floor response spectra for design and analysis purposes.
Various methods are available to generate floor response

3'
spectra. One method is to generate floor response spectra

directly from the ground design response spectra

)
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without.using any time history. The more common practice,
O

however, is to generate an artificial time history of

simulated ground motion in such a way that the calculated

.

response spectrum envelopes the design response spectrum of
~O

Regulatory Guide 1.60. (Id.).

210. A conservative, 2% structural damping value was

'O used in the original V.C. Summer SSE analysis. The re-evalua-

tion of structures on rock, for a hypothetical M = 4.5 RISg

event, used a more realisite 7% damping value. 9/ (Id. at

C) 5). Comparison of the V.C. Summer 2% SSE spectrum and the

0.22g near-field 7% RIS spectrum in the Supplemental Seismologic

Investigation Report indicates that the 2% SSE spectrum is

IC) exceeded only in the frequency range greater than 9 hertz.

(Id. at 5-6). As previously stated, only the interior

concrete structures of the reactor building have dominant

O frequencies higher than 9 hertz. (Id.). Therefore, re-evalua-

tion was performed only for the interior concrete structures

of the reactor building.

:O

'o 9/ During the first round of seismic hearings, the Staff-

indicated that they had reviewed and were satisfied~

with the damping values used in the analysis and spectra
provided by the Applicants in Appendix X of their
Supplemental Seismological Investigation (Applicants'
Ex. 1, Tr. 746) regarding margin to accommodate near-field

:() events having magnitudes 4.5 and 5.0. (Tr. 1120-22).
These damping values, found in Regulatory Guide 1.61, have
been allowed by Staff guides and are based, inter alia,,

on experimental evidence. (Tr. 5999). (See also Blume
Test. at 33-36 and Figs. 9-12, following Tr. 5234; Tr.
5247-58; 5272-74).

iO
,
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211. The V.C. Summer SSE analysis happened to use an

artifical time history with high frequency content as input.

The high frequency content proved to be very helpful in re-

qualifying the interior concrete structures. (Id. at 6 ). In

the re-evaluation, 36 components of time history were derived

to match the near-field spectrum in the mean in the frequency

region higher than 9 hertz. Each of the 36 components of)
time history was applied to the interior concrete structural

model. (Id.). The 36 components are modified and scaled

Oroville aftershocks having M between 4 and 5. (Id.).g)
This is the same statistical concept as used in the develop-

ment of Regulatory Guide 1.60 (Id. at 6).

O
212. The mean value of the 36 time histories was

used to generate floor response spectra for the V.C. Summer -

Nuclear Station. These floor spectra with equipment damping

O at 2% were calculated and compared with the 2% damping SSE

floor response spectrum found in Appendix X of the Supplemental

Seismologic Investigation Report (Id. at 6-7) (Applicants ,

|O
Ex. 1, App. X). The comparison showed the SSE floor response

spectra exceeded the near-field floor response spectra by a

large margin except in a narrow frequency range around 25
!O

hertz. (Id. at 7). Margins to accommodate this exceedance

are discussed beginning at para. 213, infra.

|
;O

|

10

|
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13 Effects on Equipment

213. Structures, systems, and components for nuclear

power plants are required to be designed to undergo both the
-O

operating basis earthquake -(OBE) and the safe shutdown earth-

quake (SSE). (Staff Test. at 53, following Tr. 5758).

() 214. Equipment re-analysis has been performed for

the following Seismic Category 1 squipment emergency

feedwater piping; residual heat removal piping; turbine

'O driven emergency feedwater pump; turbine driven emergency

feed water pump appurtenances; residual heat removal pump

and motor; and, safety injection charging pump. (Chen Test.

13 at Table 1, following Tr. 5324). The equipment analysis per-

formed to date demonstrates ample margin in the original

design to accomodate ground motion from reservoir-induced

33 seismicity. (Id. at 8).

215. As noted in the preceding structural discussion,

the RIS floor response spectrum is within SSE floor responseg

| spectrum by a large margin over a wide frequency range, but
|

( in the narrow frequency range around 25 hertz the SSE spectrum
i

is exceeded by the RIS spectrum. (Tr. 5340). To demonstrate
:g

the margins available, seismic stress, design stress and

allowable stress were examined for each of the Category I

O systema. (Chen Test. at Table 1, following Tr. 5324).

.

O

__ _
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216. The dominant mode range of residual heat removal
D

(RHR) piping is between 4.5 and 33.6 hertz. (Id.) (Tr.

5340). The majority of the normal modes therefore produced

lower RIS pipe stress. Only a few modes (around 25 hertz)
O

produced higher RIS pipe stress. (Tr. 5340). The total

pipe stress for RHR piping is obtained by calculating the

square root of the sum of the squares of response all modes.

(Tr. 5340) (See Tr. 5361-65). Comparison of allowable

stress versus design stress for RHR piping indicates a 30%

margin. (Tr. 5341). (Chen Test. at Table 1, following Tr.

5324). Simply because the SSE spectrum is exceeded in

certain narrow frequency ranges does not mean that SSE

design stress will be exceeded. (Tr. 5341). On the contrary,g
examining the root-mean-square response for the entire

piping system at all modes indicates that RIS piping stress

is less than SSE piping stress. (Tr. 5341).g

217. The criterion to be used for qualifying particular

electrical components depends upon whether the component is
D categorized as active or passive. (Tr. 5341). Active

components perform certain functions upon command. These

include switchgear, relays, and control boards. (Tr.
D

5341). Passive components, on the other hand, such as

piping systems, do not perform functions under command.

(Tr. 5342). The test for active components is for function-

J
ability. For passive components, the qualification criteria

D

._ - - -_
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1

is structural integrity, i .e., the system must be able- to
'O

maintain the pressure boundary of the fluid flowing through
the pipe. (Id.). (See also Chen Test. at 7, following Tr.

5324).
O

218. Qualification of active components, such as
!

electrical equipment, is performed by using random waves a s

() the input test response spectrum. (Id.). The test response

spectrum is calculated from input motion which envelopes the

appropriate floor response spectrum. (Id.). In this

(3 particular case, the required response spectrum is the floor

response spectrum at the level of the structure where the

equipment is located. (Tr. 5342). This is an envelope

33 process. The required floor response spectrum itself is an.

! envelope of the calculated raw data. There is thus conserva-
i

tism inherent in this envelope on top of an envelope process.
43 (Tr. 5342). This again demonstrates that ample margin exists

in all frequency ranges especially on the high frequency end.

'
Usually there is a factor of three margin on the high,

,

O
.

frequency side between actual testing value and required

value. (Tr. 5342-43).j

!

219. As discussed beginning at para. 243, infra, theO

j duration of shaking correlates with damage. Thus, another

; factor to be considered in equipment qualification is that
t

g the testing input motion is of a duration from 10 to 20

| seconds, for each of five or more tests at maximum response,

|O
,
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wherecs the duration of an RIS event at Monticello is less

O than 1 second. (Tr. 5217, 5343). The functionability of an

active component is very much affected by the duration of

the input motion, so there is an additional conservatism in

D
the equipment testing in that the duration of the test is

much longer than the RIS event. (Tr. 5343 and Staff Test.

at 65 following Tr. 5758).

3
220. Passive components having high frequency fundamen-

tal modes have very large cross-sectional areas, very large

D moments of inertia, and are very stiff or rigid. (Chen Test.

at 4, 7, following Tr. 5324) (Tr. 5343). In order to main-

tain functionabililty at high frequencies, passive components

D are over-designed to begin with. (Tr. 5343). High frequency

components such as the RHR pump and motor (40 hertz) and the

safety injection charging pump (35 hertz) have a safety

3 factor of 10. (Tr. 5344) (Chen Test- at Table 1, following

Tr. 5324).

221. In the equipment re-analysis, the actual material

strength rather than design specification is used. (Tr. 5344).'

.
222. Allowable stresses from codes are always based

1

) on static sustained loads. However, RIS events would result

in very short-duration dynamic loads. (Tr. 5345). A margin

exists between statically applied sustained loads as opposed

to dynamically applied short duration loads. (Id.)

.
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223. All equipment is built to standard design
O

meaning its design values are not selected for just one

plant but based on certain widely applicable input values

(Id.). For example, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS)

includes such equipment as the reactor ressel, steam generator,

pump, and hot leg, cold leg, and cross over leg piping. The

NSSS was designed to a standardized ground response spectrum

anchored at 3.4g. (Id.). One can see margin between a 0.22g

RIS event and the capability of a system designed to 0.4g.

O 224. In the analysis of equipment based on the

August, 1978 earthquake record, large foundation effects

were not taken into account and therefore represent an

O unrecognized safety margin. (Cf. In the Matter of Pacific

Gas & Electric Compan7 (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Powerplant,

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-644, 13 NRC 903, 988(1981)).

O
225. The NRC requested that the Gilbert model of

the reactor building be subjected to the ground motion

O recorded during measured at the abutment for the october 16,

1979 event. The Applicants proposed an empirically based

transfer function which include large foundation effects and

O other factois to modify the 1979 earthquake record. The

Applicants performed the analysis in three ways: first,

using the raw data; second, taking the envelope of the

O transfer functions from the explosion tests already discussed;

and thirdly, taking the average of those transfer functions

O

_ _- . _
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between the two components east-west and north-south. (Tr.

() 5516) (Blume Test., App. B17, Fig. B17-1, following Tr.
5234). Using the envelope transfer function, comparing the

2% damped RIS floor spectra and the 2% SSE floor spectra, the

() adjusted floor spectra using the actual record from the dam

abutment was shown to be below or less than the design
spectrum for the SSE. (Tr. 5516-17). Using the average

[) transfer function, the 2% RIS floor spectra is well below

(or within) the SSE design envelope. While the raw time
history of the October 16, 1979 event would cause some

() exceedences at certain frequencies, using the raw record is

not acceptable by any standard. (Blume Test., App. B17-5,

following Tr. 5234). The adjusted record, even with

C) conservative enveloping of the transfer functions, does not

cause any exceedances in the floor response spectra. (Id.)

(Tr. 5519).
O

226. The Applicants have committed to the Advisory

Committee on Reactor Safeguards to reanalyze safety related

g equipment and components necessary for cold shutdown for RIS

to demonstrate the adequacy of safety margins. In its

letter report dated March 18, 1981, the ACRS stated this

3 equipment analysis "need not be completed prior to operation
of the Summer plant." (Staff Ex. 1, Supp. 1, App. D at

D-2).

D

D
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227. Dr. Joyner presented no new spectra of his

D own. In his report, he merely scaled peak horizontal acceler-

ation and velocity for a greater magnitude, using the

assumption that the logarithm of peak acceleration scaled

D as 0.25 times moment magnitude, holding the hypocentral
.

distance constant. Of course, were he to have had available

Professor Nuttli's work on magnitude / depth relations for the

D
Eastern United States, and had he chosen to use corresponding

values for distance, the scaling would have resulted in

lower acceleration and velocity values. As it was, his

D
initial explanation was that distance was one of the factors

kept constant in an effort to make maximum use of local

strong motion data and introduce the minimum by way of
9

additional assumptions, (Joyner Test., September 9, 1981

at 5, following Tr. 4696). Joyner elsewhere indicated that

his assumption of a distance equal to one source radius was
D

at least as reasonable as four source radii (Id. at 3).

Dr. Joyner did not in fact modify his estimates when the

work of Professor Nuttli became available, but he gave no

substantial and convincing reasons why the Board should not

accept professor Nuttli's opinion. (See Tr. 4812). He

characterized Nuttli' work and his reasons for not using it

as follows:

"I'm sure it's a pretty good estimate.
The question I'm raising is whether
the nature of the supporting evidence is, sufficiently tight to preclude the existence
of the shallower event." (Tr. 4011; see
generally Tr. 4810-4812).

D
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Another point made by Dr. Joyner related to his choice |,

of the peak of two horizontal components of motion.. Whatever

may be the merits of Dr. Joyner's use of the larger of the

two horizontal components of motion in a case which fits his)
assumption that the engineering analysis considers the

opposite horizontal component to be less (Tr. 4819-21), this '

is n t such a case. The engineering analysis of motions in
.O

this case assumes that the two horizontal components are

equal (Chen, Tr. 5335-44). Using piping analysis as the

:(3 example, the way in which each component of motion contributes

to each of the other components, and each direction separately

calculated by a root-sum-square procedure was brought out

|O nicely in Dr. Knight's questioning of Dr. Chen (Tr. 5361-65).

228. Dr. Trifunac did not present any spectra of

his own based on RIS events. He did make reference to

O enveloping the spectra for recorded events (Tr. 4711) which

the Staff proposed for surface motion and which the Staff
concluded should be reduced to determine input motion to the

O
foundation of the facility for structural and equipment

evaluation. Based on background seismicity (tectonic

earthquakes) Dr. Trifunac made recommendations regarding

SSE spectra (Tr. 5039-40) which were not invited or adequately

supported, and we decline to rely on them as discussed

elsewhere herein. Dr. Luco is primarily concerned with

the response of high frequency equipment rather than the

- structures. (Tr. 4730).

O

_ _
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229. Dr. Luco is in general agreement with the

position of the NRC Staff on ground motion in their supple-

mental testimony. His acceptance is conditioned however, on

validity of the Staff's magnitude-depth estimates.* (Tr.
_

5596). For a magnitude 4.5 event at depth greater than 5 or
,

.6 kilometers, Dr. Luco is in agreement with the RIS spectra

calculated by the Applicant (Id.; see also Tr. 4728). If
3

the calculated response of structural components and equipment

conducted by the applicant is correct, this would suggest

) there would be no structural or equipment problems for the

magnitude 4.5 event. (Id.).

230. Dr. Luco indicates that the amplification

) factors used by the Applicant to derive response spectra are

somewhat low (Tr. 5599), in comparison to those of Regulatory

Guide 1.60. However, this is not borne out by the comparison

3
of amplification factors presented by the Applicant (McGuire

Test. RM-1, Table 2, following Tr. 5042), particularly for

the higher dampings (5% and 10%) and high frequencies (above 9
)

hertz) of interest here. Further, the Applicant suggests

valid reasons that amplification factors for RIS spectra

micht be lower than for Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectra (Id.
)

at 5). The former were' derived from ground motion records

intentionally obtained at rock sites with small source-to-site

distances, whereas the Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectra were

derived from records with a variety of site conditions and

)
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distances. It is logical that the former would show less

U dispersion than the latter, and that mean-plus-one-standard-

*

deviation amplification factors for derived RIS spectra

would be lower than for Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectra.

D
231. Dr. Luco agrees that the ground motions recorded

at Monticello Reservoir should be reduced to calculate

effects on equipment at the nuclear facility. (Tr. 5596).g

The reason he gives for this reduction (scattering of high

frequency waves by a large foundation) is one of those

suggested by the Applicant (Tr. 5515) and the Staff (Staff3
Test. at 61, following Tr. 5758).

232. It is the position of the NRC Staff on the

magnitude 4.5 event that the Applicants' estimated response

spectrum is conservative based on the Staff reevaluation of

the Applicant's method, a comparison of records from Mammoth
9

Lakes, and comparisons with recent estimutes of peak acceler-

ation versus magnitude and distance. (Tr. 5767-68).

9 233. It is the conclusion of the Staff that the

spectrum suggested by the Applicants for a magnitude 4.5

RIS event is appropriate as indicated in the Safety Evaluation

4 Report. (Staff Ex. 1 at 2-32) (Staff Test. at 3, following

Tr. 5758). This conclusion applies to normal depth earthquakes.

(Id. at 44-45). (Tr. 5770-71).
9

9
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234. For the magnitude 4.5 RIS event occurring at

3
normal depths of 5 to 16 kilometers, the Staff considers use

of the Johnson and Traubenik (1978) spectral shapes acceptable.

(Staff Test. at 35, following Tr. 5758). The Staff considers
O

the set of strong motion records from the earthquake sequence

near Mammoth Lakes, California in 1900, specifically those

recorded at the McGee Creek station, the best source of data
O

available to determine ground motion for a magnitude 4.5

earthquake in the 5 to 16 kilometer depth range. (Id. at

36). The Applicant presented response spectra based upon

the Mammoth Lakes data in response to FSAR Question 361.25.

235. Despite differences in source characteristics,

O attenuation, and site conditions at McGee Creek, the Staff

considers use of the Mammoth Lakes data appropriate for the

following reasons: 1) at distances less than 25 kilometers

O the observed differences between attenuation in the Eastern

and Western United States are not significant; 2) the

differences in source characteristics are not known due

O primarily to a lack of understanding to source characteristics

of Eastern United States earthquakes; 3) the Staff, recognizing

there factors and the lack of suitable strong motion records

in the Eastern United States, has endorsed for other power

plant sites in the Eastern United States the use of site-

specific spectra derived from strong motion records recorded

'O
,

in the west; and 4) use of the McGee Creek records to
|

L
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describe ground motion at a rock site is considered conserva-

tive. (Id. at 37). At frequencies greater than 7 hertz,

the Mammoth Lakes 84th percentile ground motion was approxi-

mately equal to the Applicants RIS spectrum except for a

sharp exceedance centered about 8-9 hertz and slight exceed-

ance at 15-20 hertz. (Id. at 38).

# 236. The Staff considers the envelope of Monticello

response spectra appropriate to define surface ground motion

for a near-source site. (Tr. 5768-69).
O

237. The Staff concludes that ground motion at the

dam abutment instrument site from small and close in reservoir-

g induced earthquakes may exceed the Applicants RIS spectrum

at high frequencies. (Staff Test. at 21, following Tr. 5758).

238. It is the Staff position that the appropriate

O designation of the largest surface ground motion from the

occurrence of RIS within the shallow zone of seismicity is

the envelope of the response spectra from the recorded
O

strong motion data at Monticello. (Staff Test. at 44,

Fig. 1). This ground motion envelope exceeds the Applicant's

proposed RIS spectrum at frequencies greater than 10 hertz.
O

(Id.). The envelope describes ground motion at the soil

surface. (Tr. 5771).

O 239. The Staff finds that the Applicant's arguments

for reduction of input motion at the structure foundation

O
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have substance, but are not conclurive in the quantitative
3

sense. (Staff Test. at 4, following Tr. 5758). The Staff

has not therefore specifically embraced all of the Applicants

arguments; but the Staff does however conclude that significant

reductions are likely for the reasons cited by the Applicants.

240. Indeed, the Staff acknowledges that reduction

) factors on the order of 0.5 may well be appropriate for use

with standard engineering design practices for assessing

the significance of RIS. (Id. at 66). Final definition of

) the reduction factor to be employed requires an integrated

evaluation of site effects studies. The Staff believes this

ef fort should be properly considered as part of the Applicants'

) confirmatory program now under way. (Id.) (Knight, Tr.

5772-75).

241. In summary, the Staff concluded that the Applicants')
RIS spectra would be adequate for normal depth earthquakes.

(Staff Test., at 44-45 following Tr. 5758). The Staff

) concluded as to shallow earthquakes that surface ground

motion at the instrument site should be represented by the

envelope of the response spectra from the recorded strong

3 motion data at Monticello, but that reductions likely will

be in order when quantified to the Staff's satisifaction.

(Id. at 45). The Board is prepared to leave the quantification

) of ground motion to the Applicants and Staff as part of the

confirmatory program, but we would expect that, since the

)
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Staff and Applicant and Dr. Luco (Tr. 5595-5601, to the
Q

extent and as there specified) all agree that some reduction

is qualitatively justified and can be quantified, an appropriate

reduction will be approved.
O

Damage

242. Aside from scientific interest, discussions in
O

these proceedings of seismicity associated with Monticello

Reservoir are relevant only in terms of effects of that

seismicity on the V. C. Summer Nuclear Station. Of signifi-
O

cant concern therefore, are the effects, both predicted and

observed, of seismic activity in the area of the nuclear

plant. Thus, the question of damage to the facility is

undeniably the " bottom line" of these discussions.

.

243. Damage from earthquakes can be addressed in

C a more straightforward manner and is more easily understood

than some of the other topics we have discussed. Historical

observations of earthquake damage require no theoretical

C) interpretation. Worldwide and site-specific observations
.

(including null observations) show that small magnitude
|

events do not cause damage. The existence of numerous

recognized and unrecognized safety margins inherent in the

design of a nuclear plant provides further assurance of the

seismic safety of this facility.

O

Q
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244. Based on historical experience, Dr. Blume0
testified that he knew of no case of damage to an engineered

structure from an event of magnitude five or less, regardless

g of whether the building was designed for seismic stress.

(Tr. 5262). Board witnesses, Drs. Joyner and Luco indicated

they they knew of no instances of magnitude five or less

o earthquakes causing damage to engineered structures.

(Joyner, Tr. 4787; Luco, Tr. 4963). Dr. Trifunac stated

that while he was aware of some cases of small (magnitudes

O less than 5) California earthquakes causing slight damage

such as broken windows, etc. he did not know of any major

structural damage to an engineered structure as a result of

O an earthquake of .nagnitude 5 or less. (Trifunac, Tr. 4848).

245. In its testimony, the Staff correctly observed

that no party to the proceedings seriously questioned the
,

J
fact that the short duration, high-frequency motions which

have occurred at the site have little significance with

respect to the structural integrity of the plant. (Staff

Test. at 4, following Tr. 5758). Based upon the margins

inherent in the design and testing processes for safety-related

' systems and components, the ability to shut down and cool.,

I' the reactor will not be affected by seismic shaking related
|

the reservoir-induced earthquakes we have been discussing.

(Id.)

V
\
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246. The duration of strong motion is a primary concerng
because there is evidence that the probability of damage

increases with duration, e.g., damage in Gilroy, California

caused by the August 6, 1979 Coyote Lake earthquake. (Tr.)
5177). "The evidence indicates that the probability of low

rise [one story building] damage increases with duration and

() is offered as an explanation for the observed lack of damage

to the Fairfield hydro plant." (Tr. 5178). This position

was echoed and explained by Dr. Blume. He observed that if

e an acceleration peak or spike has very short duration; the

energy involved is very small. (Blume Test. at 21-22,

following Tr. 5234) (Tr. 5307). Dr. Blume said this relates

() to the fact that the time integral of acceleration is

velocity, and the kinetic energy of motion is velocity

dependent. Thus random spikes that lack periodicity and

O have short duration are apparently not effective in dynamic

amplification nor therefore in structural response. Displace-

ments in the Monticello records are in the micromotion

G range. (Id.) (Tr. 5251-52, 5256, 5262).

247. Dr. Joyner indicated that by definition an

intensity VII earthquake is not damaging in any serious way

to engineered structures. (Joyner Tr. 4794-4797). However,

Dr. Trifunac, when commenting on the same question, said

that he did not know but he did not feel the question was
,

relevant. (Trifunac Tr. 5862-5863). Dr. Blume used the

O
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accepted definition of Intensities VI and VII at page 24 of

9 his testimony (following Tr. 5234), which indicates that

damage will be negligible in structures of good design at

Intensity VII. Nevertheless, the Board is inclined to

() agree with Dr. Joyner that the question is relevant in light

of Professor Nuttli's conclusion that no Eastern United

States earthquake of very shallow focal depth will have an

O epicentral intensity exceeding VII (Nuttli Test. at 4,

following Tr. 5164).

248. This leads to the Board's conclusion that events
O

of magnitude less than 5 have historically produced no

damage to engineered facilities (evidence on characteristics

of these events support this) and that predictions of future

events occuring at the site indicate that no drmaging

earthquakes are to be expected.

O 249. Unrecognized safety factors or safety margins

are very important in reconciling recorded instrumental

ground motions with damage, or the lack of damage, in

3 reaching engineering opinions. The unrecognized margins can

be considered " bonus" values in the system. (Blume Test.

at 29, following Tr. 5234).
'

O
250. The way that response spectra and floor response

spectra are developed and used affect the capacity of a

g structure or a system to resist the shaking caused by an

i
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earthquake without damage or collapse. (Id. at 28-29).
3

Other factors such as strength, ductility, redundancy,

damping, natural periods of vibration, and allowable design

stress versus actual strength of materials, also affect the
)

capacity of a structure or system to resist earthquake

motion. These will be discussed in more detail later.

3 251. There are many conservative assumptions in

the design of nuclear plants for earthquake resistance and

these are usually compounded to create margins of safety

3 much greater than is generally recognized. (Blume Test.,

App. B-15). One of these assumptions is that the directions

of ground motions for the two horizontal and one vertical

) component might obtain their peak value simultaneously in

both the time domain and in a directional sense. (Id.) Dr.

Blume has conducted a comprehensive study of 276 earthquakes

) evaluating the dispersion between the peak values and the

three components of motion. (Tr. 5499). In dynamic design

there are two basic problems related to combining effects.

These are 1) how to combine responses from the three components

of ground motion and 2) how to combine responses from all

effective modes of vibration. Many methods have been4

used, the most popular of which is the " square root of the

sum of the squares" method which makes some allowance for

the fact that responses from all directions and/or modes do
'

i

not occur at the same time or in the same direction. (Blume
I

l Test., App. B9-1, following Tr. 5758). There is general
i

>
|
t
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agreement that the absolute sum method -- which is the

[3 maximum possible result -- would be ridiculously' conservative~

!

|
with essentially a zero probability of occurrence. (Id.).

4

j Based on a study of 276 earthquakes, Dr. Blume stated there

() is a strong probability at high frequencies that there will

be more than 5 cycles between the peak components from the 3

directions of motions (Id. at B9-2). This probability is at

h least one standard deviation above the median and possibly

closer to two standard deviations above. (Id.). For example,

at 20 hertz there is an 85% probability that there will be'

'O more than 5 cycles between the peak responses in any two

directions; at 25 hertz the probability becomes 87% and at
,

30 hertz the probability becomes 88%. (Tr. 5499-5500).d

:O
Translated to structural response, more than 5' cycles means

,

that the effect of the peak motion under typical damping

values has largely decayed; i.e., before the peaks can add

O
i

up directly any resonant effect or resonant buildup tends to
5

be dissipated by damping. (Tr. 5500). Another way of

stating this is that the peaks tend to be statistically
.O

independent and time-separated insofar as response is

concerned. (Blume Test., App. B9-2, following Tr. 5234).

This shows that the square root of the sum of the squares
,

approach (para. 227 supra) is adequately conservative.
;

;

252. Dr. Blume pointed to an additional conservatism'

) introduced in the development of floor response spectra.

I
'

'$
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With floor response spectra one is required to widen the
D

spectra 15% above and below the given frequency to allow for

possible variations. (Tr. 5511). By widening the spectra

and not lowering it, one is effectively pumping a lot more
D

energy into the system than nature ever intended. (Id.).

The smoothing of spectra is always done in such a way that

you tend to fill in the valleys and clip the peaks, and

again you are pumping more energy into the system. These

are but two more unrecognized conservatisms which result in

the over design of engineered structures. (See also Chen

Test. at 10, following Tr. 5324).

253. Floor response spectra are broadened and enveloped

3 to account for frequency variations. When piping systems

having more than one dominant frequency fall into the

broadened frequency band of the peak floor response spectrum,

' responses are over estimated. (Id. at 10 and Table 1). The

Staff also saw this as an unrecognized safety margin.

(Staff Test. at 52-56, following Tr. 5758).

9

254. In establishing design values for materials,

the conventional practice is to make tests, to plot test

g values on a graph, then to draw a line or curve that repre-

sents the lowest value of the test points. Safety factors

are established on the basis of that line or curve. Because

e the line or curve envelopes all test points, the real

average valua is 15-30% greater than recognized. (Blume

Test, at 29-30, Fig. 7).

D
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255. In the calculation of seismic response for the

O design of structe es, systems, equipment, and components,

synthetic earthquake time histories are developed as input
I

to the mathematical models of the structures. These synthetic

O time histories are required by the NRC Staff to provide

energies equal to or greater than the energies represented

by the ground response spectra. These are smoothed and

broad-banded and therefore have high energy throughout the

range of frequencies at which nuclear power plants respond.

(Staff Test. at 52). These synthetic time histories are
'

'O
typically 10 to 15% above the ground response spectra.

(Id. at 53, 55). Dr. Chen made the same observation

relative to equipment. (Chen Test. at 10, following Tr.

|O
5324).

256. Material strength is specified in such a

I) manner that very few test values for the particular material

supplied can fall below that value without rejection of the

entire lot. Thus, suppliers provide an extra margin to

O avoid this severe penalty. Actual test values, while not

taken into account in the design of the V.C. Summer Nuclear

Station, greatly exceed design values. (Id. at 30, App.

JO B10). Actual test values were allowed for the Diablo Canyon

plant. (ALAB-644, 13 NRC at 986). Both Dr. Luco (Tr. 5598),

and Dr. Trifunac (Tr. 5840) agree that actual values should

O be used for analysis of a facility already built.

257. The average strength of materials obtained

.O
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on well controlled projects is considerably in excess of

CD the specified strength used by the designer. This is

especially true for concrete, a basic material in nuclear

powerplants. Concrete is specified to have a certain

3 strength at either 28 days or 90 days. (Tr. 5503) (Blume

Test. App. B10, follwing Tr. 5234). It continues to gain

strength, at a decreasing rate, with age. (Id. at B10-1)

3 (Tr. 5237, 5503). The amount of increase in strength

depends upon the type of cement used and, although the rate

of increase flattens with time, there is definitely an

' increase. (Tr. 5503). This increase in strength with age

was not taken into account in the design or analysis of the

Summer Plant. (Tr. 5503-05).
D

258. An additional factor in material strength

margins is that code minimum material strength is based upon

j static load tests. Since dynamic loads contain a limited

amount of energy and are applied at a faster rate, the margin

between stress limits and failure for dynamic loads is

e greater than that for static loads. (Staff Test. at 56,

following Tr. 5758).

259. The Applicants maintain data on the actual
O

test strength of concrete as part of its quality assurance

(QA) program. Most of the concrete used at the V.C. Summer

Nuclear station has a specified strength of either 5,000 '

O
pounds per square inch at 90 days or 3,000 pounds per square

inch at 28 days. (Tr. 5504) (Blume Test. at App. B10A.4,

O

_
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following Tr. 5234). The ratio of actual strength to

()
specified strength (or the amount of exceedance) ranges from

20% to 100% (Tr. 5504). The low coefficient of variation

indicates excellent job control of concrete quality (Blume
'O

Test. at B10-2, following Tr. 5234).

260. Similar exceedances of actual over design

O strength are documented for reinforcing and structural steel

used in the V.C. Summer Nuclear Station. (Tr. 5505-06).

(Blume Test., at B10b, B10c, following Tr. 5234). Average

C) yield strength of reinforcing steel for tne plant is more

than 13% higher than specified, whereas the ultimate (tensile)

strength is 70% or more higher than the grade specified
O yield strength.(Blume Test., at Blob.2, following Tr. 5234).

Similar results are observed for structural steel. The

average yield strength of structural steel for the-V.C.

O Summer Nuclear Station is more than 21% higher than specified

and the tensile strength is 89% or more higher than the

grade specified yield strength. (Id. at B10c.2). The low

O coefficient of variation for both reinforcing and structural

steel indicate that there was excellent mill and job control.

for quality of steel used at the plant. (See also Chen
O Test., at 9-10 following Tr. 5324).

261. The NRC Staff confirms that material suppliers

o generally provide material of higher grade than design

strength and standard size structural members and pipes are -

often larger than design specification for such elements.

() (Staff Test. at 55).
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262. Dr. Blume pointed out ductility and work potential

) (which absorbs energy in the inelastic range) are generally

not allowed; i.e., the structure must remain completely

elastic (or linear). (Blume Test. at 32, following Tr.

) 5234). There is thus a great reser*te >apacity in the

inelastic range to absorb energy with even very slight

damage which has thus not been tapped. This is very conserva-

) tive. Every building in a major earthquake has to enter the

inelastic range to survive, even under the most modern
.

building code requirements. (Id. at 32-33) (See also Chen

) Test. at 9, following Tr. 5324). (See ALAB-644 13 NRC at -

987-88). Dr. Chen points out that the Summer Station design

is based on 3 directional earthquakes without accounting for

ductility. (Chen Test. at 9, following Tr. 5324).

263. Another significant conservatism arises from the

) damping allowed by Regulatory Guide 1.61. Damping values

are important parameters in dynamic analysis. The values in

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.61 have been in use for several years

) in many plants. Two facts regarding this complex subject

are particularly important. One is that elements with

friction between parts, such as bolted steel joints or

) concrete with minor cracks, have considerably greater

damping at the strain levels than where friction is not

possible, as for example in welded joints or in uncracked

) concrete. Concrete is designed to crack. (Tr. 5237).

)

_ _ _
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There is reinforcing steel put in the concrete to make up

for the fact concrete is relatively weak in tension. The

steel bars have much more rigidity than the concrete per

se, the only way they work to their level of design is for

the concrete to develop minute cracks. (Tr. 5237). The

second point is that damping increases with strain or

deformation. (Blume Test. at 34, following Tr. 5234).)
Another important consideration is that a structure not only

receives energy from the moving ground but returns some of

) it to the ground in what is termed radiation damping.

(Id.). Another point is that it is not necessary to develop

high strain levels throughout an entire structure to develop

) high damping levels. Local high strain levels can be quite

effective in absorbing the kinetic energy of motion. (Id.)

In tests of shear wall models (designed to eliminate all

) radiation damping to the soil) 7% damping occurred at strain

levels in the reinforcing steel of about 0.16%, well below

the yield value (Id. at 36 and Figs. 10-12). Based on valid

) test data, 7% critical damping, as permitted in Regulatory

Guide 1.61, is conservative for concrete walls and structures

,

approaching hypothetical yield points levels as in SSE
|

) design. (Id. at 36). The actual damping value could be 8

to 10% at yield point levels. (Id.)

1

!

>
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264. As related by Dr. Blume, in analysis procedures

3
constant natural periods or frequencies of vibrations

for structural and mechanical systems are assumed. In

reality, there are small variations in period even at

non-damaging stress levels. This is due to the nature of

materials, especially concrete, and to other factors. These

small variations are quite effective in preventing resonance
D

and in decreasing dynamic amplification. (Id. at 31). The

resonance curve for a 7% damped oscillator responding to

steady state harmonic forcing function demonstrates this
3

principle. (Id. at 31 and Fig. 9). At perfect tuning, the

ratio of the forcing frequency is 1.0 and the response is

maximum or 100%. However, if the natural frequency varies
3

only slightly, say 5%, the response is about 80%, or 20%

less. (Id. at 31). Thus, the assumption of constant

natural periods is conservative and could lead to over
3 (

design in the order of 10-30%. This is another important,

unrecognized conservatism.

3 265. Seismic stress in most members and elements is

only a part of the total stress. For example, a pipe has

internal pressure, a concrete wall supports loads from

3 above. The only exception is bracing designed solely for

lateral forces of winds cr earthquake. Members or elements

designed for other than seismic stress alone have much more

U reserve strength for seismic loading than they are given

credit for. The reason for this involves the allowable

3
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) stresses under.each type of loading and the fact that more

material is provided than would be needed for seismic

purposes only. (Id. at 33). The NRC Staff likewise acknowledges

) this. (Staff Test, at 54, following Tr. 5758).

266. Equipment seismic qualification have been

discussed at length in the section on response spectra.

It is worth repeating a few points here and in the following

paragraphs. The basic input criterion is that the calculated

response spectrum of input motion envelopes the broad-banded

floor response spectrum. Because of this envelope criterion,

the resulting zero period acceleration value of input motion

is always higher than the zero period acceleration value of
the broadened floor response spectrum, resulting in considerable

safety margin in the higher frequency range and especially

at high frequencies. (Chen Test. at 7, following Tr. 5324).
)

267. Another example of margin arises in qualification

of active components such as electrical equipment. Qualifica-

) tion is performed by using random waves as the input test

response spectrum. (Id.) The test response spectrum is

calculated from input motion which envelopes the appropriate
) floor response spectrum at the level of the structure where

the equipment is located. (Tr. 5342). It must also be

kept in mind that the required floor response spectrum
) itself is an envelope of the calculated raw data. So in

)
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essence there is an envelope on top of an envelope process.

(Tr. 5342). This again demonstrates that ample margin

exists in all frequency ranges especially on the high
frequency end. Usually there is a factor of three margin on

'

the high frequency side between actual testing value and
required value. (Tr. 5342-43).

3 268. Another factor touched on in the response

spectra discussion and relevant to this discussion of

margins is that, in equipment qualification, testing input

3 motion is of a duration from 10 to 20 seconds, whereas the

duration of the RIS event is 1 second or less. (Tr. 5343).
The functionability of the active component is very much

3 affected by the duration of the input motion. (Tr. 5343).

The NRC Staff confirmed this as an additional conservatism

(Staff Test. at 65).

q

269. Also in equipment design, material is assumed

to behave linearly up to yield point, then deform continuously

to collapse when the external load is maintained. In

reality, all material used in equipment design exhibits

characteristics of strain hardening. This means resistance

- to deformation increases after the yield point is exceeded.

Even if one assumes no strain hardening, the materials can

resist dynamic loads having peak values higher than yield

strength by energy absorption in the plastic region. (Chen

,
./
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Test. at 11, following Tr. 5324 ). Strain hardening was not
O-

accounted for in the design or reanalysis of the V.C. Summer
|

Nuclear Station; rather, static allowables were used for

dynamic loads. (Id.) The NRC Staff, in commenting on the
O
) same fact, observed that this phenonema has the effect of

reducing accelerations of elastically calculated responses

by as much as one-third without loss of structural function.

*

(Staff Test. at 54, following Tr. 5758).

270. There are unaccounted for margins due to equipment

3 and system redundancies. When a system has multiple supports

the maximum response is generally applied to all support

points so that conservative seismic loads are generated.for

'O design purposes. (Id. at 54-56).

271. Even identically designed redundant systems may

iO n t always experience similar seismic excitation due to

different mounting locations with different structural

-filtering effects. Thus only a single loss of function for

43 the system may occur providing additional assurance a needed

function will safely withstand a seismic event. (Id.).

2'2. Other " unrecognized" margins (in terms of

-O
normal seismic resistance analysis) arise through; 1)

overdesign (and qualification by a factor of 10) of passi

O

*O
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dynamically applied short duration loads as we have atg

Summer; 3) large foundation effects which, if accounted for

can reduce the design response spectrum on the high-frequency

a side (Chen Test. at 8, following Tr. 5324); 4) the fact

that structures, systems and components are required to be

designed to undergo both OBE and SSE. (Staff Test. at

e 53, following Tr. 5758); 5) the fact that nonstructural

elements which are not considered to carry any loads in

design, do absorb energy through inelastic behavior or

O collapse during seismic events; and 6) others examples given

in the record (e.g. Id. at 52-56).

273. Regardless of the ability or inability to

. quantify all safety factors, it is clear that the numerous

safety margins which are inherent in the design, fabrication

and construction processes for a nuclear power plant, lead

to structures having significantly more seismic strength

than theoretical calculations (which fail to account for

these margins) would indicate. This is supported by
g

empirical evidence of lack of observed damage in facilities
and structures in earthquake situations which, "on paper",

should have failed.g

274. The performance of the El Centro Steam Plant,

Unit 4, provides an excellent example of the unrecognized

safety margins inherent in well-engineered structures. Unit

4 is an 80 megawatt oil- or gas-fired facility completed in

D
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1968. Many of the systems, ccmponents, and equipment in the

plant are comparable to those in a nuclear plant. During

the Imperial Valley, California earthquake ci October 15,

1979, spectral acceleration based on a nearby recording of,

the ground motion approach 1.2g at 7% damping; the plant was

designed for a lateral force coefficient of only 0.2.

(Blume Test., B12-3, following Tr. 5234) (Tr. 5508).g
Theoretically, both the equipment and the structure should

have been a total failure. 10/ (Tr. 5509). On paper, the

g steam plant sustained forces sufficiently high to cause

buckling of many bracing members in the boiler structure,

cracking of the operating floor diaphragm at the end of the

9 turbine pedestal opening, and yielding of isolating columns

in the turbine building and boiler structure. (Blume Test.

at B12-3, following Tr. 5234). In the field the damage was

D very minor. Observed structural was confined to four

buckled bracing members in the boiler structure. (Tr.

5509). Here we have a building subjected to motion roughly

D five or six times greater than its design with minimal

damage. It designed for which provides another example of

J
~~10/ Three non-structural concrete filler walls were added

to the plant after initial construction. (Blume Test.
at B12-3, following Tr. 5234). Dr. Blume stated these
might add to strength the structure, but only in one
direction and in fact might weaken the structure in
other directions (Tr. 5584). Dr. Blume stressed,

however, that the nominal damage observed was primarily
to equipment which the addition of filler walls would
not have helped. (Tr. 5586).

D

J
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|

L how our conventional procedures apparently are over design-
a

ing the strength of structures. (Id).

275. Mr. Knight, referring to the El Centro Steam

J Plant, emphasized the similarities between large fossil

plants and nuclear stations. (Tr. 1220, 1227).

276. The Huachipato Steel Plant near Concepcion,
m
J

Chile was subjected to M, = 7.5 earthquake on May 21,

1960. The epicenter was approximately 80 kilometers

south of the plant but the motion on the fault that shookg
the plant was very close to the plant. (Blume Test. at 19,

following Tr. 5234). The plant was designed for static

rather that dynamic loads for coefficients estimated to have3
been in a range of 0.1-0.3. Although there is no record of

the instrumental peak acceleration, the probable spectral

acceleration value at the period and damping of the most3
critical structures in the plant was 1.29 and the probable

effective acceleration was one-half to one-third of this.

e (Blume Test. at 20, following Tr. 5234). The plant resumed

normal operations within six days.

277. The ESSO refinery complex at Managua, Nicaragua
O

was subjected to magnitude 6.25 earthquake in 1972.

Accelerations were recorded on a modern instrument located

at the refinery. Peak instrumental acceleration ranged
9

from 0.33g for the vertical component to 0.399 for the

horizontal components. The facility had various design

9
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levels ranging up to a maximum of 0.2 base shear coefficient

and averaging about 0.10-0.13 under old Uniform Building

Code criteria. There were many types of vertical vessels,

pumps, heat exchangers, pipes, buildings, tanks, foundations,

and instruments within the facility. Despite the high

instrumental values, the ESSO plant suffered only minor

damage and was restarted in less than 24 hours. (Blume

Test. at 19, following Tr. 5234).

278. Other illustrations demonstrate the effects

* of earthquakes on " ordinary" buildings such as the case of

the Great San Francisco Earthquake of 1906. Of the 52 major

buildings in downtown San Francisco in 1906, about 10 miles
* from the moving San Andreas fault, all but seven were

repaired and put back in service following the M = 8.25
s

event. The tallest of those buildings, 19 stories, and

9 others are still in service today.

279. Examples such as these make it clear in the mind

of the Board that significant unrecognized safety margins doe

exist. Attempts to quantifying margins will be taken up later.

280. In addition, there are many cases of very weak

9
structures surviving earthquake motion. Observations of

ground acceleration versus damage from underground nuclear

tests exemplify this. An underground nuclear explosion,
e

termed Project Rulison, was detonated in Colorado on September

10, 1969. (Blume Test. at B14-1, following Tr. 5234). The

O
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resulting ground motion was measured at several stations

ranging from 5 kilometers to 300 kilometers from ground zero

(equivalent to the earthquake epicenter). (Id.). All

damage of any type was investigated and the cost of repair

3 or replacement was paid. The buildings in the surrounding

tovns were not designed for earthquake resistance and had

natural periods in the general range of the peak values

reported. (Id.). The nature of the damage included mostly

brick chimneys and interior plaster cracks, but also glass,

settlement, television sets, cisterns, wells, and utilities.

D
(Id.) In the town of Grand Valley, Colorado, 10 kilometers

from ground zero, peak horizontal acceleration was recorded

at 0.36g which compares with the instrumental peak acceleration
D

from the October 16, 1979 event at Monticello. (Id. at

Table B14-1). Frequency of spectral peaks was in the range

7 to 15 hertz and total damage in the town amounted to only
D

$15,044, an average of only $103.00 per building. (Id.). At

Rifle, Colorado, with three instruments peaking horizontally

at 0.14g, 0.08g, and 0.06g for an average peak of 0.099, the
B

damage was below $25.00 per building. (Id.) The caretaker's

cottage at Pacolma Dam is another classic example. Peak

acceleration from 1971 San Fernando, California earthquake
B

was over 1.0g and yet the brick chimney on the caretaker's

cottage was undamaged. (Blume Test. at 20, following Tr.

5234). What these cases have in common is the fact that
D

under the rules and procedures being followed for the design

D
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O of nuclear plants, none would qualify; in fact, they would

not come anywhere close to qualifying, and, on paper would

be total losses. But they were not. In other words, peak

C) acceleration is not very meaningful in response, and even

ordinary buildings have more seismic value than they are

given credit for. (Id. at B14-3).

3
281. Dr. Blume testified that given the inherent

conservatisms arising from assumed constant natural periods,

floor spectra, smooth spectra, ductility, seismic versus

total stress, assumed equal directional component peaks, the

safety margins in well-engineered structures such as nuclear

power plants range from a minimum of twice the valuesg
credited to a maximum from 7 to 40 times the design level.

(Id. at B15). Even this does not take into account several

additional factors including the attenuating effect ofg
large, rigid foundations, embedment below the surface, and

others. (Id.)

0
282. Dr. Luco agrees with Dr. Blume that they are

sources of conservatism and would agree with a factor of 2.

(Tr. 5598). The Staff considers a median factor of 4 to 8

D reasonable for structures, equipment, and piping. (Staff

Test. at 57, following Tr. 5758) (Knight Tr. 5772).

e 283. This leads the Board again to the conclusion

that the many safety factors inherent in facilities such as

these combine to form a much stronger plant in reality than

D is accounted for in design calculations.
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284.- The actual experience at the V.C. Summer. site

has provided site-specific evidence 'of lack of damage from
small magnitude earthquakes. Despite recorded accelerations

as high as 0.35g (which is suspect to be sure, but assuming

it represents significant shaking) there has been no earthquake-
,.

damage to either the nuclear plant or the Fairfield Pumped
Storage Facility (the latter which lies much closer to the

O
focus of the October 16, 1979 event). (Tr. 5215, 5318).

This is very significant because while the structures,

g piping and systems of the hydro plant and the nuclear plant

are similar in many respects, the hydro plant was not

designed to the same stringent seismic criteria as the

g nuclear plant (Tr. 5320). These " null" observations reassure

the Board that numerous inherent conservatisms (safety

margins) do exist. <

h' 285. From the evidence on " unrecognized" safety
,

|
'

margins resulting from inherent conservatisms, i.e.; 1)

'materials design values based on curves representing lowest
D

values of test points; 2) materials strengths.in excess of

|.
specifications which in turn are often in excess of design

requirements: 3) the assumption of equal horizontal components
b
| of ground motion used in analysis; 4) assumption of constant

natural periods or frequencies of vibration for structural

and mechanical systems; 5) use of floor response spectra for

upper levels; 6) use of smoothed response spectra (which
,

tend to envelope the peaks) for analysis; 7) ductility and
:

E
. .
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work potential (which absorbs energy in the inelastic range:
O

8) built-in reserve strengths for members already designed )
1

for stress loading other than ;eismic; and 9) others discussed j

I

herein and on the record, the Board concludes that the i

O |
relatively small earthquakes such as have occurred at the

Summer site will not cause damage. Our conclusion is in

accord with the lack of observed damage in engineered

structures. " Null" observa. ions give us confidence '

that even if magnitudes or ground motion are slightly

underestimated, there remain ample margins of safety for the
)

facility. This certainly was the case for the El Centro

steam plant, the, ESSO refinery in Nicaragua and others
,

which, while possibly well engineered, were on paper grosslyg
underdesigned for the seismic stresses to which they were

subjected. There appears to be no justification, on the

basis of any lack of safety margin, to delay commercial3
operation of Summer pending any efforts to quantify these

largely unrefuted yet unrecognized safety margins.

) 286. The observations of lack of damage and safety

margins add confidence to our conclusion that these small

RIS events are not likely to cause damage to structures

)
or equipment. These same observations of lack of damage

!

I and ample margin give us confidence that even if there are

uncertainties in the estimates of maximum magnitude and

) associated ground motion, the nuclear facility can withstand

somewhat larger events. These observations and margins
,

! -

I
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(along with preliminary studies of equipment and structuralg
response) also make reasonable the conclusion of the Staff

(and likewise the ACRS) that further analysis of facility

gg response to larger events can be of a " confirmatory" nature,

i.e., need not be completed prior to operation.

The 1886 Charleston Earthquake

O

287. In determining the safe shutdown earthquake, 10

C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix A, Section V (a)(1)(iii) provides:

O "where epicenters or locations of the highest intensity

of historically reported earthquakes cannot be reasonably

related to tectonic structures but are identified ...

O with tectonic provinces in which the site is not located,

the accelerations at the site shall be determined assuming

that the epicenters or locations of the highest intensity

O of these earthquakes are at the closest point to the site

on the boundary of the tectonic province." This led the

Board to pose a question as to whether the 1886 Charleston

O earthquake should be migrated to the edge of the Coastal

1

Plain province.'

288. At the time of the preparation of the preliminary
Q,
! safety analysis report in 1971, neither App. A to 10 C.F.R.

Part 100 nor the accompaning Reg. Guides and Standrd Review
i

Plan were in existence. The Applicants proposed. the 1913 Union
)

County earthquake as the design basis earthquake (now the SSE)
4

,

and proposed recurrence of the 1886 Charleston earthquake in
!
|O
:
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Charleston with an intensity of VII at the Summer site as

O
the operating basis earthquake. (McWhorter Test., Charleston

at 1, following Tr. 5031).

O 289. In the Safety Evaluation Report dated August 29,

1972, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) Staff found that

"the Charleston earthquake is related to the structural

[) geology beneath the southeastern Coastal Plain and is

believe to be associated with a specific structural anomaly

that is confined to the area in.the vicinity of Charleston.

D Evidence indicates that the numerous earthquakes that have

occurred in the vicinity of Charleston are localized along

the deepest part of the northwest-trend Savannah (southeast

3 Georgia) basin." (Id. at 2). In Supplement No. 1 to that

SER, dated January 12, 1973, the AEC listed four factors

which they felt contributed to restricting occurrence of a

3 " Charleston type" earthquake to the environs of Charleston,

South Carolina. First, frequency per unit area of historical

earthquakes is much higher in the vicinity of Charleston

O than anywhere else in the Eastern United States. Second,

the seismic event distribution within the Charleston zone of

high frequency per unit area does not reflect trends in any

O direction or predominant patterns which would suggest

lateral migrations of activity. It therefore, appears to

represent a very localized phenomenon. Third, the current

9
'

microseismic flux in the Charleston area is higher than that

measured elsewhere in the eastern United States. Fourth,

D
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seismic refraction and aeromagnetic data suggest atypical

G
basement structures in the Charleston area. The AEC Staff

concluded that the weight of the seismologic and geologic

information supported the interpretation that seismicity in
9

the vicinity of Charleston, South Carolina, including the

Modified Mercalli Intensity IX-X 1886 earthquake, was
,
.

related to structures beneath the Coastal Plain in the
D

Charleston area, and should not be assumed to migrate

out of that region. (Staff Exhibit 1, 2-32) The Staff's

conclusion was based on available data, past licensing
D

positions and advice from the United States Geological

Survey (USGS) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) as a result of their review of the
D

Summer site.

290. Applicants' FSAR was submitted in December 1976

) and docketed after the NRC staff acceptance review in

January 1977. Neither the Applicants nor the Staff, in its '

SER and Supplement 1, (Staff Ex. 1) changed their position

) with regard to the Charleston earthquake from that in the

Applicants' PSAR and Staff's SER at the construction permit

stage. (See Tr. 7520-21).
D

291. The USGS concluded that the concentration of

seismicity in the Charleston area both before and after the

) August 31, 1886 event and the lack of post-Miocene faulting

b

- _
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in the Coastal Plain or any evidence for localizing large
)

earthquakes, indicates that the likelihood of an 1886-type

event in other parts of the Coastal Plain and Piedmont is

very 1 w. Consequently, earthquakes similar to the 1886
O

event should be considered as having the potential to occur

in the vicinity of Charleston and seismic engineering

parameters should be determined on that basis. (Staff Ex.O
1, App. E, letter to Jackson from Devine dated December 30,

1980).

O
292. At the request of the Staff, the Applicants

conducted a further review of the impact of Charleston

seismicity on the V.C. Summer Nuclear Station site. The

=O
Applicants complied with this request and presented its

position and the basis for that position in its December,

1980 report entitled, " Supplemental Seismologic Investigation,
O

Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station Unit 1." (Applicants'

Ex. 1).

C) 293. There are three major hypotheses, but no reliable

conclusions as to the character and extent of the source

mechanism of the 1886 Charleston earthquake. These three

O hypotheses are decollement reaccivation, reactivation of

high-angle basement faults, and amplification of mafic or

ultra-mafic plutons. (See, Applicants' Ex. 1, Charleston

O 6 4.0) (See also McWhorter Test., Charleston at 4-5, following

Tr. 5031).

O
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294. The first theory concerns reactivation of a

master decollement either by active thrusting or gravity-

induced backslip. (Applicants' Ex. 1, Charleston at 31-32).

A decollement is a large detached overthrust sheet formed asmu

a result of collisional events between continents. A

master decollement is a fundamental structure underlying the

q) Blue Ridge, Piedmont and part of the coastal plain provinces

in the Eastern United States. There are certain problems

with this theory. It is unlikely that the shear strength of

the decollement exceeds that of other zones of weakness.()
This could be necessary for active thrust faulting. Because

of the nature of the structure, it is difficult to explain

o or reconcile slippage toward or away from the continent

in light of several factors: 1) the existence of dip-slip

faults both on and off-shore; 2) whether lateral shortening

:O due to sea-floor spreading would cause low angle thrust

faults: 3) the nature of the eastern boundary of the'

'

decollement; 4) propagation of slip from the Blue Ridge to

O Charleston, over 200 kilometers away; 5) inadequate knowledge

of stress conditions; and 6) whether it is proper to compare

thrust phenomenon of the Appalachians with the Himalayas.

|O (Id. at 21-32).
!

295. The second theory is based upon stress amplifica-

tion at the margins of mafic or ultra-mafic plutons (Applicants

Ex. 1, Charleston at 33). There are four primary problems
;

or uncertainties with this theory: 1) it is based upon

simplistic two dimensional linear analysis; 2) there is a
y

,
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lack of data on the nature and geometry of sources; 3)

f) there is a lack of knowledge on stress conditions and

stress boundaries; and, 4) there is an absence of data that

tectonic events are restricted to the margins of plutons in

O the Charleston area. (Id. at 33).

296. The third theory is based on reactivation

of steep faults in basement areas. (App. Ex. 1, Charleston
O

at 33-34). It has been suggested that steep fault reactivation

is causing seismic activity in the South Carolina-Georgia
seismogenic zone. The border of basements blocks and

Triassic basins have been identifiably reactivated and may

contribute to seismic activity; however, there are t:ncertain-

ties in applying this theory to the Charleston area. First,

there is no evidence of any northwest-striking zone of
i

crustal weakness. Second there is a lack of data on the

relationship between steep faults and the decollement.g

Third, there is insufficient explanation as to why Cenozoic

faults near Charleston have diverse orientation and dip.

g Finally, there is inadequate explanation as to why certain

areas of the Coastal Plain are aseismic. (Id. at 33-34).

297. In his probabilistic analysis, Dr. Trifunac

O
stated that he was not convinced with the evidence limiting

recurrence of an 1886-type event to the vicinity of Charleston.

(Tr. 4710). Our finding at para. 187, supra, with respect
O

to Dr. Trifunac's probablistic analysis applies equally to

O
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his lack of satisfaction w.i th the evidence associating the -

Charleston earthquake with the Charleston area, though his

data set excluded Charleston.

n'' 298. On the basis of extensive review of the data

available at the construction permit stage and again at.the

operating license stage, the Applicants, the NRC staff, and

O" the USGS concluded that the Charleston earthquake of 1886 is

related to a complex geologic structure unique to the Charleston

area and that no present basis exists to expect that a similar

~O event will recur except in the Charleston area. The Board

agrees.

299. In the initial decision on the issuance of a con-
n
"

struction permit for this facility, the Licensing Board con-

cluded that the Charleston earthquake should not be migrated

to the province boundary:
O " Based upon opinions from the United

States Geological Survey and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, upon the Staff
analysis in the Safety Evaluation

3 Report and upon testimony from two
witnesses who are experts in the

,

field of seismology, the Board finds
4

that the evidence supports confining
the Charleston seismicity to the

! Charleston area."
O

In the Matter of South Carolina Electric & Gas Company

(Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit 1) 6 AEC 213, 218
1

(1973).
O,

1

i

j
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300. There are theories which have been investigated

.O and studies performed since 1973, but there is no new

evidence to warrant altering that conclusion, and if it need

he affirmed, we affirm it based on the evidence herein.

O
Lowering Monticello Reservoir

301. During the June 24, 1981 hearing session, the
.O

Board asked Drs. Newton, Sobel, and Murphy whether the Staff

had considered that unloading (lowering of water level) of

Monticello Reservoir might induce increased seismicity.
|O

(Tr. 1165). Dr. Newttn stated that the loading is so small

that changes in stress conditions at Monticello which might

result from unloading would not lead to larger magnitude events

(Tr. 1163), but he allowed that the number of minor events

might go up. (Tr. 1166). Dr. Sobel generally concurred (Id.).'

She " imagined" that events so induced would not be "signifi-
.O-

cantly larger" than those already seen. Dr. Murphy, while

variously characterizing statements about what might happen

as " wild speculation" " opinion" and " conjecture", referred the
O

Board to ACRS consultant Dr. Simpson's suggestion that higher

magnitude events might occur from unloading than from loading.

(Tr. 1167).j)

302. The Board was concerned with the seeming uncer-

tainty over what might happen if the reservoir were unloaded
C then leaded again and inquired why Staff did not requireand

Applicants to perform such an experiment. (Tr. 1178). Dr.

Sobel said the Staff had suggested this to Applicants but

:o

,.
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+(3 had gotten a negative -response based on production of power

at the facility. (Id.) The Staff clarified that this

was not a formal request and that although it might be an

(3 interesting experiment, they believed the economic burden

would not justify pursuing such a project. (Tr. 1178-79).
,

The Staff noted the type of unloading being discussed did
,

:(3 not involve daily _ changes in water level of a few feet, but

rather a significant unloading (i.e., tens of feet). (Tr.

1180). Dr. Murphy concurred that it would be an interesting<

,

33 research program to lower the reservoir but does not recommend

that such a program be pursued. (Tr. 1226-29).

303. In order that the Board might resolve this issue

more completely, we requested Applicants to provide witnesses

j having knowledge of the results of any lowering of the

reservoir. In response, Applicants produced William E. Moore,
,)

Manager of Hydro and Environmental Engineering for SCE&G,

Thomas C. Nichols, Jr., and Esca H. Crews. Messrs. Moore and

Nichols filed written testimony (following Tr. 3783). Mr. Crews
;g

sponsored Applicants' Exhibits 32-34.

304. Mr. William E. Moore testified as to the technical
C feasibility of draining Monticello reservoir. At a minimum,

SCE&G would have to file a request with the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission (FERC) satisfying the following require4

O
ments. (See Applicants' Exs. 32 and 33) First, the board of

consultants would have to be reconvened to assess the proposed
,

- .-. - - . ..
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action and its effect on the structures. Second, an applica-
,

tion must be submitted including the following: 1) lost energy

due to spilling of flows as they passed through downstream

plants; 2) cost of capacity losses at Fairfield, 3) adverse

effect on recreation, fish and wildlife, 4) repairs to dams,

5) the effects of rapid drawdown on the dam, 6) the effects

of wave action on the unprotected embankments below the riprap,
O
"

and 7) an environmental assessment of the proposed action.

(Moore Test. at 2, following Tr. 3783).11/-- It would be

necessary to develop a comprehensive engineering plan. Such

D
a plan would have to include a careful analysis of dam sta-

bility impact which would include new monitoring instrumenta-

tion to track internal dam pressures, procedures to minimize
D

wave erosion of the unprotected dam surface, and establishing

maximum rates of drawdown. In addition, plans would have to

be developed for refilling the reservoir which, very broadly
J

must identify anticipated actions to maintain original

design conditions to assure that the dams vould be at least

as safe after refilling as before filling. (Moore Test. at
3 \

3). From a civil engineering point of view it is not incon-

ceivable that weather induced damage could occur to cause

O
11/ Mr. Moore, as well as Mr. Waller, geotechnical engineer

with Woodward Clyde Engineers, testified earlier as
members of Applicants' hydrology panel but testified
to some extent as to the nature, types, and amounts
of damage which could be precipitated by drawdown of

* the water level below the riprap (Tr. 1344-45, 1371-73).

@
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the reservoir to have to be completely drained and the dams
O

rebuilt. (Id.) In performing the environmental assessment

for the FERC application, it would be necessary to get

assessment of the proposal from a number of state and

federal agencies, including South Carolina Department of

Wildlife and Marine Resources. (Id.) (See Applicants Ex.

34) Also there is a present FERC-required environmental

study in progress to monitor and document post-filling

development of the Monticello and Parr reservoir eco-system.

It is almost a certainty that the Applicants' environmental

assessment would trigger a complete FERC Environmental

Impact Statement involving even larger public agency input.

The normal period of time to perform such a study is threeg
years. (Moore Test. at 4, following Tr. 3783).

305. Thomas C. Nichols, Jr. testified as to the

'O cost associated with drawing down Monticello Reservoir. The

cost associated with reducing the level of Monticello
,

Reservoir from an elevation of 420.5 to 375.0 feet, which is

D'' the bottom of the water intake structure for the Fairfield
Pumped Storage Project, and return of the lake to the 420.5

level could vary from $1,949,327 to $6,931,919 (Nichols
O

Test. at 1, following Tr. 3783). This cost range is influ-

enced by several factors: 1) the months which the Fairfield

Pumped Storage Project is unavailable for use, 2) the time
O the Fairfield Pumped Storage Project is unavailable for use,

and 3) the type of fuel utilized for replacement power and

O

|
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pump back. (Id. at 1). Only the cost involving electrical

O generation necessary to refill the reservoir and differential

cost incured due to loss of use of the Fairfield pumped

storage unit are considered in this cost range. (Id. at

8 1-2). Other costs such as extensive repairs due to damage

of the dam surface caused by excessive drawdown below the

design level of the reservoir, impact on the testing activi-

ties of the V.C. Summer Nuclear Station, time and cost

associated with draining remaining water below the 375 foot

level from the reservoir, transmission losses, forced outages

4
of efficient base load generating units, and reduced efficiency

of the Fairfield Pumped Storage Facility at lower water level

are not included in the cost estimate. (Id. at 2).
O

306. Given the level of effort and costs to the

Applicants to perform the lowering of the reservoir exercise,

[] we now turn to whether there are substantial potential benefits.

Dr. Murphy held the opiniott that while unloading would be

interesting as a research program, he would not recommend

O such a program. (Tr. 1228-29). Mr. Knight for the Staff had

a similar view. (Tr. 1178). Moreover, Dr. Talwani, whose

study of RIS at Monticello would probably stand to profit

[] most from such an experiment, while agreeing that it might

be an excellent controlled study, would not recommend the

O

P
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experiment. (Tr. 3420-21)h! The Board is pursuaded that

the experiment would not produce data of sufficient value to

warrant the time and costs, particularly in view of Dr.

Talwani's testimony that no matter what level of earthquake

might result, if any, there could be no assurance that it

would be the maximum earthquake. It would not establish the

upper limit and thus would not answer the main question form
~.)

which it might be suggested to be done. (Tr. 3411).

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

O

307. In paragraphs 2-4, supra, we set out the Intervenor's

contention. Principally, in paragraphs 35-54, we laid the

O basis for the following findings and conclusions which we

now enter: the description of regional seismicity, both

RIS and tectonic, in the record of this application is

O
adequate; the Wateree Creek fault is not of concern to the

seismic safety of this facility; an RIS event of M = 5.3g

should not be the basis for seismic safety analysis; Dr.

O
Trifunac's testimony regarding probabilistic assessment of

tectonic events in a lumping of two regions does not support

Intervenor's contention; and the plans for monitoring site
O

seismicity are adequate and should be continued until the

O --12/ Dr. Talwani gave this opinion based upon a hypothetical
question posed by Applicants' attorney, which hypothetical
question contained the factual elements later verified
by Applicants' witnesses Moore, Nichols and Crews.

O
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Staff approves discontinuance. Mr. Bursey's contention,

regarding seismic design of sirens and bridges was abandoned

and no findings are required thereon.

308. In paragraphs 5-13 and 31, supra, we set out the

questions which were of concern to the Board. Those. concerns

have been resolved directly in paragraphs 56 - 95 regarding
a

magnitude; paragraphs 96 - 187 regarding ground motion;''

paragraphs 184 - 241 regarding response spectra; paragraphs

287 - 300 regarding migrating the Charleston earthquake;

O and, paragraphs 301 - 306 regarding the question of lowering

the reservoir. Any uncertainties regarding inexactness of

estimates have been accomodated, and a post-operational

confirmatory program rather than a pre-oprational program

justified, by paragraphs 242 - 286 regarding observations of

lack of damage and safety margins.
q

309. To recapitulate the key factors of that resolution:

(a) There is no real need to resolve minor

() differences in the conclusions of Applicants and Staff

regarding maximum magnitude and minimum depth in about

the upper 2 km because it makes no difference whether one

O concludes as did the Staff, that the maximum magnitude in

the upper 2km is 3.0, or as did the Applicants, that magnitudes

of 4.0 or larger would be deeper than 2.3 km. We do find

D that the magnitude in the upper 2 - 3 km will not exceed Mg

O
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= 4.0. Nor is it necessary for seismic safety analysis

.O purposes to decide what the largest magnitude event at

normal tectonic depths would be, i.e., whether it would be

4.0 or 4.5. But we do find that it is 4.5 or less and is

O not as large as 5.0 or 5.3.

(b) The ground motion and response spectra to

be associated with a normal depth event are adequately

O
represented by the Applicants' RIS spectra with a so-called

zero period acceleration (or anchor point) of 0.229 The

surface ground motion for shallow RIS events is adequately
O

represented by spectra which appropriately envelope of

events which have already been recorded. To characterize

motion input to the nuclear plant, these recorded instrumental
O

surface motions hould be reduced. Appropriate reduction

factors are to be quantified to the S*aff's satisfaction as

a part of the confirmatory program already underway.
() .

(c) We are satisfied now that the reason ground

acceleration does not increase, in the estimates of Applicants

and Staff, as larger magnitude events are considered is
C

because the distance (depth) of those events from the

facility becomes greater as magnitudes become larger. In

other words, larger magnitude events would occur at greater

depths than the smaller magnitude events which have already

occurred.

(d) We are also satisfied that local records,

including the August 27, 1978 and October 16, 1979 records

O

. -. . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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from the USGS SMA on the dam abutment have been and are
C) being taken properly in account in the seismic safety

analysis.

(e) We are satisfied that the generation of a
'

site specific spectrum for near-source events such as RIS

is entirely proper to account for the lack of high-frequency

content in the standard Regulatory Guide 1.60 spectrum.

O
(f) We are satisfied that an experimental lowering

of the reservoir would not necessarily prove anything and is

not on balance justified, and that the reasons for those
O

conclusions have been adequately documented.

(g) We are satisfied that there has been no

showing which would warrant altering the conclusion reached
3

at the construction permit stage that a recurrence of the

Charleston earthquake need not be assumed t' occur at the

closest boundary of the Piedmont and Coastal Plain provinces.
3

(h) We are satisfied that the confirmatory

program need not be completed prior to operation and that

possibly uncertainties in magnitude and ground motion

estimates are accommodated by margins and confirmed by

observations of lack of damage.

L3 310. In light of this Initial Decision and the under-

lying record, the Board further concludes that, to the extent

relevant to the matters in controversy, tie Virgil C. Summer

f) Nuclear Station will operate in conformity with the applica-

tion, the provisions of the Act, and the rules of the
4

|
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Commission; and there is reasonable assurance (i) that the

activities authorized by the license can be conducted without

endangering the health and safety of the public, (ii) that

such activities will be conducted in compliance with the

rules of the Commission, and (iii) that issuance of the

license will not be inimical to the health and safety of the

public.3

ORDER

311. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to the Atomic Energy3
Act of 1954 and the Commission's rules, and based upon the

findings and conclusions set forth herein, that the Director

3 of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is authorized, upon making the

findings on all other matters specified in 10 CFR 50.57(a),

to iscue a full power operating license to Applicants South

J Carolina Electric & Gas Company and South Carolina Public

Service Authority (as their interests appear) at such time as

provided by the regulations and, on an immediately effective

] basis, a license to authorize the loading of fuel and low-

power testing (as provided by the regulations) for the Virgil

C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit 1.

D
312. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, in accordance with 10

CFR $ 2.760, 2.762, 2.764, 2.785, and 2.786, that this
Partial Initial decision shall constitute, with respect to

the matters covered herein, the final decision of the

Commission 30 days after the date of issuance hereof,

subject to any review pursuant to the above-cited Rules
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of Practice. Exceptions to this decision may be filed3
within ten (10) days after service of this Partial Initial

Decision. A brief in support of such exceptions may be

3 filed within thirty (30) days thereafter, forty (40) days in

the case of the Staf f. Within thirty (30) days after

service of the brief of appellant, forty (40) days in the

D case of the Staff, any other party may file a brief in

support of, or in opposition to, such exceptions.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
0

Herbert Grossman, Chairman
Gustave A. Linenberger, Member
Dr. Frank F. Hooper, Member

3 Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this day of 1982,
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'^ s
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Washington, D.C. 20036
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